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 This work tested the viability of microfabricated humidity sensors based on Y-
doped BaZrO3 by developing thin film deposition processes, fabricating devices, and 
characterizing the device response. At high temperatures, this material becomes 
conductive depending on temperature, water vapor, and other gas concentrations. Such 
devices should help increase efficiency and decrease emissions through improved 
combustion process control. Using microfabrication may lead to reduced size and faster 
sensor response. Two hundred and twelve variations of thin film layers were deposited 
and characterized out of which 112 were used in sensors. 
 BaZrO3:Y thin films (200 – 750 nm) were sputtered onto oxidized n-type silicon 
substrates at room temperature from a ceramic target in an Ar sputtering ambient. 
Various deposition pressures and powers were used to correlate process parameters with 
film properties. Films were annealed at 800 and 1000°C (3 hours, air) and characterized 
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) to determine microstructure, surface morphology, and film 
composition. For comparison, 30 – 500 nm thick films were deposited onto identical 
substrates using PLD (various substrate temperatures) and characterized as deposited. 
Selected samples were annealed at 1000°C (3 hours in air) and characterized again. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of 30 and 50 nm PLD films confirmed the 
 iv 
 
particle sizes found by AFM of 19 – 25 nm. Although all layers show Barium 
deficiencies, stable process windows were established for sputtering and PLD close to 
stoichiometric compositions. 
 Sensors with the sensitive material deposited on top of the interdigitated test 
structure (IDE) showed no response to changes in humidity. Sensors with the IDE placed 
on top of the sensing film showed sensitive response, suggesting a strong surface 
dominated sensing effect. Ti/Pt as contact metal yielded an unrepeatable humidity 
response. Cr/Au gave sensitive, selective, and long term stable humidity response.   
 All films were exposed to varying partial pressures of water vapor, (400 to 
650°C) with and without exhaust gas mixtures. Sensitivities of 0.2 to 62 atm-1 were 
demonstrated with tenfold selectivity towards other gases and sensor life time in excess 
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Yttrium-doped barium zirconate (Y-doped BaZrO3 or YBZO or BaZrxY1-xO3-y/2, 
x = 0.2, y>0) thin films might enable microfabricated humidity sensors for use at high 
temperatures [1-6]. This material becomes conductive at high temperatures, typically 
above 500°C, with its conductivity depending on temperature, water vapor, and other gas 
concentrations. These characteristics open up a wide range of existing and potential new 
applications in industrial process control, energy, and automotive applications. Using 
microfabrication may lead to mass producible devices with comparable small dimensions. 
The use of thin film technology may also enable faster sensor response times.  
Literature reports on these materials have focused primarily on bulk or thick film 
material prepared by ceramic techniques of a few microns to several millimeters 
thickness [1-2]. The present work studied Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films of 30 to 750 nm 
thickness fabricated into sensors for measuring of relative humidity at high temperatures 
(T ≥ 400°C). These efforts have sought to answer the following questions: (1) can this 
material be deposited/fabricated using thin film technologies and is this technique 
practical? (2) is the response and response time as good or better than observed in bulk 
material? (3) what are the mechanisms that govern the sensor response and do they differ 
from what is observed in bulk material?   
The first section below gives a brief overview of current combustion process 
technologies, the role of humidity sensors in these processes, and the suitability of using 
perovskite materials such as YBZO. The second section surveys relevant gas sensors and 
materials, both commercially available devices and reported research devices. The 
additional opportunities define the research and engineering objectives for the study of Y-
doped BaZrO3 thin films in high temperature humidity sensors. The final section outlines 
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the organization of the dissertation. 
1.1 Combustion processes and the role of humidity sensors  
 
with suitable materials 
Fossil fuel power plants are major emitters of greenhouse gases, which according to 
the consensus of various scientific organizations, may have been one of the causes for 
global warming over the last 50 years [7]. Global power demands are expected to rise 
more than 60% by 2030. With the world-wide total of active coal plants over 50,000 and 
rising, the International Energy Agency estimates that fossil fuels will account for 85% of 
the energy market by 2030 [8]. Power generation using fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, or 
petroleum) generally requires a high temperature (T ≥ 500°C) combustion process. 
Byproducts of power plant operation include formation of a number of gaseous species, 
whose discharge to the atmosphere is undesirable. These gaseous species include CO, 
CO2, H2O, H2S, N2, H2S, NOx and SO2. The concentration and type of these gases are 
often determined by the combustion process and process control. In order to prevent 
incomplete combustion, intensive research is being conducted on investigating improved 
processes for increased burner efficiency, e.g., the “clean coal” program in the US. As 
more recent advances in “clean coal” technology, carbon capture and sequestration are 
being studied, capturing carbon dioxide emissions from coal-fired plants and permanently 
burying them in soil or underwater. Currently, there are more than 80 carbon capture and 
sequestration projects underway in the United States with major activities being 
conducted in Utah [9]. Sequestration technology has yet to be tested on a large scale and 
may not be a complete solution to reducing airborne pollution. Until then, monitoring and 
controlling combustion processes and exhaust gas concentrations could help increase 
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process efficiency.  
Also, new emissions regulations that started in 2007 require a significant NOx 
concentration reduction in all truck and car exhaust gases [10] and will see further 
tightening of the emissions standards by 2012. Thus, it is well recognized that control and 
monitoring of these gaseous species is critical. Cummins Engines Co. Inc, one of the 
largest manufacturers of mobile and stationary diesel engines projects the requirements 
for sensors accuracy to reach about 3 ppm with time constants of 30 seconds and 
operation temperatures of 800°C to satisfy the future emissions standards [11]. Usually, 
emissions are measured using continuous emission monitor systems (CEMs), which 
typically sample volumes of gas and measure composition, particulate matter outside the 
actual burner/boiler. In automotive applications, engines are optimized in development to 
run efficiently based on a number of parameters including the design of the combustion 
chamber, cylinder head and piston shape, ignition cycles, intake and outlet valve opening 
times, air/gas mixture, injection pressure, injection spray pattern and engine load. During 
operation/use of the engine, far less accurate measurements (10’s to 1000’s of ppm 
resolution, 2-10% accuracy) of only temperature, throttle, manifold air flow, oxygen 
content in exhaust (lambda sensor) and more recently NOx and NH3 in diesel engines 
have to suffice in helping control emissions and efficiency during changing load cycles. 
The engine management software adjusts parameters such as injection timing, valve 
timing accordingly within an allowable process window. A key challenge is that current 
sensor technology is not accurate enough to allow engine manufacturers to guarantee 
abiding by already defined future emissions standards because the allowable tolerances 
are starting to become smaller than the resolution and accuracy of the available 
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automotive sensors.  
Stationary engines and combustors, e.g., as found in power plants, tend to be run at 
an optimum operating point and do not suffer from drastic load changes as found in an 
automotive engine. Hence they can be designed to run in a predefined parameter space, 
optimized to run efficiently and then left in that state without the immediate need for 
continuous close feedback control of the process. On a regular basis (every few weeks or 
months), lance probes are inserted into the combustion chamber, drawing gas and cooling 
it along the shaft of the lance before passing it to an analysis system. The analyzing 
techniques are varies with the gas species, e.g., a Zirconia sensor is used for measuring 
O2, chemoluminescence is used for NOx, UV/VIS (ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy) is 
used for SO2, and NDIR (nondispersive infrared sensor) is used for CO/CO2. In addition, 
out of spec test cycles are run to see how the plant responds to load changes or drift of 
parameters. A key problem with these technologies is that they are extractive, i.e., they 
require sampling and removal of a gas volume. Gas samples can condense if the sampling 
line is not temperature controlled, especially if humidity is present in the gas. The 
availability of in-situ sensors that could be placed at multiple locations inside a burner or 
boiler would allow a better understanding and 3D modeling of the combustion process 
and improved continuous monitoring or process parameters for improved emission and 
efficiency.   
An attractive technical approach for these devices and materials is the integration of 
multiple sensors on a single array chip to achieve reliable, stable, high temperature, and 
gas mixture compatible sensors. In order to accurately measure a large variety of gaseous 
species and concentrations, the reliable measurement of water vapor is essential since the 
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water vapor can have a large impact on the accuracy of other gas measurements at high 
temperature [12].  
 Many examples of humidity sensors based on chemisorption (surface adsorption) 
of water vapor have been reported [3, 13-15], but often 1) lack selectivity towards NOx, 
and O2 at high temperature [16-19], and 2) exist only in bulk material or thick film forms 
[1-2]. To be suitable for high temperature humidity sensors, the materials must have 
suitable conductivity (i.e., neither too low nor too high) and high selectivity towards 
water vapor. Perovskite oxides are particularly attractive for high temperature 
applications because of their 1) high melting and decomposition temperature, 2) 
microstructure and morphological stability, improving the reliability and long-term 
sensor performance at high temperatures, 3) ionic conductivity across different 
temperature ranges, and 4) an atomic structure with two differently sized cations that are 
suitable for a variety of dopants and that allow the control of the electrical transport and 
catalytic properties of the material to optimize sensor performance for specific 
applications [20].  
 Data obtained from doping perovskites, such as BaCeO3, SrCeO3, and BaZrO3 
suggest that these materials can exhibit proton conductivity and could be used in a variety 
of electrochemical devices including fuel cells, gas sensors, and hydrogen pumps [21-22]. 
The earliest studies of doped BaZrO3 showed a poor conductivity of less than 50 µS/cm 
compared with doped BaCeO3 which could be as high as 10 mS/cm at 600°C [23-25]. In 
1999, Kreuer reported the conductivity of YBZO to be 50 µS/cm at only 140°C [26], 
which was confirmed by Bohn and Schober [27]. In later publications, Kreuer noted that 
Y-doped BaZrO3 combines not only high proton conductivity with excellent mechanical 
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strength, but also has chemical stability under CO2-containing atmospheres [28], which is 
highly relevant for combustion monitoring applications. Wang and Virkar investigated 
the electrical conductivity at various partial pressures oxygen and water in the 
temperature range of 500 to 800°C of 7 wt% Y-doped BaZrO3 bulk material (10 ~ 100 
mS/cm) and have demonstrated high selectivity to humidity [1-2]. Therefore, Y-doped 
BaZrO3 is a promising sensing material for high temperature humidity micro sensors 
allowing for 1) high melting temperature ~ 2600°C [29], 2) high conductivity (10 µS/cm 
~ 10 mS/cm) [1, 20-27, 29-34], 3) excellent mechanical strength up to 86 GPa [35], and 4) 
high chemical stability in humid and CO2-containing atmospheres [23].   
1.2 Solid state gas sensors 
The expression “Sensor” can refer to components also known as transducers, test 
heads, sensing elements, probes, etc. [36-37]. Two major applications of gas sensors are 
the detection of single gases (e.g., NOx, CO, O2, CH4, H2O, etc) and the monitoring of 
changes in the ambient (i.e., gas mixture). Solid state based conductivity or 
electrochemical micro gas sensors constitute one of the largest growing groups of micro 
gas sensors and are considered henceforth. 
In this section, solid state gas sensors are divided into two groups, which are 
simple model metal oxide gas sensors (a binary compound of oxygen with another metal 
element) and mixed model metal oxide gas sensors (an oxide with 2 or more metal 
elements, e.g., perovskite oxide based gas sensors). The conduction mechanism could be 





1.2.1 Metal oxide based gas sensors 
Simple metal oxides sensors, referred to as metal oxide based sensors in the rest 
of the thesis, are commercially available and mostly ZnO and SnO2 based. Since the 
1920s, studies have investigated the influence of the gas atmosphere on conductivity, free 
carrier mobility, surface potential, and work functions in (semiconductor) materials [38]. 
These investigations led to the understanding that the semiconductor material surface is 
highly sensitive to chemical reactions and resulted in the “theory of traps” by Brattain 
and Bardeen [39], the “boundary layer theory of chemisorption” by Engel and Hauffe as 
well as Schottky [40-43], and the “electron theory of chemisorption and catalysis on 
semiconductors” by Volkenstein [38, 44-45], which was expanded by Geistlinger [46]. 
Fundamental theories contributed to the first metal-oxide gas sensor in 1954 that was 
presented by Heiland Bielanski et al. [47]. In 1971, the Taguchi-type SnO2 sensor (TGS), 
which is thick film resistive based gas sensors, was patented in the U.S. and 
commercialized by Figaro Engineering Inc. [48]. Current commercially available metal-
oxide gas sensors are mostly using thick film technology. Thin film technology was not 
commonly used for high temperature applications due to the higher instability of the 
chemical and physical properties of the metal-oxide thin films at the elevated 
temperatures compared to thick films or bulk material [49]. Table 1-1 summarizes 
selected metal-oxide materials for gas sensing applications including their operating 








Table 1-1: Summary of selected metal-oxide materials reported for gas-sensing 
applications 
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Two models typically used to explain these metal oxide sensor response are the 
Charge-Transfer-Model (CTM) and defect chemistry theory. For the CTM, oxygen ions 
are formed through the transfer of electrons from the conduction band (CB) and are 
electrostatically stabilized in the vicinity of the surface. For example, oxygen adsorbs on 
SnO2 as a molecule (O2-ads) and atomic ions (O2-ads, O-ads) that trap electrons from the 
conduction band. 
Reducing gases (e.g., CO) react with the oxygen ions and release electrons, which 
return to the conduction band. In an oxygen-free atmosphere, CO could also act like an 
ion (CO+) and adsorb on the material surface, inserting an electron into the conduction 
band. Thus, the electrical conductivity is changed. 
The defect chemistry theory holds that CO removes oxygen from the surface of 
the lattice to yield CO2, and creates an oxygen vacancy. When there is no oxygen, the 
vacancy becomes ionized and the electrons are introduced into the conduction band, 
which causes the conductivity to increase. If oxygen is present, oxygen fills the oxygen 
vacancy, for which one or more electrons are taken from the conduction band. Therefore, 
the conductivity decreases. Both models cannot give a complete picture of the 
mechanism since this process typically studies only the effect of a single gas rather than 
that of gas mixtures (e.g., N2, H2O, CO2, etc.) as found in combustion applications.  
Most metal-oxide based gas sensors operate in a temperature range around 450 – 
500°C that is too low for many combustion processes, unless the exhaust gases are 
measured further downstream. Some metal oxides with higher melting temperature and 
lower vapor pressure at high temperatures could allow higher temperature gas 
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measurements, such as CeO, TiO2, Ga2O3 and WO3. Most metal oxides are however 
based on surface adsorption effects and not sufficiently selective towards a particular gas.  
1.2.2 Perovskite oxide based gas sensors 
 Perovskite oxides based gas sensors are based on bulk effects (absorption into the 
lattice) and can tolerate high temperatures (T > 500°C) and thermal cycling [1-2, 34-35]. 
Electrons, holes, or ions contribute to the electrical conductivity in these materials. The 
dominant conduction mechanism in perovskite materials depends on doping, temperature, 
and the oxygen partial pressure. Perovskite oxides based gas sensors have been 
investigated in the research domain and tested under industrial conditions. Doped SrTiO3 
has been tested in lean-burning engines as oxygen sensor [88]. Yttrium-stabilized 
Zirconia (YSZ) is commercially used in automotive oxygen (Lambda-) sensors. Research 
on perovskite materials focuses on bulk or thick film devices, not on thin films. Table 1-2 
lists selected perovskite materials used in gas sensing.  
SrTiO3 is one of the most commonly used and the earliest material studied for 
high temperature oxygen sensors. The strontium and oxygen vacancies act as intrinsic 
ionic point defects. At low oxygen partial pressures, the predominant charge carriers are 
oxygen vacancies and electrons (according to Kroeger-Vink notation [96-100]),   
Oox = ½ O2 + 2e’ + Vo •• .                                              (1.1) 
At high oxygen partial pressures, the predominant charge carriers are strontium vacancies 
and holes [96-100],  




Table 1-2: Summary of selected perovskite materials used in gas-sensing applications  
 






SmFeO3 CO 200 – 400 3 min [89] 
Fe doped 
LaGaO3 
O2 800 N.A.  [90] 
LSGF/LSFC CH4 1025 N.A. [90] 
La doped 
CaTiO3 
O2 1050 N.A. [91] 
In doped 
BaZrO3 
Humidity  300 N.A. [92] 
Y doped 
BaZrO3 
Humidity  400 – 700  120 s [1] 
La doped 
BaTiO3 
CO 400 6 min [93] 




400 – 700 
400 – 600 
400 – 600  
N.A [95] 
 
SrTiO3  O2 400 – 700  N.A.  [96-100] 
GdCo1-xCuxO3 O2 
CO2 
300 – 400  N.A.  [101] 
In oxygen atmosphere, oxygen ions diffuse into the lattice and fill the vacancies. This 
absorption process causes a change in electrical conductivity [102]. The conductivity of 
both doped and undoped SrTiO3 contains n-type and p-type regimes depending on 
oxygen partial pressure, stoichiometry of the film, and doping concentrations.  
Perovskite oxides based gas sensors can be used in a variety of resistance-based 
gas sensors, particular for high temperature applications. The electrical conductivity and 
sensing mechanisms not only provide for a comparably high conductivity, but also a 





1.2.3 Humidity sensors 
Humidity plays a major role in industrial and combustion processes. Humidity 
(water vapor) is difficult to measure in those processes since it is associated with other 
parameters, such as temperature and pressure [103]. Humidity is usually measured and 
denoted as either relative humidity (RH %), partial pressure of water (atm/Pa), dew/frost 
point (D/F PT), or parts per million (PPM) water. Absolute humidity or the dew point is 
used for monitoring in some medical devices and air conditioning. Relative humidity has 
to be controlled in many industrial processes [104]. Current commercially available 
humidity sensors with temperature range between -40°C and 200°C can measure relative 
humidity from 2% to 90% (Fig. 1-1). Their response time varies from 30 seconds to 5 
minutes [105-106]. The cost for each humidity sensor ranges from $39 to $1,500 
depending on its application, accuracy, size, and long-term stability. 
The materials used in most humidity sensors can be classified into three groups: 
electrolytes, organic polymers, and ceramics [107]. Table 1-3 gives an overview of some 
humidity sensors based on those materials, their operating temperature, and response time.  
 
Fig. 1-1: Examples of current market available humidity sensors with temperature range 
from  -40°C to 200°C are used in air conditioners, weather stations, printers, humidifiers, 











MgAl2O4 40 150 s [108] 
LiCl 25 30 min [109] 
TiO2 25 N.A.  [110] 
NASICON 0 – 60  90 s  [111] 
ZrO2-MgO 400 – 700 N.A. [112] 
YSZ 300-450 < 1 min [113] 
Zerolite based 
materials 
125 2 min [114-118] 
SrCe0.95Yb0.05O3 600 – 1000 1 min [119] 
ZnO-CuO 30 20 s [120] 
 Humidity sensors must meet the following requirements: 1) a good sensitivity 
over a wide range of humidity and temperature, 2) fast response time, 3) good 
reproducibility and small hysteresis, 4) long-term stability, 5) resistance against 
contaminants, and 6) low cost.  
 Commercially available humidity sensors are used in a variety of applications 
ranging from process control, biomedical devices, home appliances, to air quality control. 
These devices usually work at temperature between 0°C and 85C, with some device 
allowing up to 125°C with comparably response time of 60 that is defined as the time 
required for the conductivity of the sensor element to reach 60% of the equilibrium value 
have demonstrated humidity sensitivity at high temperatures (300°C to 1000°C) and   
























































 Metal oxide 
 Perovskites
 Commerically avaiable
Fig. 1-2: Temperature vs. sensor response time of τ60 for some metal oxide, perovskite 
oxide, and commercial available humidity sensors based on Table 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3. (60 = 
20 to 180 s). Some metal oxide and perovskite materials presented in literature.  
 
 
1.3 Research objectives for Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films for high  
temperature humidity sensors 
 The broader objectives of this project were to develop and investigate Y-doped 
BaZrO3 thin films and their feasibility in humidity micro sensors at high operating 
temperatures (> 500°C) with fast response. Particular objectives included: 1) establish Y-
doped BaZrO3 thin films process window for physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
techniques, 2) characterize and study the material properties to gain a better 
understanding of the sensing mechanism, 3) develop testing conditions of Y-doped 
BaZrO3 humidity sensors at high temperatures and broad humidity range, 4) characterize 
operating temperature ranges, response time, sensitivity, repeatability, and long-term 
stability of the humidity sensors for high temperature applications, and 5) evaluate Y-
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doped BaZrO3 thin films as a  high temperature humidity sensors in a mixed gas species 
environment for its selectivity.    
 We have demonstrated the feasibility of fast, highly selective, and stable humidity 
sensors based on Y-BaZrO3 thin films. We identified Ba deficiencies in all deposited 
layers and defined suitable process windows for sputtering and PLD deposition of films 
with closer stoichiometric compositions with good sensitive response. We were able to 
demonstrate the impact of Cr with Au and Ti with Pt as contact material on the sensor 
response leading to the recommendation of Cr with Au as reliable contact, thereby 
limiting the operating temperature to below 1000°C. We were able to demonstrate 
sensors with higher sensitivity and selectivity towards humidity and 4-20 times faster 
response than reported elsewhere in literature. In addition, we tested selectivity towards 
humidity in a typical mixture of combustion gases to simulate the real world environment. 
Finally, we have presented long term stability and sensor lifetime data in excess of one 
year. 
1.4 Organization and structure of dissertation 
Chapter 2 introduces the technical background on material properties, defect 
chemistry, proton incorporation and transfer mechanism, oxygen conduction, the 
interfaces between metal contact and Y-doped BaZrO3 materials, and thin film deposition 
techniques.  
In Chapter 3, selected results using sputter deposited Y-doped BaZrO3 thin film as 
high temperature (up to 400°C) humidity sensors are presented. The experimental 
investigations include characterizing film composition, microstructure, surface 
morphology, annealing parameters, device fabrication, electrical conductivity as a 
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function of temperature, gas sensitivity, and cross-sensitivity with mixed gaseous.  
Chapter 4 discusses alternative solutions to solve the difficulties in control of film 
stoichiometry and thermal stress during sputter deposition and annealing, by using pulsed 
laser deposition (PLD). To evaluate the suitability of PLD as deposition method for Y-
doped BaZrO3 thin films in high temperature (T ≥ 500°C) humidity sensors, all films are 
characterized as done with sputtered films.  
A comparative study of Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films as high temperature humidity 
sensors deposited by sputtering and PLD methods is presented in Chapter 5. The effects 
of experimental deposition parameters and annealing conditions may cause different 
chemical composition, morphology structure, and sensors response. Experimental data 
are presented and discussed to find the process window for Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films 
for use in high temperature humidity sensors. The causes of some technical challenges 
are discussed.  
Chapter 6 is a study of the correlation between film thickness, sensitivity and 
response time for fast high temperature humidity sensors based on PLD Y-doped 
BaZrO3thin films with thicknesses down to 30 nm. Both surface ion exchange and bulk 
diffusion contribute to electrical conduction according to current understanding of the 
defect chemistry of the material. Decreasing film thickness increases the impact of 
surface effects and leads to strong improvements of sensitivity and response time, 
allowing the combination of the higher PLD stability with the faster and more sensitive 
response of sputtered films.  
Chapter 7 gives a concise overview of the work done, key accomplishments and 
initial interpretation of the data presented in this work, including the material 
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characterization, device development, and sensor response. Future work and 
improvements of the sensor performance are identified focusing on key challenges 
identified in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. Limiting factors such as stoichiometry of films and 
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This chapter overviews the literature and discusses perovskite materials, proton 
conductivity, electrochemical sensor devices and thin film deposition methods. The first 
section introduces the BaZrO3 structure used in this project and its Goldschmidt factor. 
The second section discusses proton conduction and proton transfer mechanisms. Protons 
are the dominant charge carriers at temperatures of 400 – 650°C. Their concentration in 
Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films is influenced by humidity or partial pressure of water. Section 
2.3 discusses other charge carriers that contribute to electrical conductivity and how they 
are affected by temperature and the partial pressure of oxygen. This is relevant because 
humidity measurements happen typically in air. Furthermore, the sensing mechanism is 
based on the dissociation of water into hydrogen and oxygen. Section 2.4 introduces 
basic models for the overall electrochemical absorption based humidity sensing 
mechanism in Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films. In the final section, sputtering and pulsed laser 
depositions (PLD) are introduced as deposition methods for the BaZrO3 thin films.  
2.1 Introduction to perovskites 
Perovskite is a mineral that was discovered and named by Gustav Rose in 1893 
after a Russian mineralogist, L.A. Perovski [1-3]. The name perovskite was later used for 
the general group of crystals having the same structure. The basic chemical formula is 
ABO3, where A and B are differently sized cations. The general crystal structure for a 
perovskite is cubic, with the A-cation situated in the middle of the cube, the B-cation 
placed in the corner and the anion (oxygen) in the center of the face. The A-cation can be 
either A+ (Na, K, etc.), A2+ (Ca, Ba, etc.), or A3+ (La, Fe, etc.) and the B-site can be B5+ 
(Nb, W, etc.), B4+ (Ce, Zr, etc.), or B3+ (Mn, Fe, etc.). These materials find applications in 
many technological areas, such as ferroelectrics, catalysts, superconductors, and sensors. 
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Table 2-1 lists the applications and properties for selected perovskite materials. 
2.1.1 BaZrO3 structure 
The alkaline earth metal compound BaZrO3 has an ideal perovskite structure, i.e., 
cubic (Fig.2-1) with O atoms at the face center and metal atoms Ba and Zr at the cubic 
corner and body center, respectively [10, 26-28]. BaZrO3 is a proton conducting material 
at high temperatures (500 – 700°C) [29], in which oxygen vacancies are generated by 
doping with trivalent cations, e.g., Y3+. Besides its high proton conductivity (1x10-5S/cm), 
it is also chemically and mechanically stable at elevated temperature. 
 
Table 2-1: Properties and applications for some perovskite materials  
 
Properties Applications Materials References 
Optical properties Electrooptical 
modulator 
Laser host, switch 
Harmonic generator 























Dielectric Multilayer capacitor 
Dielectric resonator 
Thin film resistor 
BaTiO3, BaZrO3 [14] 
Proton conducting SOFC electrolyte 
Hydrogen sensor 
BaCeO3, SrCeO3 
SrZrO3, (La, Sr) MnO3 
[15-16] 
Ionic conducting Solid electrolyte (La, Sr)(Ga, Mg)O3 [17] 
Mixed conduting SOFC electrode BaPrO3, LaCoO3 [18-20] 
Super conducting Superconductor Ba(Pb, Bi)O3 [21-23] 





Fig. 2-1: Schematic of ideally packed ABO3 perovskite structure, with A=Ba, B=Zr with 
the calculated lattice constant a0 = 4.25 Ǻ [31]. 
 
Therefore, it is a potential candidate as high temperature proton conductor with 
possible applications in high temperature gas sensing and fuel cells [29, 30]. The 
Goldschmidt tolerance factor t determines the degree of distortion of the perovskite [32]. 
It is based on the geometrical packing of charge spheres and is determined from ionic 
radii RA, RB, and RO: 








                                                                                     (2.1) 
The BaZrO3 structure is simple cubic as the ideally packed perovskite with tolerance 
factor t =1. In 1994, K.S. Knight proposed different distortion mechanisms in perovskite 
structures [33] based on t values that generally vary between 0.75 and 1. The less the 
distortion the crystal structure (i.e., the closer t =1), the higher the resulting electrical 
conductivity for the same doping concentration. For the same material depending on the 
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value of ionic radii that were used different t values were reported by different research 
groups. In the work presented here, t = 1 was assumed.  
2.2 Proton conductivity 
Electrical conductivity requires mobile charge carriers. These can include electrons, 
holes, or ions. Proton conduction as a type of ionic conductions was first suggested by 
Alfred Rene Jean Paul Ubbelohde and S.E. Rogersis [34]. The proton transfer motion is 
usually coupled with other phenomena, e.g., the internal rotation of methyl groups, since 
there is a strong interaction between a proton and the electron cloud of the environment 
[34].  
2.2.1 Proton incorporation mechanism 
The transport property of perovskite oxides varies with dopant materials, 
temperature and atmosphere. For example, when Y3+ is doped into the BaZrO3 structure, 
oxygen vacancies are created that result in proton conduction in atmospheres containing 
H2O vapor [35-36]  
H2O (gas) + Vo•• + Oox  ⇔ 2OHo• ,                                                                  (2.2) 
where two positively charged protonic defects (OHo•) are formed. The charged protonic 
defects can diffuse through the bulk of the oxide when accompanied by the counter 
diffusion of oxide ion vacancies (Vo••). The equilibrium constant of the water 
incorporation is  
 K = [OHo•]2/([ Vo••][ Oox] pH2O).                                                                         (2.3) 
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A water molecule can split into a hydroxide ion and a proton. Simulations reported in the 
literature have been carried out to determine the enthalpy of the reaction presented in 
equation 2.2. A correlation has been found between the hydration enthalpies and the 
differences of the electronegativities of A and B site cations [37], where the most 
negative hydration enthalpies have been reported for similar electronegativity A and B 
site cations. The interaction between the dopants and incorporated proton is still not clear 
and is subject to continued investigation using computer simulation [38-42].  
2.2.2 Proton transfer mechanisms 
Mechanisms for proton transfer can be divided into two categories: the vehicle 
mechanism [4, 43-44] and the Grotthuss mechanism [45-47]. The transport of protons by 
another species is termed vehicle mechanism. Transport of protons between relatively 
stationary host anions is termed as the Grotthuss or free-proton mechanism.  
According the vehicle mechanism, the proton does not migrate as H+ but as H3O+, 
NH4+, etc., bonded to a “vehicle” such as H2O and NH3 and the complex moves as a 
whole. The “empty” vehicles move in the opposite direction (Fig. 2-2). This mechanism 
is mainly applied in compounds with loosely bonded molecules. A proton may be 
involved in two different O-H bonds: a short, strong bond with a proton donor and a long 
weak bond with a proton acceptor. Since the probability for the proton to jump the 
distance (250-280 pm) to the neighboring oxygen atom and stay there is small, the proton 
has to diffuse through the medium together with a “vehicle”. The observed conductivity 





Fig. 2-2: The schematic plot of the vehicle mechanism for proton transfer, H2O acts as an 
“empty” vehicle moves to one direction, and H+ bonded with H2O move as a whole to the 
other direction.  
 
In the Grotthuss mechanism, the proton diffuses through reorientation and proton 
displacement (it is also called proton “hopping”). The relevant rates are the proton 
transportation Γtras and the molecular reorientation Γreo. The mechanism is observed in 
solid acids and the perovskite materials. A schematic for the Grotthuss mechanism for 
proton transfer in the perovskite structure is shown in Fig. 2-3 [48]: (a) proton is oriented 
to molecule on the left, (b) proton attraction connects it to the molecule on right, (c) 
proton severs connection to the molecule on the left, and the “hopping” process is 
completed. Quantum molecular dynamics simulations can help explain details of the 
Grotthuss mechanism in proton conducting perovskites [49-50]. The principal mechanism 
of the proton transport process is a rotational diffusion of the proton followed by a proton 
transfer towards an adjacent oxygen ion. The rotational motion of the proton in the O-H 
group is fast, which allows the reorientation of the proton and alignment with the next 




                            (a)                                    (b)                                     (c) 
Fig. 2-3: The schematic plot of the Grotthuss mechanism for proton transfer in perovskite 
[48].  
proton transfer process is then described as the energy difference between two states: a 
ground state in which the proton is bonded to a specific oxygen ion and a barrier state in 
which the proton is equidistant between two adjacent oxygen ions, as shown in Fig. 2-4 
[50], prior to connecting to the next oxygen ion. 
Simulation results for LaAlO3, BaZrO3, BaCeO3, CaZrO3 etc. indicate that the 
proton locally “softens” the lattice to allow the transient formation of hydrogen bonds, 
allowing the proton transfer between adjacent oxygen ions [51-55]. The energy difference 
between the ground state and the barrier state is less than 0.2 eV for most of the proton 
conducting perovskites found in literature. This is much less than the observed activation 
energy of 0.35-1.1 eV for proton conductors [29, 36, 56-57]. Further investigation reveals 
that the energy required for the adjacent oxygen ions to acquire an equivalent lattice 
position and to enter the barrier state is of the same magnitude as the activation energy. 
Therefore there must be an intermediate state between the ground and barrier states, 
which suggests that proton transfer may take place via a “barrierless” or tunneling 
mechanism. In other words, in order for proton tunneling to occur, a state at the same 





Fig. 2-4: Ground and barrier state configurations for proton transfer between adjacent 
oxygen ions. Solid lines represent the minimum energy positions, and the dashed lines 
indicate the perfect lattice geometry [50].  
step is the key contribution to the proton conductivity activation energy. 
2.3. Other charge carriers in Y-doped BaZrO3  
(oxygen ions, electrons, and holes) 
As stated above, the transport properties of perovskite oxides vary with dopant 
material, temperature and atmosphere. For example, when Y3+ is doped into the BaZrO3 
structure, oxygen vacancies are created. In general, the conductivity, ơ, of Y-doped 
BaZrO3 exposed to water vapor can have contributions from four groups of charge 
carriers: oxygen ions (ơVO••), electrons (ơe’), holes (ơh•) and protons (ơH•) [54] 
ơ = ơVO•• + ơh• + ơe’ + ơH• 
    = F/Vm (2[VO••] µVO•• + [h•] µh• + [e’] µe’ + [H•] µH•  ,                                          (2.4) 
 
where F is the Faraday number, Vm is the molar volume of Y-doped BaZrO3, [VO••], [h•], 
[e’], and [H•] are the molar concentration of oxygen vacancies, holes, electrons, and 
protons, respectively, and µVO••, µh•, µe’, and µH•, are the corresponding mobilities. Under 
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Ground State                         Intermediate State                           Barrier State 
Fig. 2-5: A schematic of the proton transfer process indicating equilibration of the energy 
levels of the two adjacent oxygen ions [47].  
equilibrium conditions, the material could exchange oxygen with the surrounding 
atmosphere at high pO2  
 ½ O2 (gas) + Vo••  ⇔ Oox + 2h• ,                                                                        (2.5) 
which leads to  
 ơ = ơh• α [VO••] pO21/4 α pO21/n.                   4 ≤ n ≤ 6                                           (2.6) 
For low pO2                 
 Oox  ⇔ ½ O2 (gas) + Vo•• + 2e’,                                                                          (2.7) 
which leads to  
 ơ = ơe’ α 1/([VO••] pO21/4)α pO2-1/n.            4 ≤ n ≤ 6.                                           (2.8) 
When a proton conductor is exposed to a wet environment, H2O is incorporated into the 
material filling up oxygen vacancies and the electron-hole density decreases, while the 
proton density increases as described in section 2.3.1. The total electrical conductivity 
can subsequently decrease or increase depending on the change in charge carrier 
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concentrations and charge carrier mobilites. The total conductivity of Ba3Ca1.18Nb1.82O9-δ 
(BCN 18) has been reported to increase with the absorption of H2O at temperatures above 
800°C [36]. The total conductivity of BaZr0.93Y0.07O3-δ, however, decreases with 
increasing pH2O above 550°C and increases with increasing pH2O below 550°C [29]. Such 
behavior suggests that the electron-hole conductivity exhibits a stronger dependence on 
temperature and pO2 than the proton conductivity. On the other hand, the increase in 
proton conductivity is less than the decrease in electron-hole conductivity at elevated 
temperature or high pO2 while the increase in proton conductivity exceeds the decrease in 
electron-hole conductivity at lower temperature or lower pO2 [29]. The total conductivity 
of this material is however about one order of magnitude smaller in a dry environment, 
which suggests Y-doped BaZrO3 is preferably a high-temperature (T < 700°C) proton 
conductor [29, 36].  
2.4 Electrochemical sensor devices 
A model explaining the sensing mechanism for high temperature humidity sensors 
based on Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films is shown in Fig. 2-6. The material exhibits oxygen 
vacancies when doped with a lower valence ion, e.g., yttrium on the Zr-site. The same 
material when heated in an environment containing H2O allows the absorption of H2O 
into the lattice. Absorption of H2O into the lattice lowers the oxygen vacancy 




Figure 2-6: Conduction mechanism of Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films for humidity sensors 
BaZr(1-x)YxO(3-x/2) + (y/2)H2O →  BaZr(1-x)YxHyO(3-x/2+y/2)           where y<x         (2.9) 
H2O molecules disassociate while the water vapor is passing by the Y-doped BaZrO3 
material at high temperature. H2O molecules will fill in oxygen vacancies, and release 
protons and electrons at the anode. Since protons and electrons travel in opposite 
direction, H+ travels through the material and combines with e- at the cathode becoming 
H2 that will escape into the air. O2- hops through the material in opposite direction and 
combines with the positive charges becoming O2 that will be released into the air at the 
anode.  
From the electrical point of view, the cathode is a leaky capacitor with its first 
plate being the electrode and the second plate being a double-layer capacitor made from 
the ionic charges accumulating at the interface (Fig. 2-7). The voltage applied to it 
determines the energy of this capacitor. This model can have a cumulative effect 




   Fig. 2-7: Model of a capacitor layer at the cathode.                              
electrochemical reaction are not removed rapidly from, and the electro-active species 
supplied to, the interface. Therefore, electrochemical polarization may occur in this 
sensor systems as follows: 1) the negative charges are accumulated at the cathode when 
no proton or very few protons travels through the material, 2) the positive charges are 
accumulated at the anode when there are not enough oxygen ions hopping through the 
material or the speed of oxygen ion hopping is slower than the recombination. If both 
possibilities occur at the same time, the material becomes a capacitor that allows no 
current flow through unless a high voltage or a high frequency voltage is applied.  
2.5 Thin film deposition 
  Thin film deposition techniques are typically in the range of several nm to a few 
μm. A variety of materials and methods can be used. The most relevant methods here are 
vacuum based physical and chemical vapor deposition. In physical vapor deposition 
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(PVD) (a line of sight impingement technique) material is deposited by ablating a target 
with the desired material in a vacuum environment, leading to a vapor that is deposited 
on a substrate. Examples are sputtering and pulsed laser deposition (PLD), both of which 
typically allow maintaining the approximate composition of the target in the resulting 
film. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) uses the decomposition of precursors and 
chemical reactions which transform gaseous molecules, into a solid material, depositing 
in the form of a thin film on the substrate surface, i.e., a diffusive-convective mass 
transfer technique. This work focuses on PLD and sputtering as deposition methods, 
circumventing the need for the development of suitable CVD precursors and processes.  
2.5.1 Sputtering 
Sputtering is a vacuum coating process which physically removes portions of a 
coating material from a target. The process works by bombarding the surface of the 
sputtering target with gaseous ions (typically Ar) under high voltage acceleration. Atoms 
or molecules of the target material are ejected into the gas phase and deposit on the 
substrate. Fig. 2-8 [60] schematically shows the sputtering process. Sputtering is a 
preferred method of thin film coating in many applications due to the wider choice of 
materials that can be deposited as well as the easier maintenance of the target material 
composition in the film. The deposition rate is however very slow for some materials, 
typically for all oxides and ceramics. Some impurities are easily introduced into the film 
during the sputtering process. Sputtering can be carried out using DC, pulsed DC, RF and 
RF magnetron generated plasmas. The Ar atoms ionize to become Ar+ ions. Whilst 
simple DC sputtering will allow the continued ablation of the target for conductive 




Fig. 2-8: A schematic of the sputtering process [60].  
would otherwise charge upon constant bombardment with ions and eventually repel the 
ions, stopping the sputtering process. Using an RF plasma alleviates this problem. 
Magnetron sputtering makes use of  magnets attached to the backside of the substrate that 
forces the electrons in the plasma onto an elliptical path in close vicinity of the target, 
leading to a higher ionization rate of Ar in the vicinity of the target and hence a high 
sputtering rate. A consequence of the localized high ionization and sputtering rate is the 
formation of a “race track” that erodes the target more rapidly along the path of the 
electrons. The sputter rate also depends on the incident angle of the ions with respect to 
the target, with a maximum around 60 (orthogonal impact causes the ion momentum to 
dissipate in the bulk of the target, parallel direction of ion flight does not transfer any 
momentum). Sputtering can be carried out in inert gases (such as Ar) and reactive gases, 
yielding, e.g., oxide and nitride films, when depositing in O2 or N2.  
2.5.2 Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a thin film deposition technique where a high 
power pulsed laser beam is focused inside a vacuum chamber striking a target. The target 
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material is vaporized and deposited onto a substrate. The process can occur in ultra high 
vacuum or in the presence of a background gas. Fig.2-9 [61] shows the basic setup for 
PLD. While the basic setup of the system is simple, the physical phenomena of the laser-
target interaction and film growth are quite complex. When a laser pulse is absorbed by 
the target, energy is first converted to electronic excitation and then into thermal, 
chemical and mechanical energy resulting in evaporation, ablation, plasma formation and 
even exfoliation [62].  
 
Fig.2-9: Schematic diagram of a laser deposition setup [61].  
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Each of these steps is crucial in determining crystallinity, uniformity, and 
stoichiometry of the film. The PLD system has a versatile range of materials. The 
resulting films are generally not uniform even cross areas as small as 1 cm2. It is also not 
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posilioll and ilrlJ<lure when ""POSed 10 OIher g,oseou, sp.-cies. 
~"ily) and high pro"'n condlJ<tivlljl when doped appropri .. ,ely 
[16.17[. When doped vvith • I"""r .alen! Ion on [he Zr-site. 
'hO! m.,uer i ~1 co",.ins o.<ygen v;>Cd rlCi<lS ~'KI call ""h ibi' OX)o8en 
ion cond'lCl ivi'y. The materidl dlso ,dn fe'(o"e p" """ e l.,,;,rolli<: 
conductiviljl in .lmosphe.-es with high oxygen »iIni.1 pressu .... 
[jteratuf~ report' that the conductivity of this m.terial ll:'lually 
incre.~ vvith an Inc~JSe In hum idity and temper~lure 11.2[. lit 
lemper.tur"" T>4oo OC. H10 di,soI""" into the lanice thus "!i lling 
in" the oxyg.>n vacancies and rel~asing protons inlo the Struc -
''''@' I, co"ld ,h."morO! yio:ld d ~ .. bl~.)r'l' s .. "si,iw. m"'eri.1 th., 
.. llows a ",peat""l .... "d ,;.e1e<:live .IId ,;.ell$ilive So:"si'\II II ~d' .. nism 
[ 1~ _ 22 ) . 
2. Ex~rlm~n (;l l rn~lh ods 
Y.doped B.lrOj film, "",redepooited by.putterd"!"'Sitlon.and 
then characterized by X-rilj' photoele<:tron 'pe<troscow (XPS~ X-
r:ry diffr.>e'ioll ( XRD~ ""omic forc~ rnkroscoW (A I'M). el.,.;trk.1 
,onductivity "nd w;lIe1" VdPQl" s""'i' ivi'y II ~aSlJrern .. I11'"1 ~OO OC. 
The me.ilSurffilenis determined Ih" microstructure. surf.>ee mar· 
pl-.oiogy. comPOSi,iOll. alld 8-'s s~n~i'ivi'y of II .. S!! lilm • . (I.,.;,rk.! 
,onduc,jyi!y ~! funclion of lemperJlUre .:md WJter VJpo!" humidily 
sensing characteristics of the fi lms we,e med,ured using d custom_ 
btlilt g.u Stnsor t~St IIJtion. 
Z " Dt>vi.:t fabrl~atiOiI 
G.l~ ,;.en",r test s'nlCl Llres (fig. I) were f"br iCdted ill Silico" 
boI""d mierof .. brlcallon te<:hn ique, Single_sIde poli'hed. 21n. n_type 
Si wafers 'M!re used as .ubslrdt .... The wdfers w.re wet O>tidi,ed at 
lOSO ' C, 1 slm 0;; ( ""io:s 1 sl '" wdler Vdp<>r. SO "' in.yi~l ding 2SO n,n 
of SiOl d< d"'lrical irlsuld'ion belween II~ .'Clive gdS or humid . 
ity ""n<illve layer dnd the Si substrate. G", .nd humidity sensilive 
mms were deposited as blanket mms on top of the SiO;; laY""r and 
'"m'!d led .. d<!$<!ribed bel".,.... A Cr (20 mn) alld Au (180 "",) 'I' in 
film meldll.,yer wdS SPlUlere<l orllopof lhe !\'ls ,;.ensin8 mms ;",.! 
P<lUerned using liflo1T. Tnc detlOSition of Ihe met.l l on lOP of Ibe 
mm .!~ for hjghertem~,..ture.nnealing oflhesensi!lll films 
and higher senSitivity. 
The eiecuoceramic tbin films Wl!re deposited from a 3in. 
dia"oe"lf. 99.9% pure '111""", i, B.1.tuYo.)0, ,p""er ing '''!'gel. TI.e 
films W\:1e spuUer dePOliled at room temper.ture uSillg an UHP 
(99.99~) IIr spulleringambierllin d Denton Discovery 1~ system. 
A deposition pres,u,,, of 1.3mTorr was maimai,!/td using Ssecm 
Ar now a,1lI RF (13.S6MHt) iX'W'!r of toow. yi.,Jdin8 dn ''''''''8e 
depooi,ioll r.n~ ri O.SJA/ .... films w i,h 'hi cknesses of 200. 300. 
400 .. nd SOOnm were depooited. Al l tilms were dnnea led in Jir 
.1 800 '<: for J h. IiIm lhick"""s .nd depos ition rates were deter-
ml~ using d Terxor JlyluJ profilomeler .nd ~ WooIJm V_VJSe 
,pectroscop;ce!li~SOIneter.X. raypho!oel e(tron spectroscow me. · 
surements were made using a "'atoskil ULTRAOU> system USing 
,n"" och ,om" iC AI K<x r,"-B.nia, '- ComPO$ilion d",. wdl r.corded 
for:OJ ''''eived s",,,p!,,, ,,"d .. fIlii" ~ ,,,ill of N' i"" bum e!Chi'\II. 
X_ray diffr""l ion me .. urements 'M!,e m~e u'ing. Pbilips X' Pen 
'ystem ll:'ling Cu K<c rad iation in tbe Bragg-arent~no8<'omet'Y for 
2(1 ""gles from 10' '0 00' . A,,,,,, ic force mi,roscopy mi, rogr~phs 
were COIle<:Ie<l wi,t. " Ve.:-co Dimension 3000 system LJS i ngelcl~d 
Si lapping modetips vvith" nomin .. l tlprodlus of _ S nm. 
The wat~r vapor sensing chariICleristics for sputter d~posit~d 
e"ZrOJ :Y fiI",s _re mu.ur9.d LJ,i, '8 a CUSlo", _buill p. SP'nSOl" 
lest $'.lli"". $.'mple chips WlIre pidted on a hotpl"'e in d ,';'i ,\· 
less , teel chamber and cont.1Cled with probe needl", .tt""hed toa 
f'Cllabvt.-wcontrdled Keitbleydigit~1 muhlm <'ll!"r in volt"&' mea-
S"''''''''"I''' od<!. N, <drri", If'J d' SOsc,,,, WdS pdssed tln'Ougtl d 
Wdl", balh'l 80 'C. S'''lJrd'ins rI~ S'l$.' 0.468"U11 w"'er v"pO< 
p,esSl"e. Before Ih .. w,,' .... v'POr r"ad''''lh" 'f!$1 ,h;IIIlIH!r. i, ,li lut,,<1 
wilh 1380s"", N). Once , I~ "" ur.ued g.I' e, I1ers II~ les' d,,,,,,be!" 
il IJ heJted 10 Inccurrenl me~suremenl lempera!U~ Jnd Inc »iIr· 
tial pressu .... nd thermore reiative hum idity of the gJ' drops., a 
function of temperature. The pmiJI pressure of water is calcu lJted 
bytloe p''!n: ... '~of,ou l gJJ now ill 1 ,,",,)Sph~re. 
SiI",pl~ res;$IdrJCe v;,hIH were dc'ennilled bd$ed On II", vo ll· 
"8e me .. uremenU using. 0.07 Ji.A supply eur,,,,,l that would 'lOt 
lead 10 ""If heating of the !ilm. Tho! temperat ... e dep:!nden.:e of 
r..siSld'lCe WdS mEdSUl'...-1 ... 2~ 300. d,1lI 4OO OC. Tt~ r<lSpollS!! '0 
W"e." v.wor Wd$ " ", •• ",ed 'l O.OSSaun pd.,i.ol press"", of W"'" 
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wt"" e (! i, the film condllCtiv;ly ((<>1 _ 1 S/,m~ R i. the me~surN 
resist~lI<e (l R] ~ 1 Mn~ II is the ,ross Je<:liOllal dIed or the " ""pte 
(IA) - t .: ml~ L is ,)", d is,.I1.:e bo.1Wl!l!" e...:h j"'~rcligi1A[~d ell!(-
{rode (ILl - 1 em)..mll n;5 the number oflnterolgHJI ele<:trode 1»11"1 
(n ~ IO~ In ord...- to <~k the .... ""tivity of the mat...-ial, the eros< 
><:,,,itiY;ly (If "'" "'lHlJltoj .. ~, "",,,,ul~d ~I ·IOO· C ••• [" .. "" io" <>f 
'he test gdS <or1Ce"'''''ion ( N~. 01. Hl . NHl. NO:! . ,md H,O). 
3. Rtsullund di scuss ion 
The merni", compositloo or the film, was m<!J,ured by XPS 
from .. s re<:el~e<t s"rnples. ,,"d .,fler 10" be311' <!I<h il\&. TI", film 
compositions were qUJntmed from II", spectra And ,represented in 
Table I. XPSd~!~ i nd i cales Ihall l",filmcomJXllI,lon I •• ignllkan lly 
differell [ frOlll ,be "01111" .. 1 '~'8'!' composl'lon (col ","" 0) sl""", ,,s: 
, d~",r Ba defICI,. The sigrl ir,(~m C3rbol1 (OIICell [ ,d,ioll pre~I\' plio< 
(O~t<:hi ng is JUrit»Jted (o.Jdv~nlioos <:Jrbonon lhefilm surfa<:~. The 
presence ofSi 'UU<"!' ,h,1{ the fi lm. are d iscon linoou •. suc h Ih~! 
,he subma,e can contribule (0 the phoIoele<:tron speCtra. 
The crYS'Jl llllily of doped BAZrOl WJS IlIves'ig.o'ed boll! bt.fore 
Jllcl an .... "T1I1~.llillg. n ", rn.l l~ridls d'd'lged fro", amorphOIlS or 
....... 'kly crysulli"" to poIy;:rYSI~IIi"" .!",clur~ ~fter ~n""J l ing ~I 
!emPl'fa!ur<'S of 800 ' C for J h in air. To dale. polY;:'Y'I~IIi"" fi lm, 
11_ OIl ly b<!er l d(hl<!Vl!d "r.~r d",w.ali,,$. XRO SI>e<:tt<l from before 
,,,1<1 dfler ."ti1IIO':,l ing dIe ~","ed in Fig. 2. 
The XRD spe<"a Indic.le ! h~t un~n"",fed fllms were amor_ 
phou. and be<:~m~ poly<rysulli"" art~r ho!.t treatrn~nt. Th~ d~,hed 
~"i," l ll~ on (ho! plots represel1( (h~ ./CPOS values for ( I 10) 
and (2 00) reile<:tioM for lI;;,ZrOl. Tho! retl."tions ~re sh ifted 10 
higl'K'r 20 v. lues compared to the ./CPOS d.ubase. which would 
bo! COTlSIStell1 wiltl tlw. films booing ,."t1!! COlllp<esslve s,ress III II", 
out-of· t~J ' 1O': di,."tiOlI. MIKllld l cr d(k illg h.ls beell observed in fi lms 
thicker th~n JOO nm. suggesting in_plAne r""ldu~I,ensil~ mes. in 
the film. which i. ron.istent wilh out-of· pla"" conlpre .. ive Slress 
'~r--:;;;;:;"''''';;;;----,----' illOO ll'_I:I:q~i ~-~i~~~~~~1 !': ---";- -"" .. § _:>Do .. 
- ~ -~-, 
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'" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ 
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pit>, (. )., d<po<K,d 200 nm ",."",. (I> I .. "'po<; t<. 500 ....... "",,": 1100 ,.omptto 
.onn .. " ... '00": In. ~ '"'" l h with fi ... tI''''''''' .'1') 200.1"1 300, 101 <00, ... (nsoo ..... 
'" 
,., 
.... co'" (¥J A,«>o« "l .. ....<On<I ~J A' ''''''''!')., A, <Oo«~) 
..rt.:. 4m'n ,- .ofl« 4 m1o, ,~~ .~..-4m1" 
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lhrough lhe Poi.son·, ,.t io. The .. results are . Iso <on.istenl with 
t l", pr<!S<!nCi! of ,I", (200) 5i I"'dl<. ~ 1I0rmally , •• "II~1 I><!dl<. 
whi ch .t 1~"'ArS dlle '~ .".1" III thf. Si '"\>s lr"e. Am)tlw.r possll~~ 
reason for lhe shlf\ oflh~ ~n ."tloos iSlh .. SJ defkien<:y as indiCJted 
in Table I. 
..... "mlc (<>I<e ",i",v>""W w ...... <:<1 tu Chdl""'~ti<e th~ ,,,Cd"C 
morpllologyof ., <1"'IX'Slted d"d ."one~l~d til ", • . FiS- 3 ,>f<!S4;r1l, AFM 
micrO!l'""hs of (d) 2(0. (b) )00. (<: ) 400 .• nd (d) SOO IlIn of Y· doped 
B.ZrO) ... mples.;m",,~led ~t 800-t: in ~ir. AFM ml<rogr.pllS for ~II 
films have a similar , urf..,e mor~ogy consi.ti~ of nano·scale 
. urfd(e p'rrlici llS. Tile rmlil' In fig. ~ IndiC~te'h .. 'he panicle si"" 
incr~.se<1 from "IO n ... ,0 16"1 I1m .. 1d 'h" RMSrOllghll .... I"cre.sed 
from 1.3 nm t04.2 nm wilh Increased fi lm thkkness .fter ~nnea ll ng. 
whi ch well! ~n<!1"ated bdSed OIl ,h., ArM mu."'e" ","'s as dep;c[ed 
In FiS- 3. 
A«ord ing to tIS- 4.,s depoliiled film. tlave~ roughnessvecyslm . 
ilar to IheSi subm.letheywere deposited 0Il1<>- The film roughness 
,,,,<I ,I", p",'icie si, .... re IIICredSln:g wi,h .til increased lih" 'h ick-
'''' .. l>efort= ~"d afre' a""edlillg. however. the si g" i fIC~ nt cha"geS 
~reoccurred afterth. he,t !re~tmem. 
12. T""'pm:tmr~ ""pmd"","" 
Th. sell Sor <OlldIK,lvi'y •• hle,;oll of '~ml>er'l{ure W"$ < h~r<1C_ 
[eri ..... t III ,he r.tflgef,OI" 170 'C ,0400 'C III ordertod(!tenl1ll'" Ib .. 
vJri ation of b,se IllI( resistan<:e wi(h lemper,>t;ure during humid_ 
ity me •• U",,,,,,,,l •• nd to ga in infomm ion on poIernl,1 el""U ic~1 
collduction m«hani!ms in the rn.;uerial. 
Th. <:OIIIIU<:tlvi'y 0( ,I", Sd mpl!$ i 'ICre~SI!S e><por ... ", LIlly wi,h 
increasi"!I" te "'iK!rature ( ~Ig. 5~ Tllis reiatiorl Cdll be <Io:scr ibed d$ 
12J.241: 
(3.2.1) 
w l",r. 0, Is t l", cOnCuct ivi,y J. fUfKl ion of !emper.!Ilre in S/cm. 
<70 I. ,I", illl, i;,1 co nduc,ivlty . [ 443 K in S/cm. Ii.. is ,I", ""i_ 
vation en"'BY in eV. and k is IIoltmunn·s constanL Using ~ 
/irst ord~r li""ar approximation for lhe .Iope. a change in "'Ii-
vJtio" ellergy <'" l>! observed ,tut CO\lht be divided 1"'0 'WO 
dis' i,IC' .<:gIOrls wilt) differe"t condll,' io" 1Ile<:I,.nlsms. Ai:I<M: 
<:~ . 350-370'C (,a. 1.5310-) K- I) • ..,tivJllon ~nersi~ be(~n 
O.JgeVand 1.71.V ....,r~ determined. consistent with lile,.ture 
lhat S~I th.al belwe<!n 400 0(; .nd 65O'C. Ol- ion based 
(00011" iOIlllll!(h,,,,IUIIS (cl~f<!C( lyd(d'K)' hopping ) clomi"Ale wi,h 
dC(i~.tioll e"ergy val ues of bet.......e" 0.3eV a,od 1.2.11 1 2S- :rI~ 
Btolow 350 ' C. ;JC!ivJ!ion energi"" ofO.26_0.3geVwered~t .... mined. 
co""iOlem with demon/llole baS<!<! conduction (0.18 -0.3geV) 
128-30J. 
s..mpl~ wi(h a b ·mass COt"lCen(ration a~ 6% and an 0 -
m~ss <OtIC""t,.tion of I ... lhan m exhibjlN a stror1lt oomidi,v 
responoo. Most sol id· sidle hum idity sensors b.lled on chemisorp· 
55 
 
x. DIm" oj,/_ ",dAa"","", Bill (1009) >11-.':"-; ., 
n,. J. MM micrt>S"pm 0/ ..... po<i .... ( ~).,.. . l1l'i< ..... (riSIlt) .. ""' .... (.) 200. (b)JOO, (c)«lO, >nd(4)'OOnm.", ........... Iuir J" ..... itnt .,800":10, J 11. P.md< 
, .... rot iMS ro.o;hnc>. inc"' ... "';[h ;".;",., .. , film thl<kne>. 
liO" 0( H20 lJ(k sdp.clivily dnu dre nO! fU ,":lio, ,,] '" l ,i8 11 
lempo:ra",res 131- 34 1. Y· d<>Ped B.tW,) ca n exhibil ox~en v",an· 
ci ... when doped wi lh J lower val""'" ion e.g" yl' on the zr4'. 
In atmosphere. this mat...-ial con tains a><ygen ions. proIons. and 
~Ip.<"on$. Th"s .. m~ m.,p.ri.1 wt,~" !rp.a,,,d ill ' n 'tnvirornne,,' con-
I . , i ni,,~ H,o ;,lIows Ihe absorp!ion of H,O i",O II", l o1l'i~ lovvers I h~ 
a><ygen vacancy cOO(~ntr~tion. and ~le~se1 protons by the follow· 
i"81l!.><:liO": 
[JaZr(l_'lY,O\l_>/ ll + ~lllO 
--+ [JaZr11_'lY, Hp(l _./l,,/2) w herey < x (3.3.1) 
Wit h x ~ O, 2 ( 2~ Y.dopil1ll: ~f2 ~ O. I OI<Vl!"'l v"""ncvconcemr. · 




Film thlckn . .. (nm) 
Film thleknH.lnm) 
r io- .. (. )RM''''''3i.,,,, ... t>", IIIm'hd'"'''' "" V-doo>«1 ~':;:oQJ "" .. o'P<»~« 
IiIn~.Ad .n« ....... , .. ' (b) .... nkl< "", v",''' film ,hid""" "" y-~ R..7,tO, 
.,...._ ... ..,'n ••. 
'lie Y -doped S.ZrO:! 1I1~lerid l ., high 1~"'I"·"'llI'e. 1(20 111(>1"""1,,, 
will fill in OXW~III1.ICalld..s.dru1 r"I~.s"pr",ons",~1 ,,1"':"0111 e:..;h 
.1 I~ anode. H' diffu:;.es IhrOllgh the m~teri~1 Ihrough r~en· 
WI"" iIIld prOlon di. pI"""m"nt (.Iso c~ l led prOion hopping).rId 
combin.>! wilhe- 31 the ca thode rf:IUling Hl.lnaddilion,OI- ions 
-hop" .hrO"8)' lhe "'.Ieri. ' 3,111 combine wilh , Ill! posi'i"~ d,.'8"S 
., the;illo<le reledsillS OJ. TIle ",ed,.nis"" is illll$lr.te<! in fig. (i. 
f.g. "/(.)_(d) presents ronductivity iIS fUllclion oft;"", ror 200, 
300, 400and SOOnm Ihkk V-doped BaZrOl Ihin fi lms.{ 400 ' ( toa 
p;",;.1 prP.$$L"eof wale' orO.058 ., m in N2 cd "i~rS"$ TIl<! $.dmples 
arc il1;li. l lye~D"se<J lo<lry Nl "rwi, hcorresPQrl<li''8 cootluctivi'ies 
.. 
" , ..... , ..... "-.,,. 
r ... 5. '1"(<><1". 1", ,O(10011l0rl00,)oo,_ ...... SOOnmJil""b< ...... n 11II-c...,d 
_ .( in M, mDitIll 1"'''' 1Iow<>l1J80sam. """, ... ion '''''li'> w ... c.~uI>1<O 
1>.1>«100 _",im.l .. ~ ...... nts In , ... ~.pkot Twodbtl"" "31on< of J<tlv"joo 
"" .. a;.. " " ,p.,. .. nt A, ,.""",,,,ons _ ... )5.t)-J70·( (e., I.S) . 10-' K-' ) 
..,."' ... 100 _,po, l>e ...... nOY.l . V..., 1.1' eV ... ", ~ rlli> .... "'" "" ",n. 
.~ .. "' .,n.h ~,."' ..... >1 .... fo' O'- ioo t»>«1 ,on"""",,, ....,"''''''''' (v><.>"'Y 
~"S) A, ,.mp."""", .. _",.)SO-J711'C 'K,"'0II0n."''3 ... ,,,,-.,,O.lG.V 
..... o.:lP.V w«. _"""do """,I""" wi .. Ii .. "" ... v;"- """"',.-on,Iholo <00 
d'-"lion In P<<Vo>IUt<>. 
ar/)l.,d 1 >< 10- 5 Slem TI,en, w~ ,-"r v.,,,,,r is intro<luced inl-<> II,e 1<lS' 
c h., mbe<. 0 'ICe ,he c<.,.,d.,.;1 i vi I Y has S'" I>i lized. I he aUn<.",phere W"S 
changed b~ 10 dl"jl ~ir. AI expect~. lhe conductivity incre'R$ 
w i"", exposed to w, t..- V'po< 135_391. 
Rim $P.nsi';vityi s<'kul~'ed ba$<!d on: 
(3,3.2) 
where S is ,he $P.OSi ' ivi'y in ~,m- '. <f, is th~ Cond LJC' ivi,y ~t dif_ 
ferem ' etnj>e""ure. ~ o is 'he in ili.1 co.1<Iu(Iivi'y .• ,1<1 t!.C is Ihe 
d,",tgi~ p;"tiJI p!essureofw.ter in 'ImO$pher~. Sensi tivilies are 
62 ,lm- l . 35,tm- l . 27 ,Im- I. and 22,lm- ' with corr ... pondlng 
film !h; cknes~ C>f200nm. JOOnm. 4OOnm. dnd ;oOnm. 
s.,nsi, iv; I y • nd C <"1<1 !lC';V i 'y deere dSO! wi 1 h i rW: re .si!l8 Ii I n' 'hick_ 
ne$S(fi g.a~ 
11M! r!!Sul,s in Fi ss- 7 and S indk~'e ,h;" absorv,ion of 1110 i"IO 
Ill/! Idu ice OCClI rs pri",drily in 'he ,,,,f.lee Idyers. The b.lse resiSla,w:c 
rerna ins Unchdf\#d with film Ihickll6S whi le lhe ch.ngeof 1"I!Sis · 
t~l1Ce when exposed 10 humidity decre~sl'S wilh il1Cre~s;n8 him 
Ihickness. Th i. c/)I,ld be mooel<!d by twO p",~lIel elTeclive 1"I!S11-
10<$ ; On .. for ~ changing 'OP IAyP.r And one for , (Ohstdnl b.ls .. Idyer. 
Th~ S~"iilivilywoul d Ihus de<:~ak w ilh incr~as i n8 fil'" !hi ckJ ~s. 
or-.:e the film Incre.",s ""Yond' spec ific Ihickness defi ,,,,d by the 
diffllSion dl'Plh of lhe measured gas .peci!!S. II would .tay reialiVt!ly 
(OrlS,""t for fi lm ,hi(lrl<!SS<!S bl!low,l",d irrn'lon Mp' h. TI'~ pro!OOS 
app.lrenliy did nol diT!Js~ !hro'I!!" Ill/! whole film IhiCk,,<:$S wit hin 
the given exposure Ii",.,. Therefore .• bsorplion,nd Ion ic surfiKe 
"""h.nge likely both occurred in Ihis reiKtion. 
].4. Se'lSOr "'Sj)<)IlSe lime 
IIccord ing to our I~hesis. the dissolul ion of H10 into the lal _ 
tice 'M>Uld I"""", Ill<: o"Y#" viKaney coocentra!ion arKI relea ... 
p[o,on. in ' 0 'he S"uCl" r~ wI,en h "midi I y ;. "I'l'l i O!<L Till! dP.SOl"p' ion 
process s)"",I,1 follow II", rev"''''' of Ih" d\>sorp'iOh in resllon$<! '0.1 
de<:re.llle ofl he relative hum id ity. Til<: response him will depend on 
the reiKlion.nd desorpl ion rol .... rKItlJe , !!Sid ... 1 btlmidity in the 
leI! chdmb-er. We Ihus .lIuicipale potemi" ly ,wo dis,inc, O~[ldP­
pi"8 pr<X<!SSI<S wilh "'liv i<l",,11 imp. (oJlS '~"" d$ C. n he descrihed 
•• 2nd ord ... lime d~' ''Y r<'SporlS<: f",w:tio'" (3.4.1 ) .. ",I (3.4. 2): 
<1(1) = 00 -t t\ , ,,- "'I' L, .... -t t\l,,- '-" Ir,.-
0 (1) = 00 -t t\ ]"- "'I' ,, .. -t A.., e- "" ".~. 
(3.4.1) 
(3.4.2) 
where 0 0 is ,he oO"SCi. II, . .... 1. "l. '" Me coeflid"rllS. tJ.I is II", lir"" 
Int"",a l he""""n fO (""p05ure 10 w.ter vapor or gas) Jnd I., (t;me 
of measurement), 'I ,.,. ;md '1,.,. are IIle time conslants for the 
~b$Ot"plion ofhLlmid~y, ! ' . '~l ~nd !l-f .. ~re 'he ,ime cOMUn' .• for 
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r1s.8. I'''''';dity ,<","itM,>" .. I"",ri"" '" ftlm "'i<kn<» "" 1"00. 300 . ..oo . • nd 
500nrn ",y_~ B>ZrO, rhln film." _-c. 
FI:J." __ r.1OO<\ ,imo ",,,,un, lor """rptioo.rod d<>orp<ioo P""'" 
."mid iryr,,"_ MIlo , ..... _ ....... I ..... nd "'''",um v . ...... 
• 2"d ord", ,nalel "5 ,\esCril>e<i ill (J A.1 ) . ,ld (3 .4.2f Th~ figu,e 
Includes the med i~n. maxim...., .• rKl minimum lime coru;l~nt in 
.e<ond. ror all ""mples. 
11 ... e>tp<!'ime ... 1 ddr~ st'<>N$ ~ de., diffe,e"~e in ' I", 'ime <:<>r' -
,,;mrS for ~x,,(>s"'e t<> ""d ro,nJ/;IV.1 of humidi'y f,om Ihe Sensor. 
I,e. of Itte ~t>sorPllon ~nd desorplion proceS5e$ , There .w-e~rs to be 
• !rend low~rd, .:0......- resporl"" wilh incre •• ing 1.)'1'1 Ihickness. 
A possible txplanlllon for II'Io! f.sLtr .bsorptioo lime for SOOnm 
filrus i$ II,@. ,tis.:on:l"uily of lhe fi ln, les,~d ill 'his ,.,.."k. whidl w.lS 
(3u""d by mud fidl c,"<:king durins Ih~ "nu.,. ling I'roce$S. 
lS Sdr'C'ivily 
In order to Ie" ClOO .... n.ilivi!), or ... Ieclivity. It.. sensit ive films 
wp.lef.xpose<J ",v"io,," ",$I g;oses 11"" W("~ ,! 1M pr<!S<!m;n lypic~1 
high tempe'~ t 'lie h"m;,ii'y seusiug dp"lk.,ious. Fig. !O I>r"escnl. 
I~ reSporlR of 40) 11m Ihkk Y·doped O~lrQl lodiff~nl leSI gJse!' 
.1 400 ' c. N2 .rKl ,i r w...-~ used .. c~rrier gJ""'. Nil}. NO;,. Ill , 0;, 
and humidiIYw...-~ used.s lest iIolRS. 
No ""ponse w.)$ observed ,ow;"ds NO;,. NH). 01. ;",d ,,,,nbi_ 
n~lion. thereof. "",ording to literalure. It.. 100ai film ,ondoclivily 
~",~d inc'e';\<! 0.- """,edS<! de""" ,lin8 on rd, io ofol- ~r~! H" con· 
d 'J<:!ivily iu 'he s.cnl~e ~s ~ re"~1 of lh~ leSlg.lses I1.2AOI. I" f'><:l. 
• st igm ,ondocliv,!),drop w.1< observed when It.. combin~llon of 
II l.rKl 01 w~. ustd ~,'esled 8"'. 02- h., lower mobil i!)' Ih.n II' . 
Th"s. ><1dingOl wit poI~nli.ltyfilt some of't\e v..:an(ie$ and ' hus 
, ... i 'JCe ,heol- (OllliOXl ivi!)'.Si"c~ , ho, 01- c:ond'JCliv i,y o" ly pbys. 
minor role In determ ining It.. loUI film condUe!ivl!)' below Ss.o'"C. 
we on ly ""peel' "".It drop in conduclivit)' 
'" signifi(.nI d.,nge of cond",,'ivi !), ooty occurro!<i whil~ wal~r 
VolpO" Wd$ iu"",hJCed imo lhp. IOSI ch,m,1Mr $imul""M!O<,sly wi,h 
0' wi,h"", ", I...,. mix<:d I~SI Sols<:S (NO,. NHJ ... nd H l~ i"di,,,, ing 
U",' lhe w.l1...- V~DOC response dom in. tes Ihe conduclivi!)' ch;,nge. 
'000 '''''' """" E1··pod _ I_1 
rls- 10. (to« .... I~-cy Of • ...."O';ry "....'u"" .... "', r .. 000"", Y·4opt<l 11->7.10, 
_"'" v.no. .. ,.,., go"', rypio;.r .... po ..... ;" h\r.h ''''''1''''', .... h"rniO;ry .... , . 
I ............ 'io ... {HI".HO" 11,.0, .... o-r.;'i<y) ", <00-<:' T .... d .. , .. "'"" HI" 





'Ip"",,1> "n· dop«l s..llO) 'hin ~Im hunOd i!)' "''''''fl. "'" "...1"""" ~"""~ 
c( til< OO<l>m ,iJ,noI _nd lb< b.i .. ~",. .(gn.ol ... with oorr"l'<'IIdl", film ,hid".., 
of(. ) 200, Ib) JOO.«I 001. ""] (d)SOOcon. 
,., 
Ill ... tvst..-<>I> 0/ ,.,. b.i", ' '''' 'Il"'" (¥) 






The r""ov~ry b~hav ior of the "I1SO' is d"",ribed by the hystere-
sis. Le. I he chJnS'! in sensor offset upon COI1l ;nlled cyeli"S bl/l"""~" 
'''''-0 input ~nd ~ pre-<lefi""d (typically) ma><imurn val"". for hys . 
' eres islP.$'ing. rhesensor w~scycled betWe<lnO'tm ,ncl 0 .058.,m 
of lJo'"j.1 pressure ofwJII!f. T.bl" 1 prO!S~" IS Ihe hyswresis of II", 
offset ~nd Ih" "''''';Illu," ou(PUt val"" of th" humidity >'ensors for 
6(~les. 
TM m~J6m."" hy<,,,,, .. I. <>f I "" m~xjm"m "'''IX'' .;gn~1 rot film 
.hicknesses or 200. 300. 400. rind SOOn", is ill Itle 'dill" of ~7r.. 
~l1cl the offsel or t>a .. li"e "''''';''"111l hysteresis is bel~' ~% .nd 
8l. The samples prindp. lly .J>l)eor to exh;bit s{abil ity. A possible 
"",pI.n. ,;OI1 for tho: higher hyst...-e,;sval"" for SOOnm fi lms is In" 
",,,d n., cr;w: ki"S wI,jeh ca"sed dn ri 08lh<! annealing prO<:<!SS. 
4. Co nelusl"" 
Y...J~ B.Zr01lhin filmswer~ prooucO!<! using spull...-ing .. 1d 
evalu.tO!<! CQII(ernlng their s"'t~bi llty as thin film Rnsing "",ten-
.Is. The hum idity 1""ls indicole '.llsr<IC'ory Rnsory responR arid 
• ppe. r to suppol1 t he! oriS inally amid p.ltO!<!. h i Shly select iv~ pr 01 on 
con,[""ion ba.ed .~nsi''$ me<:l" ni sm. XPS "'~iIS ",e" h!I1I' fOl1rld 
'il;.1 II ... flh" cOl1 'pOSilion hoOd sigl1ificdl1lly less Ha (,,,,Ien, ,h~I1 
Ille r.omin.1 I"rgel composition. which likely ,,,,,u lls from. re_ 
spu{{~ring effecl . The .. mples wilh • Ila-mass moc~ntr.nion above 
6% .,,,I.n O-mas. cor"~n ".lio" oflP.SS ,hom S9% ~~hibi'ed ... rror 's: 
Iu."i,!ily r'espor,se. I.~ . ,lie .~"sor r~s~se drr)pS , I", m~ ,I", 
sloichiomelry vari"" from B.ZrOl.nd .pp,o.xhes ytlrium zirco· 
ni. oxid~. The results Suggesl Ih.1 spulltring h.s" sm. 1I process 
winrtowfor "Se in llJO! f .. bric .. ior, ofY-dol'ed RaZrOl ' hin Ii i", as. 
"'''';''8 ,,""eriaL The .,norpllOUS -" tlePQS;Iecl fih". bec.me POly· 
crysta lline after annealing .tlem~utures of 800 'C. but no Sirong 
cryst;[ ll ogrJphic lexturing was obs...-vat. ArM meJsur ... nents Ind i_ 
cale Ih.t as de-posiled lilms have a roughness wry sim ilar 10 lhe Si 
."I>S"",e II"')' were rI<!fX>Siltrt ",,- Th/! RMS rOlJgli'M!SS ( 1.3-4.2 nnl) 
and particle size (70-167 nm) loc~a ... d wilh ioc~a.ing him Ih ick-
'l<!$! (200-500 nm ~ The elect rical Coridll(t ivily w .. s d'"r<>c'<!<i~O!d 
lJSi,'8 dn inl/!l"digil,lll,d dec"ooe 'est ""XI"'" as " f" ,,,' ie,, of 
II", pani.1 pressure of w"ler. ran i.1 electric.1 conduclivity due Ie 
oxnen ions. holes .• nd .,,,,,Iroo. w.s presented ever a !emper' · 
lure '."g<! of 170-400 ' C. TI'e ;w:tiv.1lion p.'M!rgi'" W'''e b"'~en 
0.39 p.V a,~1 L71 eVa' high lerr " ><!r~,,,re. inrtiC"' i,'8;' PQSsible ""y. 
gen ion <onduction mechJni~m. ~nd belW~n O.26~V and 0.39 eV ~I 
l<M'er I~mperalur"". indicat ing" possib.[e eleclron/hote conducli on 
mechanism. This observation appears to be in accordan<:e wilh data 
fOlJ'KI i" Ii 'er. ' ur"e. Se<:oml-ord~r lil1M! cor'S'"'''lS appe~r 10 i,,,r~~se 
with i"cr'edling mm thickneu for I>oih dbsorplio" .nd desorplio" 
!"'oces .... wilh IhI! excepllon of 500 nm film .. A {OSsiNe re" son for 
such an exceptioo could be mud nal cracking that may change In" 
r.'e of di(fusio" of w.'er in!<J '1M! film. dnrt which may .oIs0 I, ..... p..n 
imp;W:' on th" 1i)fS""~SiS of th" Inm,idi(y sensorS. 
We grat~flli ly ~cknowtedge sUP!)Ort through tn" Oepartment 
of Er1er)tV Nalioo.1 EnerwTechnotogies Lobomorv NETl through 
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1. Inlrtldll<tlo n 
ABSTRACT 
I'uh«ll...,. okp«,lted (1) .. 0) Y-do!>«II).oW, th in fil .. , (0.2:, .. Y, O-,-"" ~ · 0.2. pO~ were Inv .. tlSot«l 
•• '0 ' hl:i' vi,bility for ,.l i,hIe Iwmidil)l mi<:''''''''''' ' wi,h ~_'",m st,bili ty., high .".".'in;,: 'em_ 
.,..,. .. ,U ,"" (1) ;oo'C) .< ' '''lui...". fa< I" ,I,u pOin' 01 SO"" ... "i«I.." "'I1Irol " u«<l I" p~r pl.", 
combUlti(ll1 (>to<>H1oeS. ~f«t (!>emilt')' l>.I«<I mOOe~ ~"" Ini~;>I tXPtI"imentill rt$uits In «<ent humid-
Ity K"_li t~rd, ... e (1.2 ~ Indiwe ,hd' Iwl. Y-<lOpcd EldzrO, coold be "lild'" for uK In hitl~y ><01«11><. 
higlllem.,..,..",,. <omp.>'i bl< ht,mldil)' ,.......,... In ani .. ,., ""<ompli,h !."er ,espon .. ,oo I ..... r"" low 
'OS, boo"" mkr<i.brk>t i"" '«hnol~ .. we I .. , . d"""IOI,,:d 'hin t;hn de"",mon 1"0< ...... rlwrwer-
I,orlloye' p~'i ... f.bri,.,ed.ond , .. ,od high 'e""""",,,u,, hum idity mkrOK""'" usi,,* lie<: thin 
film •. ""'"iot"'Y publi, hed .... ~".., 'PI.t~tins Y-"-<! 1).o7.JO, thin fi lm, h""" ,..,finned ,he ptin<lp le 
.~lidityor" (>Ut <'I)l>Io.>ch ll i.ltowever, the diffi,uI,y in'(lI1trolling ,he 'loichiorr>e,,),or",!>e film. ~nd th~t 
_I«,nc.1 p""""h." . , well ... mild n., 'TAckinSor"'ht film. o<,",,"i'1t! d,""'., film, 'hi<:ker ,10.10 400nm 
or .,.I .... II ,tg te"'per.,,,,,, .1>0 .... 800 ,( hove r .. Jde,od ,puttering. diffi<u l' ~ rocM< I ... ,I", I,McdI"" 
or" ,<vr<><t .,r;b!< . "d rcH,~le lhi" fihn hillh ,,,,01"'''''_. h,_nH! ;,y ,ok",..,n..".., 1 •• ,I;'1t! ' 0 ,huv.lu., iot, 
ofPID ... I'tnldu .... ~""""" on method for ,11 ••• m .... 
X ..... y 1'1>01""1.,,,,,,,, Spe<tro><wy (XPS) .... " w., ,(>Iler'od from . , ok_trod .... mpl •• dI 'he , . mple 
,urf"", .. wen ... fte' 4 min of N" e'chi'1t!.!'lD 'HII;tIes were <Ic>s< to 'he <k>i .... "",mlom.,'Y. X"'>Y 
~iff'd<'i.., (XROl>pe<tr. (,om ... 1 ... ~'''''"ltod fldZr(', :y film •• 1>o>w ,lu, the m""tidl i, p(>/Y<'Y".lI in" 
when ~~_Itod .... til,,"'. lompe'dtur •• ofaOO'c.A."r.! , •• ult> ,,,,,,,.10<1 H", PID>Jmple> tu ..... I'<' <lio., 
!.It< ooW<>en J2 nm .nd n nm and tOO, m .. n .q ... ,,{RMS) ""'8""'"'" b("w ... n 0.2 om .nd 1.2 om. The 
fil m con,l""'ivl,y incr •• ~., • func,ion of tempcrd tur. (from 200 ' C '0 G50 ' C) .. ,~ upOn ex"",,,,. '0 
• humid .'m"'vhl:re. ,upporO"(I our Ilypahesl. of. pr<>loll conduc'iOn bJ<ed rorld""'iOn ."'~ " ,," ill!!" 
m«h."i,m. Humld i,y ""' .. ur'm"",..,. p,.....,n,<d lor 200-5OO nm ,"l<k fitm. from 500'<: to 6>0 ' (" 
>Op<If "" "U,"", ofl><,wotn 0.05 . nd 0.5 ""', wl'h O.ol-~l <trw ill rcpe.,.bilily . ,Id \.2-1 S.~ error in 
h}>"<Tf!SI. d"'ing ,),'ling foro....-. 2h. S.t1iUlvihes orup 10 7.5 .,m- ' for l00 nm 'hick PLO .. mple> " 
o.o:.II.,m !>"ti" "' .... " .ofw".'wer. m .......... 
Pow..,- 8l',..., r~lion using fossil ru"lsgen~r.lly invo lves high lem _ 
pera,urt! and high pr1!Ssurt!. Associated wi,h any lype or po ....... r i:I"'''''''' ion us ing fossil fuels is fO""' lioo' or """'~ g.1SI!OlIS 51"'';;<!$. 
slIch as HjO. CO. COl. NHj. H2. "t<:. ToddY. It~re is 110 s iuS I" 
meehan;"". m"'erlat. or """ .. ting mode will be fil to provide 
the r"'l"irement.'l or lhe restrictions 01' ~missions from fossil fuel 
lir",1 i>OW'!r I~.'''S d1ld il1l~rll;,1 combus,i,,,, " n@II1!$ 141· Mkrose. le 
(MEMS) gas sensing devices Me t.!ing d"""l<)ped 10 hdp mOlli,or 
~I11iss ion. dnd p'ovid~ fwtb..o<:k for .Id ... ",ed e"@IH!,o",,,,l .AlJd 
el11il'S ion <on(rol d.,.ices. In order (0 help ;><;< ura(ely ' ''e,osure (I", 
,ot1C""''' lions of~1I 3"""""s '!",<ies present ;n lhee""~uSl g.1'. In,. 
reliable me .. ,u'~ment ofwa'~r vapor panial pressure ,hal is pro .. 
du,<!"d in Ille comb",t i"" pro<:es. is ,....:ess.ry. I" ~,ld ili on. w.o(er 
v~»Of , .. n illf1'~",e the me>S"rt!"'e'" orCombu,'ion exhaus t g;" 
when using. e.g. menl oxide sen"", s""h ~, InlO;! ~, ~ high oper_ 
a'inglemperatures (r>200"C~ 151. 
Seve .. 1 lu"ui'li 'y,~u""r. t>;. .... 1 on ,ur"";e ><1S<>fVli on of woller 
v.»Of (H20) h~ve ~, reponed 16-91 · nteSe 1"",' i.ti'yse"SOfs I,'d 
RIt(l ivily lowards NO:..n<! 02. JS well •• typi,.11y feJlUri~ low 
ope.-ali~ I"",per~!ln: ""8'" of bet.w.oen 20 ' ( ~nd 95 ' [ making 
(I!eln ,"I$ui(able for the use in ext,.,,!t g.,s !(rea"'! [10-1 31- An 
Jilerna, iv" s...,slng mechJnism based on absorption of H20 into 
- COf1<,~ndins . uIltor. Ttl : .1 801671_7, 
E __ ",,;)(j~""oo.rom(x.a-..n). 
(lIll._1S _ ... '«on' ""' .. ' e 200\1 [b""; .. ~,V,""""'" _ ....... 
01<11: I 0. ' 01 G~~"',2009.o7.1)o4' 
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the I;mice. provides better ... Iectivity sirlCe on ly ... Iect<'d species 
prO!S<'nt in the combustion gas rt>adily dissolve into the solid lat-
tke 131. HaZrO) is a ,~( .. "ie .nd l~(ial wilh Perovskil@.s,ruc,ure,I'd' 
has been rePOrt<'d to h" ve high che"'i,,1 Slabilily >1 high OP\"~I ing 
temperatures (i.e. It does no! (perma"""tly)ch~nge i!5 basic chern · 
kdl eOlnPOSi.i(K' a"d S"UClU re. whe" e~~ed '0 oth~r gd«'O!lS 
species) and high prOlon conductivity when doped approp<i.tely 
114_ 151. When doped w ith ~ lower valent iotl on the Zr. site. the 
",,,"-ridl contai ns oxygen v.c"ndes ,,,,d Cd n ~~hitHl oxygen ion 
co,JduC.iv;.y 11). Th~ ",~'''''idl (an . Iso f".l ure p . ,yPI! e.Jeo:"Ot lic 
conductivity in atmospheres with high oxygen partlJ I presnrre 
11 ~ AI temperawres T~ 500 ' C. 1120 dlssol""" into the la{{lce thus 
"fi ll ing in" the oKygI!"!1 va(ancies and rtlusing prOtOns into the 
stnl<,,, r~. Sudl ,Ip.fe<:' (ilemislty dllows • r ........ ,dble. "'O!<:';"e . .. "d 
sensiti "" ",,,si ng mec h"" is'" 116- 201. By f~bri,dt ing . Old t~st i ng 
high temperature humid ity micro sensor. using thin mlTl'> werould 
no! on lysignificamly reduce r",porI'" tilll<'. but also al low for low 
cos' fabriea.;Ot'. whkh WOuld dllow ".lIsf..,. of Ill(! 1e<:I" toI"8Y i" .o 
higl",r vol,,"'e ",",kelS. sl"h.s. e.g. ''''OII00t i"" ~nd ,(lmb"Slioll 
engine ma nJgl''''''nt. 
Previously published r ... ult. otl spull~red Y.dope<! BaWl th in 
films have confirmed the principle v~lidity of our appro.>ch {31. 
Ilowewr ( 1) the difficu lty in controll ing t l", stoich iometry cA the 
filmsand theireleclric~1 propeni ... as well ~s (2)mud flat cra.:king 
of the film. (Fig. 1 )oo:" rr; I'8~' fi lm. Ihicker tl,.11400 m" or wh .. n 
. n"eati ng ~t tcrnper,ltures dbo"" 800 ' C h""" rend~red sr>"ll~r i ng 
a difficult process for the use In reproducible and reliable fJbt1c. · 
tloo of thin film humidity microsensors for oper~ting lemperatures 
'hOve SOO "C. 
TIlis work pre","', pUlsed laser deposilion (I'W) as .ltem'l· 
tive high t"",per~ture depositloo ""'thod for Y.doped B..ZrO) 
th in fi lms. ~lIowing Ihe potenti'" mi t ig~ti oo of the ~bov.: ,,~ted 
dr.wb..ei<s of si>lJ{t..,.~d rotms problems wlli1" rnaill ldinillS 'he 
.. I"dl][ 'S""'-Js hlff1l idi'y .ensir'8 (lIM",.",iSlics of . 1", films. 
V-dope<! BaZrO:! of 200. 300. 400 . • nd SOO nm thin film. were 
depos;.1!(l 01"0 oxi d; ~<!d 2' II-type (1 00) , ili eOt l ."mlra.es using 
PI.D dl sul>s""e lemperalures of 800 ' C in • v,l<;u ",,' ,1l Hbie'" 
wilh b"", pressure al 8.S x 10- ITorr. Films \Wre ch.,"'teri led 
us ing X-Ray Photoeleclron Spect[()scopy (XPS). X-Ray Di!Traclion 
(XRO). and Alomic Force Microseopy (ArM~ 10 de.erm ine fil m 
coonposi.iol~ micr<>Stn-=""c. dlJd . m f.o<:e ntorpltolOgy. Electrk.1 
CondUCtivity JS fun'lion of temperJlure ~nd W.lt'" VJpor numldity 
sensirtJ( characterist ics cA the films........-e measur<'d usimt d cu.tom· 
built g~s se{{sor leSI station that up to 650 '1:. Silicon NS<'d g:as 
. ensor test slructures with Cr (20nm) Jltd Au ( ISOnm) thi n film 
metalliz.nion depos it<'d OIl tOp of tht sensing material were fab-
r;caled for IHm, idi,y .est!~, "r"";Ously pll\>lisll"d [3]. The si,e of 
udl sensor is 7 x 7",,,,1.11 """" 1 0 p" i r. ofinterd igil.ted electrodes 
(l D£)spaced 100]1map.a{[ ~nd includesJ resistive thin film he~ter. 
• resiSt ive temper-. ure d""iee ( RTO ). and lire sen,i.i"" layer. 
1.1. a,arOClelilati .. , of fi lm composihon and slrucrure 
Tit" ele<:"OCI!"!",mic .I,i" r,lms w~r9. deposil<'d by PIllsed-l.s~r 
deposition from a I" di.",eter. 99.9% p"oe ,e""nic HaZrOllYO.101.lt 
pure cerd", i, wgt!, l""d,.S<!<1 from PrOC<!Ss Mdl~ '; " I$ III<. Tim 
chenlic.1 ,<)lnPOSit i"" of ,1m IArget was s,,~l i <:<l willt X· ray nuo· 
r""enc~ (XRF) by EVJns An~lytlcal Group (fAG) ~><hitHting " I"rger 
Y coocentwion (no) lhitn expected (4:1O~ The fi lms were deposited 
on oxidil<'d 2' II-~ (1 OO)silicOll s"bstr~. es " 8000( substr~.~ 
19.mper •• ure ;,,~I i baS<! presslIre 01"8.5 " 10-7Tol< in d PVO prod_ 
IXtS Inc system. The fi lmswere grown ~t s.o Hz. 25OmJ/polse la~er 
..,.,...-gy with 'V""'''teenergy nux of I J/cml . yielding J fi lm th ickne" 
uniformilyof ,.1DS. Films with a Center thickness of2OO. 300. 400 . 
dnd !>DO nm WI!1">! ~ <!pOSil<'d. Sir"e Ih .. PLO I""OX"" <)lI ly . lIows for 
li mit<!d are" of lJ ll~Orm thi<:kness. th" center Ilri,kness '0I1'li l"les 
the target film thickness. Towards the <'dge of lhe .ubstrJle the film 
thickness can d rop by 16-22%. Thickn ....... were veri fi<'d using J 
Wool, m V_Vd"'" s;><!<:"oscopie ~lIipS""teter. X_ray 1">Ot""lec"0I1 
st.>ec lroscQPY(XPS) rrt"as,tremenI5 were made IISing a KrA.osAxis 
ULTRIIOID system using monochromJtic AI Ka .. di~tlon. Compo. 
si.iOl' d~I" w~s re::ord"d for •• re<:ei vl!<l s~mples.nd afler 4 min 
of Ar' iOl' beam etching. X- roy di(TriK(ion (XRO) n",~.u reme"ts 
we<~ m~dt. usi ng' ~hilips X·P..n system using Cu K<t rdodi~tiOl1ln 
th~ Bragg-OrentaOO geomeuy for 2(} angles frCHll 10-00>. Atomic 
for, e microscopy (AFM) ll1irrogr~pllS were eolleo:.ed w ilh ~ Vo«o 
Dimension 3OOO.)'Stem u, ing erch<:<l Si tapping mode tips wi th • 
norn in.11 tlpr.adiusof _ Snm. 
The water vapor .. nsing characteristics for PLD O.ZtOl ' Y thin 
films were me~s\Jr<'d II~ing a C'-'$lOIn-buil . gas ",,,sor '..s' $I".ion. 
S.'nlple chillS w~re plAeed Oil • hott~"le in a .!,'illles~ 51<,d ,h.mber 
~nd Cont;Kted with probe needles .1Iached to ~ PC[labvlew COIl · 
trol led )(ei lhley digital rnul!imet"r in voil<lge measurelll<'m mode. 
N1 cdrri~r g.>s a. 200 secm w.l$ l"'sS<!<1 .1"OI'l! ll a w~ler bt,bb l", ~. 
80"C. I'llurating t~e goo'.' 0.4(;8 dt n ' w., .... V,lpor pressure, N, as 
op~ to compressed ~Ir WJs<:ho5oen ~5 <:Jm .... gJS forth iS InltiJI 
set of experilll<'''ts. in order tor Ilest~blish the ba.elinechar",t...-is_ 
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re.>e(ionl w ith ~Ir oxygen. (2) 10 ~IIQW romPolr~bility wHh prev; . 
cu. 1T",~sur.men!'Il'ing sputtered B"ZrOj :Y thin films ,md (3) for 
COSI consideralion! during 1M iniliai screening. A more reJlislic 
s<:p.n.riogoins forw.r<I;$ 'he rMdSllre",~n' IIsing <ornpressed ~ir. 
lief","" (I", .",,,,,u,,d w.Il~' V~I">I r~""h.,. 'h" ,.,., <h.lln""r. il i. 
dllul<'<l with Nj g.1s (Oseem. 203«<m, 606sccm. ~nd 1380sc<m, 
allowing variation of l1umidilylwater vapor Pdrtial pressur~). Oll<~ 
'he ,,,$' S"I enl~r$ ,hp. les! <h~mbo!r il ;$ he>1<!<11o rhe S<!nsor ope<-
. Hi"g I~rnl""''''''~ (l e~ding 10 " rednee.t rel,"i"" h"lI1i dily~ ll.e 
pMli.1 pres,,,, ... ofw~ler v~por ~re e~lcul~loM by tn.. percenl<lge 
oflO1~1 g~s flow ill 1 ~"nosph .... e 
Solmt>le re!'iSl<lnce v~l u ... ~re delerminoM b,sed on In.. volt;lge 
me""",e"",n{s u'ing ~ OlSl1LA supply currem Ih~ t would OOIle;,d 
10 self n..~l; ng of Ihe film. The lemperal"~ dependeno:e of ,esis· 
''''ICe W~S "'e~s,,' .. <1 ., 200-6SO ' C 11", '<!SpoilS<! 10 w"I~' v"PO' 
w;'1 ""'.'li,e<! at O.oS8 "1m. 0.1 \6 "1111. 0.23? ~r,,~ .nd 00468 ,11m 
p.ilnJal pr...,Uleofwater,1 5OO ' C to 6SO ' C The mm condllCrivity 
was determ ined usinS ' 
'" wooe i1 is lhe film condllCriviry tl (1 ) ~ 1 S/cm).N is II", measured 
"'$i,,_~ {)N) - 1 MQ~ II i"h" eros.< 'e<1iQr,al .'ed of Ihe Silmple 
(J iI ) - 1 cm2). L i, tile diswlCe between eMh interdigil;l!e<! .. lee · 
lrod,,( tLl m 1 cm).and " is thenumberof inte-rdigilalel",trode Dili .. 
(" . 10} 
3. RHU ltlanddisc:u"ion 
3.1. film cr,omcurizal;<1I' 
The eh",nic,,1 composition of 'he flints w., 1I1"",U,ed by XPS 
from ~s receiv...t .. mples.~nd Al"ter ion be.", ""ching. The fi lm rom· 
positions we-r"quantifoed from tt... speclra.nd are summ~riled in 
Tabl9. I. XPS dar d i" ,lic.U<$ ,h"l lloe filll1 cOll1posi' ion is clOS<! '0 II", 
= 
- ,~ jj ,~ 
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nominal urget composition in tile bul k 01 the film (I~. ~fter etch · 
Ing). We ~re only providing d'lI~ ,fter 4 min of Ar' elching. .ince 
no ~i3"ific~nt chang.., in film composition Wi',e observed in any of 
, I", (j lms for lor'g~r etch ,imP.$. TIM! (j lms -.,~ how>!ver r<>tmd In 
be B.t <1"'-10", ,,, I" ~11 <~st: •. ~"d wert: ~I"" on"" 'Id"" I" Y w hid, 
correla tes with the XRF d.r:. frOfl1lhe l.r8"". 
XRD speclr. we,e colleeted to investigale tile micro:llfllClure of 
, I", d~I>O$i ted films. " xl a'e prew'tl ed in Fig. 2. The spec1ra'>'e for 
'5 dePOS i!ed Pill ",,,, pi,,, wilh ,,, bstr~'e 'empe'~lL"p. of 800'C . 
Tt... fi lm thickness ;s(a) 200. (b) 300. (e) 400. ~nd (d) SOOnm. Tn.. 
a.zlO) ,~n<!Ctio"s """ .. ~ preSl!Ill in <I", ~1""1r~ (a) 10 (d) ind ie~'_ 
ing tn.. films were pclycrysul line in char",!e,. The dJstled vertie~1 
line,on tl", plou rep:esem lllejCPOS v, lues for BaZro, ...,.;th mong 
,ene.:!ions for both ( I 10) and (2 11) DaZro, . These r~nections are 
SiJ;fHtd '0 high", 28 , ·ahll!S comp. red '0 'he JCPOS daub"",. w hich 
woul d beconsiSI9.nr wi th the films b9.ing ",>d<:, tenSile,t'es,. These 
,esults 'lfe ,Iso consistent w ith the presence of tile (2 00) 5i I";,k. 
a OOIrrully unallowed p"~ k. which appe~fS due to st rain in the Si 
s"bs,,~'~. 
Th" peak heigh ls"r 8ZO (1 1 O).n,IIlZO (2 11) refle<:lion. were 
Inc ...... ed wit h IncrelSlngfi im thlckn ..... iI Phil ips X· Pen d~u col_ 
(a) 1000,..,"''''=;;-______________ , 
:; rKJO l~ 
§ !IOO I
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Film thickness (nm) 
r ift. .,. (_I P .... hoi' ............. liim ,hi< ...... fo< Y·<Iop<d a.w, PI.I) fil"" wi'" 
,_,,,to <""POI ...... oIl00":'trn1lb) luItwl.", '" ""f"""t_{IWi' .. )vo .... 
fi lt" ,hldroe>. fo< PI.Il fit.., w;,h '~I ''''' ,<ml""""""' orSOO'C 
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'" 
r~ 4. AfM mia"" ...... at d. dtpO>~'" PI.D . ompb<> "' ,h .""""0 10"""""", c( iOO< (dl lOO. (b) 300.1<) iOO. dll<1ld) SOO om. P..rut:1e .jze dll<1 _ me"" >q .... 
(RMSI ,..,..hIl<>, Incru;e wiOh ina...,i", foIm l!'Kknes>, 
lector was used to n",.sure the full width h.lfm4X(rWHM) v.lues 
of the ... refl""l ionswhich ared""reasing with increasing film thie'-
'''' •• (FiS- 3 ~ This i . cO lIsi"~II! wilh boIh a 'hi llllE'< film ~nd " 
decrease i II ")'Sid I q II.' Ii ' y of lite fil",. wh ich 'he decrease <X>t,1 d dl SO 
caused by dJrn'lge In!ne crys!.I. e.g. ~.use of eK~nding gt"Jin 
size. The r.-i., ive<ont ri buI;on. of ".eh m""h.n;,m <ou ld ~"" 
not bediSl ingu;she<!. 
AFM was II~ '0 cI'ArACt~te ,I", SlIn.<e IllOftAtOIogy of a. 
depOfj,e<\ Pli) film,. Fig. ~ pfC'S<1,t,IIFM ,n;crogr .pI" of (~ ) 2oo.[b) 
300, (e ) ~OO, .nd d. SOClnm of Y.doped il<tzrO, PLO ,.mples wilh 
SUbslr.le lemper.lIlre of800«;n vacuum. AFM micrograph, for . 11 
'.I"'ples Ildve ~ si OIi I.r ,II rf ACe "lOr'Phoiogy <OI"i" 1"8" of II. ' lO-SCdl e 
,,,,fACe panicles. I« "deh filrn 'hid"" .... ~ illcli vi dlldl "'e>S ,lfe· 
mems """re made.oo .verOiged. The resulls in ' ig. 5 ;ndic.te ,h •• 
RMS roughness Inc~.""d from 0.2 nm to 1.2 nm w;,h increased film 
Ihicknll$S 'n,t p.nide s;~e ill(rease<t from 32 "''' 10 72 ""' , U$inS • 
slereoiogkal te.:hniq ,", 
Tho! d •• a !X"fSf:nted in 11g. 5 indicm" lho! PW fi lms h.1v~ a very 
fill<! jldrlid" $i~ .nd srnoo,h S",fAC~_ T1", fih n rOl'gl ... ". "nd Ihe 
pdrljd~ sit,eare in<;rUS;r\swilh i r1Cr~.,&e<l mill thidlle ss. 
n.. '''''so[ eondoc.;viIV "" funcl;on 01 t"",pe,.lure wdS ch~r"" · 
leriud from 200 10 650 « 10 delerm ine lhe varL:uioo ofb~se line 
reslsl.n<;" with I"enper.lure dur;ns humidl,y "",.<urffilents.OO 
to gain information 00 potential el<"Ctrical condllClioolTlt><:hani,ms 
ill lite ",~,,,,i'l. 
T1,~ co,~tll<' i v i :y of Ihe S~"'J~es ill(redses expone,IIia li y wi,h 
Incruslng temperaw~ ( ftg. 6). This relalion C.ll1 ~ described as 
121 _221: 
1" 
Film lh icknHsjnm) 
..... s . .... ~ , ... ",-, . .. p.trtK1o ,I .. ,..,,'" r.tm ,hOW-, ro<' d_ u.z,o, 
11> •• , d • .."lto:d PI,D IIknl voi,h ,""".,. '<"""'''"'< .,.00'<: 
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" T ...... _ IIMW11 K' 
r .. ,. In(", ..... ' ..... ,'" l~rI"r lOO.lOO. 400, ..... :.ronm 1iI."b<......,n WO·C 
..,~ 6W'C '" H, .. _ to'''' ""'" of 13l11h":,,,- ......... "ioo....,..p.o ...... 
_ ...... , ... t>.o>Od "" .ppr"', ..... I ... " ftl> '" t .. !OI·PkIr. T_~b'ln<1 ',,",," 
of ..... "I0Il <""'1100 ,,. ..... '''' .... Al ,_",ur .. _ CO. ~.6!0(1-< (CI, 
1.2910" X· ') .. , ... ,,"'" ."",,1 .. _n o.l6 ",,0 O, 47 .V ...... _,.".... ThO. 
wool~ bo eoo.k"'nt with ~t .. "',,,. y, . ... rOO' 0'- Ion " ", ... """"""Ion ~. 
" ' ~"" (V"".,..". ""_J. AI , ... ",. .. " ... _ < .. SOO-.: "", ..... <on . ... '1 ... 
......... '" 0. I. 'lid Q,no'l w<" ""' ..... d. """" ..... w1 '" I .... ,u" .<>1 .... for holt 
...... ~in!>< ...... n ... 
wt""e a, is tiM! <ooducl;vil y " $ funClion of Ie.n~.'ure in 
Slcm. 01 IS Ihl! lulUdl mnoducllvlty dl 473. I SI( in S/<m. r.. I. 
Ihe <lClly"lon energy in "y, and k ;s BoIt2rnann', constant at 
1.61nSS " lo-S"V/K. US;"8~ first order Ii"" .. apprt)J<irn'''ion for 
lh" 0I""" .• <";lIt8" in «,iv., ion ener&y<~n be~ lh"'«Iuld 
be divided Imo two di<llnoel .ogl ..... with diff...-""t conducl;on 
,nech,,"i<l"swith .. " "nor ~r of""'-n J.2S MId 7.6ll AI><>ft c ... 
500-6!oOOC (e ... 1.2910-) X- I ~ acliv.o1;oll <!I...rgies ""'_,!Uti 
~,III 0.47tV _"d.,.. ... mlnN.coml<l1ffi1 wilh III ... " ... " thoot q . 
lUI Ih.u ""'_n 5000C mel 6SOoc. ()l- ion NH-d conduction 
ITM'<h.onlsms ( dtfl'Cl/v"",,,ncy ho!>Pinsl domin,lte with .ortlv .. [ion 
"""'BY v .. I .... of ""'.......m 0.3 ... 111 1.2 eV I ~J~ IIo:k:>w SOOoc. .acti -
v.ot 10" e[WflIi6 01 0-14_0.23 eV _e det"""ined. c ...... l<lerl with 
d«1ronJhole NH-d conduction (0.18-O..l9 eV) 124~ 
Ar, ... lh 01 <I .. bilu,ing. ,"" ~Ii"" .es; .... nces Set.1etI ... 
.. pprOJdllWlely 117 M !t 1.9Ml:!. 6.8 M l:! ... nd $.6 MQ(((If1"o:spond. 
Ins film .hio:krll!$~' 200. lOCI. 400. .. nd 5OO""') .... n """," ... Ion 
'a1ll'emu." 01 500«:. R.,.;mnce:s 014. 1M2. 2.S Mil. 1.9M2 ... nd 
1.2 Mn (eoff~i"8 film .hicknus0l200.Joo. 4oo . .>od 500111") 
_e meosu.etI •• 6500C Oper101ion 'elOper .. " .... ( Fig. 7) i,ldie .. l_ 
1t1$ .hool .he sp«ltk r~R .. n« Tetn.lif1etl un,lffectetl by the l.oyer 
.t~ck'oess. TIoesllgh' '1OI1Ii ..... r1ty oIt;" film [esi<t .. noee .. f....:lioll 
ofthkkness [ow .. rds thi","",", films ~oold potenti.olly b<! expI.iM-d 
by tloe f'lChs -SoIId I"';IlIl!r 11......y of COnd 'lC.ign in ,hin fil IUS !lUI 
d"""i l)e[i dn ItIC~oISe In .pedtk r""i<taIK" wi th decr"asOng fi lm 
thlcktless due 10 11I<:r".osing i" ,pact of d'~'8e ( .rr;"r SC.II",i ng 011 
" I " 1:,·m''":1 . T·eooC_ 
" . T· _C-" ! 
" • • i • • • , 
• 
1 • , I I 
• ~ m 
-
m 
F~m tIIickMH (nm) 
no. 7. Tho __ ....... ..-.r1OO..lOO. -. ..... uo_ PU) ft ..... _"<'. 
tiOO"C.'rod 110"1: 
surf""'''/int<!lf"",,,,,, 01,,,,, film In [eI ... ion ,0 bulk {iff .. conduction 
The cor. o:spond i I1S 1 .... 1"" .'",e rotffic:i ... u. of t'6isto"Ct (T(iIs )~rt 
$IiglUlylflct"HI", with Ihlck._ ( 1.9 ,. 10-1 X- I. 2.oJ " 10- ) I - I. 
2.06 " 10- ) I - I . .ond2. H M 10- ) X- '~ 
JU: diJCUJSetlln • pr""""'" publlc ... lon [l~ Y -dOped a.2r0:0 C~n 
e<l,ibi, O>tYll"" v...,.otlCM:s -MM!Il dO\>I!<I wi.h .10 ........ vol<!llCe ;o.~e.g. 
V)· on I;" Zr'" si.es. III ... Il"lOSpI>e<e. Ihis m .. t ... l~ com~I'" OJt)I!l~n 
ions. •• 111 holH. Th"""",, Ilul ... i~ when toeale<J in an ~nvironmem 
COfl[;lllll'1!I HZO all ....... Iho .I>sorptloo 01 HlO into doe I .. .,;co which 
I~ .. It", 0>lY1l"n v"".ncy COIlCtn".tion .• ,111 [~Iuses proton$. /\ 
pOSSible '~.Kllon p.ltl, f<)l .hls j!fO(t!S< wou ld be: 
''l 
HlO IlIoie<:,J .. d",>ocI.t ~ w i .. " Ih~ wal~r vapOf P"SSI!S Ih~ y-
dov<e<l BauD:! ", •• e,i.1 .t high t~",per. 'u r e. HIO 11I0le, uI". will 
!ill In ox)'!l~n v.lCd ndO!S .• ..,d '~I .dS. prot"". dlKl el<'C{f",,,. I'm · 
t""s diffuse Ih,o~h ,h. ",. t • • laI.ll roogll It!Qllentation and PI<)Ion 
disl~"",e"' ent (.1 ... c.lk!d protOO ho!>\';1I8) ~ "d eo", !)j '1I! wi . h !!I<!C-
1'<)111 r.",",II,!! Ill . In iiddltl"". oxygm Ions r." "hop" .hrough II .. 
."",..-i.1 a,..t cornbi llli!with hoi@"(; re-lusi"l! 0). 
1111 ,.",pI.., ... e InitiAlly CX l"lOSeti 'o dl)' "'I' Thnr. water vapor 
I, ilUrotlucetilm o Ih. IH' ctU",bn.OIlU Itoe elecork.1 condu~' iv­
ily Iu, ",.bltILetl. tt., .tmosphero I' d,.nll"d b.oc:k .0 dry Nl · lis 
expecled. b..sed on the model and re.ortlon described .. boYe the 
cOllduc,lvlty lnoe, ...... wh .... uposetl 10 wa,'" ... por [I -J ~ Tht 
uonpl""'were m ...... ·td ., v.rious p,a,tidl press"'dof w ;ol ... {nosa 
.tm.O.116 .. "'. 0.232 .lnL "lid 0.464 •• m) ... tt.. t""'perOll."'. of 
500>(. GOOOC • .lnd 6>OOC. 
Fillll JO"Irsltivlly.os st ... etI below Is c.kul .. etI b-.l on: 
S ~ -~ ~) 
.. 
where SislhoSetrslli.iryin ."n- '. a ,ls [h .. condltCtlvlryuponexpo. 
....., to humidity ,"opeutin8 , .... per ....... ". a. i,."" initial off.,... or 
baelin", "",tductlvlr/ln dry "'I a, ,"" .. m. 01"","1"3 ,emper~-
'UI~. 6C I. It.. d .. "8" In .,.-1 .. 1 prfl>lI"~ of w at ... in ~.mos[lheJes. 
Ag.I(~) .. nd ( b) 111us,ral" the tefIJOI" re-sponso. I ... the conduc~"';1Y 
as rU~liOl, oIIim" fOl. 200"", film.t SOOOC.ond 650'<: to 0.058 
~un p.llti~ prenureofw.ter v;tpor In "'I c ..... i ... SH. ~itivitiH 
up.o 7.S .'m-I Wf!Oe n ll! •• ",etI.t SOO"C. nM! d.u presenletl in 
Hg. 9 .howo ,hoot HI";I;"";ly declu"",, with ;"elutin3 film thick-
t.eSS ~nd IIKr~.s;t1! I'~' .I~II~ ..ssurl!oI w~t.,.. ~t 500'<:. 6OO"C. .. OO 
"""-Ttll! r""ucll"" I~ ",,,.ltlvlty w ith IllCr".'inll fil m .hicknes. 
(Fig. 9) Ioldlc.lf!S thot .l>sDrIMI"" of IhO i[" o . t., I~"i ce OCculS 
prl lllMily in t ill! S,,, f""f. I ~)'@"fs. TI, I, cOllI,1 be mod~"" by two p.1r_ 
.1 .. 1 " ffeclive ,esisters: <)Ioe fo,.. changing'op lay...- . ,Id one for 
• coostOIlt base laytr. The sensl.lv lty would " " .. d«r~Js. with 
IIKre.sing mm .hk~Tless. otIC" t toe mill hlCIUses btyond a ,~. 
~itk thickness de~ ... d by t;" d ilTt.$ ion dll1l,h or t;" melsured gal 
Jl"l<'lu. I, WOl,ld ".y reld llv.ly c""su •• lot" fi lm .hickuessH below 
'h" diffU'l'<)I' df!lllh.lhe prot"',. dPJMr ... ,lIy did nOi d iffuse through 
'h" whol~ film 'hlckness w1,hll1 .toe glv",'""posure time. n-tfore. 
both .1>,0,..>I'on ~.III lonk ... ,f"",,, uch."J9I! li k~ly both occulntl in 
lI,is ff""'tI"'~ 
ANordlng I<)our hypolhesi •• tiM! dissolu,1on 0111)0 ;uto.he I .. , · 
tice would Io<wn ' M wrygen v""'.on(y conc .... lr •• ion .00 rei"..., 
JlfotOllllmo ,1M! stn.CIIn wtlet1 humldl.y Is ..rppIleti. Tt.e desorp-
Iiotl process ,.,.,., decI • ..,. of w ..... v .. por pr"",..,r" or rel.,iv .. 
h..midityshould foll_ , 1M! inv .... ., or!he ~bsarplion. Tt.e ,~ 
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'· ... ·0 
Fllmthk knn' lnm) 
• __ .. _ ... 000-
'- - "_.""-. _ _ 01_ ... m _ 
...... ...- 01 _ ..... -
Film th lc""n' lnm) 
. __ 01_. ' ... _ 
. __ .,,-,,''''-
. __ ,,_ .. ,m_ 
._-"_.''''-
\00"----,'."---,,.:0----' .. " ----: .. 0:----,' ."---,,.;;: 
Fi'm th'ckn~" lnm) 
rill' 9. W" ... ,])Or .... i'MI)' .. II.on"ion 01 1\],. lI.<;t"." ro< 1OO.lOO. 400 . • ," 
>OO nm oI V._ ""'-.0, PlD 'hin fiI ,,,, in OM""" ...-,lo' P"""'" "' .. " ". " 1' 1 
>OO--(.I~I 000";' "" «) &SO'(. 
,im~ will , lejJ<!'~' Oil ,,'" 'e<>ction ,rrd desorpt ion l~teS ~nd the 
leiidrr ... ] hrr micl;ty in t h~ te.t ch.dmh" r. n", lime c"nltarr '~ ro< sas 
.. ""harrS" " 3rrd ~~>orpiiorr or ,Ieso.-ptiorr of ,,,,mid i'y in Ihe '<lS' 
d,aml><:-r IU dr'e of II", o<der of 2.4 •. whi ch d e." 'y bt:low tI", 
r.,..pon.., times of ,t... Idyers .nd Cdn b.. ignor<"d In this experiment. 
We thus an ' icip.,. potentidlly twodi.linct """cldpplng processes 
with indhlid"", time <:Or11'3nf$ as Can bo! d.,..<ribed as 2nd order 
time del.y re~"""1e funClions (S) ~,~I (0) l>o!low: 
"( I) ,, "e+ tI ,r"''''',,,,, -I- Al r .... I ....... 
O"( f) - O"o+ AJr ..... .,·'· -I- ...... ~- .... I',.,. 
1" 
(6) 
whe re " 0 is th" off~t. A,. A,. tI). A.o "'~ coeffi<:i~n '$. 6 1 i$ the 
time interval betw.,...11 10 (exposure to w.Herv.por org .. ).nd I .. 
( time of measuremem\ 'I.rio< and ft ... are the ti,ne con.tant s 
for !I>e absoqxion or ""mi,'il)'. t 1.l0' ."d t~,," Me ,"e 'ime con-
S',''''5 fo< ,k:sorp'.m ofh"mi,lity. fig. S shows lhe lirnecoh$t.lrllS 
• .. uming J 2nd or.t.". model dsde«:li bo!d in (S)and (6)d~. The 
figure ind'KI..s ,t,! ",.,di.n. mAximnm .• nd mi nim um ,im" (ou · 
lI. n' in set:onds ror 200 ,." la rn pl~ •• , SOO"C. 600«:. and 650 'C 
(fig. 10~ 
The eJ<p<'rimell:~1 data soows an incre",e in time constilnt wilh 
increale i" w;n .... Vripor p''''''lJI"e .n,' . n ov<!l"rill decteale in lime 
coHSla ,,<s<>cross tilt: emire rnu,urer! ternpera 'nre rang~. ra il 'i rno:s 
fls- ' II. SKotoI ·« d« :1'1' <'" II .... """' WI1 Iot~'l>'~ "'d "'''''p'ion P'O<eI' 
"""''';1)' ""poD>< with """Imum, me<Ji .. ,.rIII minim...., ....... olWOnm J'Ul 
film" ",rtI .. , ........ of w • ...- of"-tI&t ... m. ,,-,,; .tm. o.2ll .1m , .... O._ ""m 




n.-,'- ow. .. "'.~~ .. """''''''>' .............. " ofSOO nm y . .,.".., SW<), 
1'1.0 IIIm_ ........ ri.>'" <'''g.>I<,(N''l ,"",O, .OO" >II<Iw",,,.,pOo')''''OO-c. The 
"" .. ....,. .. , .. ,_ ... , Nl~ ~Op~m), lI, (1170 P'I'''~O, 17> PP", CO, (:1$ ppm), 
'""o ....... ·.<'<"ClOO >«"'), 
'Ir" I~rs"'- lh~n rise times. indic.lKln " . Iow", rernov>iltun .boorp-
!ion or wa{..,- vapor. 1\[ 500<1: and high cOIl<m{rations or Wat..-
Vdpo< . ,Iew,b,;o" ,jnw.s .. ~ .gdin <1",:r""$ill3- wI' ile ttl<! dis"i!:>u_ 
!ion or I;m" (OuSt.ms ;rl<~'Sd_ 1\ DQ5sibl e e><PI""";OI1 for ,his 
''''pon''' mJY tw.lh"1~ ... n'!Ol" is ",nning inlo ,.,ural;on., tooe 
com!>", ably low"," t~mper.tures. Th~ faster response with incr" •• _ 
ins of temper." .. e «>t,[d be <:<>rre!.'ed w ;1h .h#. high#.r :.:, ;v,, ;oo 
""'''8)' pro";,I,,,1 by 'ht! incr~.se in 'e",~.".".·~_ There allP'Mrs 
a {rend low;vd •• I~r response wtlh ;ncreJ,ing fi lm thickness. 
further (""""igations Vllil l be required 10 delenn;"" {lit' correia · 
(ion belween parlial pressure of water and l ime eOIU!am.and!he 
r~la!ioll b<![""-!<!n the fll1111hidness .IId >ellSI)< rt!.porlS<! ,in'e. 
1.5. Stlt<:riviry 
All PLD s~mpleswere e~posed 'ov~rious !eSl S~*S '0 ' <lS! cross 
>elUi!ivily I)< sel...,l ivity of Y. doped !L>ZcO) thin mms in typic~1 
Cl)<llbU'lion t'lCh.uS! gao ~nvironmem • . Fig. 11 p'esem. the gas 
respOnse of 5(Xln m PLO fllrn '0 differp.ll! S~S speices d! SOO 'C N] 
!!-IS werp. used .s carr ier8aS ;llall l11eaS '''em~IIlS. Nf{,. H j,~, COj. 
,,,,<I w.!er vapor were used a. lesl ga .... llul typical appear In high 
temperalu,-" sen,ing applications. 
s..m[>l~ "ppear very sl~ble in eac h ,,,,,,p.<I gal as well as '''''' 
!!'IS oo mbina'ions. n",re is no signiflCan! chA'18e of con,hlC'ivity 
(1% drop)whil~ w~t~r v~POI" w,JS introdlKed Into th~ lest Clumber 
simultaneou,lywith I)< w it hout mi~1!<! tested gitSes, which indicat· 
ing !h~! lhe So!nsilivi,y ~ponse w.s domina,ed by wa'er v~po<. 
The 5",,,11 _n"'lJIrI of cond'lClivily dldnge could s;m[>ly <AUse by 
!h. sl~bililY of Ih. sellSI>< ilSeif. 
lIy.neresi, i, defilJed as lhe <hange In sensor ofTsel upon <on · 
!inued <y<:ling b<!lween zero and a t.1rge! or maximum input Jnd 
srr1>s"'lu~mly a C(>rrp.spOrlding millimlJl" (-offse!) _nd [Argel I)< 
nl<lxirr,um oul pU I v"I",,_ For hysleresis lesling, Ihe S~nsor W.l$ 
cyell!<! beI_n 0 and of lhe four larg .... p:.mial pressures ofwa ter 
T.''''l 
.1 5(Xl ' c. T " I>I~ 2 b«Iow prese'lI' Ih" hy.'~resis 0I1h" offs~' . rld 
II", ,,,,,,,;mum o"lpct valne of the 1"lmidityS<!rrsors for 6 cydes al 
,I ... irri,ial '''''' for 200 hm ll , ic k~rfilm. 
The maximum 1oY',,, .. ,,,i' ofrl., ,""xi mum OUlP'" ,i!>f,AI for filrn 
Ihlck",,", ... of200nm i. in 1M r;"'geof 1.6_7 .~, dnd theofT.el I)< 
ba ... li"" maximum tySleru;s i, belween 1.2 and 1 s.n. The ... m· 
pies prindpally 'PP<i~r 10 Mhibil S1abili!y. A possible "x[>lan.,ion 
for tl", higl",r hYS1f!JP.Sis v" [rr~. [ 6$O·C cOI ~,1 be Ih; .. lI ... se rr .... · 
surem~nts dr~ dose, to II", origi".1 ~ Im dnd sub<lr.!e deposition 
lemper.ture (800'Cl le..J ing 101M on,et 01 perm:.",e'" material 
changes due 10 ,emp!'r.ture. AI high...- temperatur .. , we are amic-
ip.11 ing ~ pr<!dOnlillan, oxygen io" tMsed <Or~I1JC' iv i ly m"' h~n i sm 
II"'t le.l<l. to le,,,per.lu,e and oxygen parlial pr~ssure dependenl 
clu nges in cOInpositon {i.e. oxyg"'" v:"''' [1<y cOflC""'trdliOl'} Sinee 
at higher lemperalUres, lhe film cooou<livily i, I..-gely delermined 
by II,is <O,,,III<I;(>r' ne<:l'I.r ni . m • change in oxygen v'><"'l<!}' COl' -
cen!r.,ion will likdl I,;,ve ,I I.'rger eITec l On the b.Jse I)< offset 
r .. i<lance upon retnO\lJI of Ihe w.T.er vapor IhJn .1 lower temper· 
atures, where (al we .. " ["", likely to ..... perma"lenl ch.onges In lhe 
mdlerial . ,Id b) conductiv ily relies mOte 1 .... vilyOll hole cOlJduCliv. 
Ity. l ienee changes in lhe conlrioolion 01 oxygen v:.><.ncy hopping 
10 the overall condu<livity W<IIJ ld .ITecl the overall re,i>livi'y less 
,1",,,.>1 Ir igher tern J><'fdlures. 
The s lrelf· li",,, of 11 ", sensors is eorrela'ed w ilh , I", .",Dili ly of 
lhe sensors. After testing lhe PLO hlllllld i!y sensors, we placed all 
... mples Into" gel-1M< box at ,oom lemperalure in the m i crof~b­
ric>! ;"" dean rOOm. WI,ile ,his ' <lSI <Ioes nOl In~y reprp-senl , ,,.1 
life cClldilions. ill wh ich ,hesell= will likely be $lore,! in . reg,, · 
larSlor>ge cI~1 oropen shelf, Ihis kind ofSloragesti li ,-"pruenlS 
a re."",ab!.. i!pproxim.o! ion 10 typic.1 ensured Ih~1 lhe ... mpi ... 
coold b<! lo<kl!<i .w.~ in ~<o'" roll ed and reprod"dl>l<! ~nvlronmen! 
in belwe<!n rr .... s 'Jl"~"'p.nls. wh iCh sim plif",s CO"'I",r;S0l1 of r"<!Sul's. 
for slability I~Sl ing. II", sensors were r,,· leJled "nder idell li,al 
expo;rll11t'l1tal conditions e:.><h I;me. flt't . ....., placed thesen""", ;mo 
Ihe l .. t clumber wl'le exposing Ihem 10 dry N, ga, al 1380>JCcm 
unlil 500'( for 211 10 slabilize Ihe inilial offsel conductivity. Then 
waler vapor is imrocuced imo lhe Ie" chamber al bet"""n 0 and 
0.058 ;11, 10 of partial pressure of waler. Or><:<! lh~ COll{hlC'ivl,y has 
StAbilireti. Ihe almospilere is d 'dnge<t back 10 dry N j . fi g. 9 below 
pre:;.enll lhe S!a~ li l'l of the lOO nm PW h<.rnldity :;.ensor OVer a 
Il"riod of 52 _ks with the correspond ing film bitSe (or offset) 
resistivity. 
Th" Slabilily ,I." de.rly .hows ,I,., 1119. 1".ni,li[y sensor 
ages over lime [fig. In The srndll ( 2.3:1;) ch.,se (frorn SUA to 
54.9 HI em) In b,,:;.e "";stance COI11p;rr1!<! 10 lhe 35% drop (from "I.S 
104.8 aIm- ') in :;.erlii~vity could be anriooted 10 a point defecl 
dens i'y ch.rlge ill ' h~ rn,ileri.1 over l;mp. ,Il;a ,b. no' i"'paCI 
, I", over.1I (omlllC';'li [y of Ih~ mA' eri"l, b", irn""," Ih~ $<:n,i,'8 
mechani,m. Nosenli ng 01 lhe drop;n s"",sitivity eilll be observed 
(i.e. oom in) indicatng Ihal the se [", itivity will evemua lly reach 
.,.,ro .. wl,ici, poirr' II'e SP.nsor worr ld be """less. W" wi ll con -
l inue to mooilor Ill< se""or perform.""e. future measurem"",15 
of the film composition~! the tnd of the long term test may yield 
illfl)<ma'i<)l1 "b-oul III! pot~"'i.1 ,,)"~'" of 'he ch;"'~e in tier",! <Or, . 
'<yo,,,,,,,, ofl<)<) ..-. PI.OY .<10»<>01 a>7.1O, ,,..!IIm _Hl ;ry ..... "". , .. "''' ..... m hyI,.,."f1,O/"'. _pur .it.'" "" , .. f>.>< .. ... . >lt»I ' .. wI'.""' .,;poD:Iint , • ..,...,,, ... 
SOO'<. 600'(. "'~ 6SO'C" p.>Ri>I p ....... ofw" ... " O.OS' ' ''''- 0. 116 "'m.0.:)2 "m. ,"" n .o;o "m. 
.",,,,, .""un: ",W"., (<1m) r·5«I·c r · 600oC r·600·C 
M",~l< .. 'i, M .... ~I'''.,Q M ... ~l<""" M .... Iy$C.'<>~ M .. ,hyI«,..,i, M .... ~"".,~ 
of' .. f>.>< .. "', Of '" ""'IX" of ' .. f>.>< ..... ofr"""p", "' '''''f>.>< ..... .r, .. "",p'" .i:gn"I~) .iJ.n,Ill¥) 1i:gn"'I') .1s"'I') li:g • .dl~) ", .. I ll) 
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nm.!_k) 
rlso 12. Tho ,1<t>O~~ I." <>i Ih< PUI hu<oOd' l)" .. _ or 2000m fij", d.-i ... ,2 
.... ., . ,bo .. "",;..;tyt .... p'4«>JI' kom 7.5 .un-' .,4.8 ""'-' "'ith ,bo"...,.,pO-nd.· 
I ... "", "'''><;'';11' '" SOO""C wI><" ",""I p,." ... < or"' .... "O.ClS3 ""' Tt.:b.oI< 
.",bu.-ioy (I.<, "O .. m ......... ~)of 'ho ...... p" dmps, bm '<111M'" oomp.I'oibly 
,"""'. 
ce,uratio" or mnt cOlllpO$i'ior' wt,iCIT COt,ld ~ "I'ld i n . ITe sellsi'ivi'y 
d ,~ 
A ~i ngie S<lmplewouid not PfQ\Iide ~ reli~bled~(J POinl. ln f'lel. 
w~ h",,~ mea,ured ~ numboo:r of ... mpl~, al d;rrer~m lemperalures. 
p.mial pressures and varying cycles. We have jusl sta,,~d gener-
>l i"8 . growin8 b<ldy of long 'er", da ••• nd W,,"ed '0 ,how .. n 
e,..,mp!e of prelimirury "abHity data 1h.1, provides evidence ,h.1, 
'he SO!nso<s call las, very long ~nd OHljlerforn' 0'"'' devi ces I"e-
,ell'ed ill li.er,""'e. From. rev;"w<>f our exis.ing d,,,~ from se ... er AI 
devices. sensors d""..toped wilh Ihis process coold be CJlegori2ed 
Into lwo cat~i es: eilt- they fa il immedi.t..ty{no signal at all or 
f,ilure .f.er O'Te or .wo cydes) Or 'hlOY boo:l",,,,, s'.lbl~ <IS P'<!S<!nted 
obove. More ex, ensi ... e 10<18 lenn sldb ili'y d,,,,, wil l be pr~med 
In ~ new publication comp,lfing PLV ~nd spult~red films lhal is 
n.-remly in prep;lr~lion. 
ConSidering Ihe harsh lest ing conditions and high temper.,ures 
for ,his ,",nSor. mor~ Ih . " orlO! y~dr 'im ~ <>f OI>1!t"",ion wi,h v~ry 
""~l.! b.tse resiSI~,,<e Cd" however be co"sid<ered ~ mAjor m ile· 
stone for ~ ,",,,,or de ..... loped in ~ univ~" ity"""ing. U.ing regul., 
re-calibra,ion rooline • . ,he ..,n"", could be used In an ind ... ,rial 
S~lIillS-
4. Conclusion 
Y doved S.ZrO, Ihill films ~rc axor.luced using pulsed la$er 
deposition and lesled 's 10 II""r .uit~bmty as th in film humidity 
,,,,,.i"8 mat...-ial .. XPS measurement. found Iha, ' he film composi-
lion w.s Bd ,ldici~n. ~Illl Y rich COOII.>''''''' .o ,he'''rgt!' COllljl<>Si' ion. 
"S depO$i,ed fillll$l800 "C depo<i'i<m '~lIIper .. ", ~)w~re 1>olycrys· 
1~lIine.SuO<18cryst~lIographi< texturing~tthe aW{11 O)aoo azo 
(211) pea k. wa, ""served in . 11 samples. Both peak heighlS wer~ 
iIlCf~~sed wi, IT irlcredsi llg film 'hkkllesS. ,"d 'ITe !'WI·IM decrused 
wilh decres,ill8 film Ihick"" .. which is commonly observed in 
Ih in fi lms. AFM measuremenlS show Ihal dS deposiled films have 
low surfdce rOU$1l ness. similar to .h .. 51 slJbsrr~ , e .hO! films ~re 
d~POSlle<l 00. n", HMS roug l.",s:; (0.2- 1.2nlll) dnd "article si"" 
{32_"12 nm)in<reases willllncr~ .. lng film Ihickness (200_5((I nm). 
The electrical condllCtivity wa. c haracl~rized a ... function <>f 'he 
p-'rlidl prnsSllr" 0( w.l",. usinS ~II im erdigi, .led elecrr",le '~St 
Itrtl(,u re. Theel",,,i, .. 1 co",lu(' i"'ilyw;IS ch"'''' leli>.e<i 0 ........ 3 .ern · 
peralure ,.nge of 200 _650'( ~nd could t>.. aUrlooled 10 oxygen 
lOllS. hoi",. and el!!Ctrolls. The calculated ac,i ... atlon ~""rgies were 
be'WO!I!rI 0.26-0,47eV~' hi8h ternpefdl"res illdkdli'l!:I ~ I>ossibi e 
O-"Y8'!II ior\ coo<l" ,,"o,, rn ech.'" i$m. d"d ~'ween o.11- 0.23eV At 
lower lemper~tures.lndk~tl l1S ~ po5sii)le electronlhoie cOllduction 
m!!Chani,m. Th is ob"""a!io" appeared to boo: in accord~nce with 
dala found In literature. Second-order lime (onslanlS appeared 10 
depe,ul Oil 'ell1pe,~,ure. p"rri~1 I"..ssure o(W"'er, ;illd lihl1 ,t,ick-
II<:~" All i,,(reASe in lim., COllstAnlS wilh i ll"'e~s<: in waler v,'por 
j.> fe$Su"~. film . llick, .... ! ill bOlh ab$orpliOIl ""d de$Ol"j~ior, of Wdter 
Vd l"" wdS obs...-..-ed. "II samples exh ibi' .n over~1 1 decre"* ill 
timecon<l~nl< wilh increasing lemp"ralur~. IHsorplioo times ",re 
larg~r Ih~n absorp,ion li,""s indic~llns a ,Io",,*,r n"",,,,al proce>s of 
h,,," idity. HySlere.is of'he lilm:!! iS11)Wl!:!l1 >1loweroperati ll8 tem-
perd" "'" (SOO -600'"C) .. 1Ii Aj.>I)I!drS '0 be il1(re'SinS' dbov .. ~SO · C. 
Th~ films h.ve ax inci""lIy i howll SIron8 s",bilily over a ooe yt"ar 
time period of im...-mill""l lesl ing {only 2.] jLi change in b.> ... resi, · 
tance~ bUl a de .. drop in ... ",illvi'y (3SjLi) l ilat may t>e due to 
(hanS'!S in poinl dlfe.:' de" si' y. These resulls presem"" OUIS'An,l_ 
illS basis for fulllro .>pplk.t Iotl$ in in" " $tridi senSOrs. TITe r~.'IO<'S 
for Ihe drop in sens itivity mJY lie In chall8es in defect cone""tr.>" 
lion. Upon conlpltllon of lhe lesl or fdilure of lhe sensor. we will 
Cdrry (>Ill d dtl"iI~d alldlysis of lhe Iii ", ((>Inposi'ior ' in order '0 
g. in irlfor,""'iOl' . bou, ' he origi " of . ITe ~el1si ' ivi.y drop or sellSor 
POison ing. 
" delaill!d com parison ~n<l analysis or lhe: char"'l...-isIIC' of PLO 
deposited Y ·dope~ B.W, Ihill fil"" versus ,punerdepo<ited film~ 
as pr"""med In an earlier publication ~s well,s pr~li minary mod 
el. expIainins ,h~ beh.1v ior <>f Ihe films ~re cUrfem ly uooer way 
dnd will boo: SIIbmil.1!d for pt,t>l ic.>,ion IJ'1!f 'hi s ye.r. Prelilllin"ry 
reslll .. ,uggt:s' ,11<1' PW fi lms 'end '0 exhibit A (OIl1posi'ion. doser 
10 lile desired slolch iometry. 'MIrk beller .... higher temperalures 
and ha ..... a beller liI''''ime. All ott- characleriSlics ,uch as. e.g. lime 
<:or 'S1~"IS dnd hYS'er",i, al'l",,"r si milM. 
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ABSTRA C T 
Thi, 1""'" P'"'''''' • <QHI Pfehen>;"" ' <>ml"rl"", of ,Ite hl>ri''''''''' p,,,,, ... I'1S I",.m<t .... .00 Ihe 
<Ie<,rk" l. m",h.mif".<h<mif. l. m d ..... i"8 P"""""" d" IL.t ... O<l.od p,~scd I ..... deposited (PI.O) 
Y·d",,0<1 B.olrO, 'I~n fi lm. f"" ,10. u'"" In tigh '.m~"u ... (400 _6SO-<: ) w,,1<r v.pO< 1",,1,,1 p ..... ur. 
mt~,urtmtn lS . 
RF ' pu"'l'td tOin film< wi,h ,hick""."" 01 bn,...,n 200 . roJ '/SO <Hn. " P'''''''''''' betw",n 0.45 . roJ 
SO mT".,. . nfl d<.'\lOSihO!'l pow .... I .. " ...,.,., SO md lOO W w.,... dop<:>si''''' .nfl.n""""",, BOO 'C"" 1000-<: 
for J h in .oJ" C"", .. "' '''" betwc<n ",« h..ooic. 1 film "'.". :(-" Y pIO(lloel«' ...,n SpO< tro«"'VY (:(PS ~ :(-
"'Y diff,"" ",,, (XR01 .nd .. "",if f",,< mlcfOO,(OPll (Mt.1 ) stoichiom<tl)' d.t'. <JY>,.lIoguphic . ....-fdee 
morp~ .nfl pr<><. " .,ld fi lm p.rr>m.". " ". p'esented. fun hermo"" 'he bA .. li "" "';"'''';'y w • • 
cl'l,ot :o:: ~tri!ed ~, funCli<>n of film ~hifkne» .od te~j)e'atu"" 
M .. m~ .. with thickn."", bet", .. n 2OO .nd 500 nm wcr' ''''~lted " room temp. r •• '''' ' 0 8000(. 
All <-II"pl", w ..... d"'M:,.~>ed .. d."",ited. 200 ,.d SOO nm thick '.m~ w.'" 011 ", ... , •• 10<1 "t 1000-<: 
for J h in .at ."d ""'''."eriwl !">'l -. " .... !. TIle I. ""," e"".'io" v," s""'''"e 1<mVC"t" •• ,,,, ,, ,,;~ 
<t.bkwlt ll in 12 - 16X,cM'<i. " n& with tl .... B.! CorC<TM ... ionl ,hi, yield ~ .. ",il i"';'y (IJ..2;-8 ,,"' - , ~ 
Th< k>w d. pend"",. of lhe a. r<r«.'., dliQrl on the deposltiQrl p. r ""' .. . " In~ic"", 'lut the PUl de_ 
" lion pr~ .llows ]" W'" 1"''''''' window, for'he "'posltk>n of &<><WI .. ",ltivi'y 'hln fi lm m.,"';., 
<Om"",ed "" p"".,,'11I' 
W ... ,v"""p...-U" I p.-...", . .. ",lt lvily Indl' .... 1 . d..-' .... ,n . .... ,t,vity wltl1 ..... ' .... ,n H.o <ono:n-
" .. Ion in tho fi lm<- P...-tl, 1 tr.n<I, ,,,,, or ,he y.d<>po<d m~rO, '0 ZrO, , nd . ubsc<juent ..... ,.,., .. In oX)'ten 
v", .. -.cy , i". cooM c~p l ,ln lhe lo" in , .. " itivl,y. PlD Mn' ..... we'" On .""'''1:< m"". "dbl. dnd "'P""t-
.1ok . nd I .. , proc .. , d."",ld . m. tout h"d I"",,", ... 'i!iv i t~ ,ow.rd, humidity. Thl< could be .~pl.ol n<d by 
'he nigh. r. mo",,,,,;chlom., ri< .n~ I6s 1"''''''''' d' penden' H. " ,n«:n',...-k>n ol 'iu:s. ,.mple, <"",,,,,ro<i 
' " lhe ' puucr<:d •• mpks. At hi&/l '. ml"" ...... ' (>;SO'C) only ,lie PI.O " ",pie, ""hibi, " .... " ," i'ivj,y 
"lW" '~ ' humldi'y. 
Th< , .,nltl"s "",,,";on . .... ,gie. 10< 'he ",,,,,. ,«1 ... mple, ' " only . IiSh, ly I"Se' ,l1dn ,_01 the 
?Ul .. mpl .. . t Iow' ''emp'''dt'' "" (hole <ond "",;'n) .nd m,><h 1"'8" dl high tempotJ!""" (01<)'8. n ion 
conduc!ion~ ""I1<',ling olt h. P1.0 ."m~ . , l OOO·C1t>< ... _ ,ho .. n_, .. "", ... ,Ir.e by I 0 tlrn .. . rod 
the ,~I .. "'ion tlm~ by "f.o<1"" of 8. Spun " "", .... n~.' do nOl , ..vive , ,, ,, .. ling .. 1000-<:. fU) ... m~ .. 
• Iso by rot OUlI.o .. ' pUl'..-cd " .. pi"' ilt ter",' 0/ iferi", • . 
(l 2010 Elsevier ~V. All 'ilIh" r"ervtd. 
I"" . a.i ng em ission .... d emci.",y ,equi,ements call for ,e li · 
abl e •• ~I<!C'iv~ •• "d hig h 'em p"t'.ttu'e(T>4 00"C ) cOmiM,ibl .. S<!nSO<' 
, 1~vi cl!S ' 0 moni ,or .. Ki <o,tlro! 'he conc. ,,,,.tio,, of e~It."s' 
g.:ores in <OtT1l>ushOll ptOC<SS<S I I ]. Target gJs species 1",lude 
CO. CO, . H,s' NO,. and hu,n iditY (w:uer v~pO<). y-,IO()ed fI.o%rO) 
( BaZ'01lYO.,Ol_l ) ou lk md'm~1 ha. demonSlwed hlg!1 ' ... pon~ 
aoo ..,lff liv;tY ",,,,ards humidity 12.31. R<!Cen! publ ic.'ion. have 
1.>roe$<!t1I l!<1 'h>1 ,1-; " lilms of Y-,k>\.H!d B.17.rOl <"" t... f.bri(~'ed . 
wh ich wo"I,I,Xl'e'lfia lly ~i g" i fic .. mly '1!<Iuce s~"sor 'es po<'~e li" oe. 
I",rea .. sensitivity. and allow Integration into mic,o g.u sensor 
eleme"ts 14.5). 
• iliT .. poodins: '"'t..-, Tot: , I "'16114407. 
f -m<liloddrrs:<; XI~JoOOo.alm (X. a..n ) 
Q\1l'_«I(»/I' _ ... ""'" ~.".,. <> lOtQ £ ....... ' ~,v , Alt ......... ,...-.4, 
dol: 10. 10161)''-''1 010-01074 
Some solid S:a lt humidi~y sensors loday .re b,ased on 
d Jr! misorpl ion of H)O. lack sel"';'ivi'y 1ow. ,ds NO, d!'l,I 0) ""d 




xo.", ffai, I s.-......aAlll"" ... ' I4S (2UW) 171_110 
$1 ,~~nw (6--91. V- Itoped 1I.>7.rO) "m e~l! ib i ' ox)l>ell v>(ri"des wt><!11 
doped with " trivil l" nt c~li,," (~.g.. yl' 011 .1 7..,-'- sile~ III alll1<)-
$plwe. ,I,is md [~ri.1 ""mai ll' oxygen iOI1$ dnd ho les. TI", Slm e 
nld,.,rial whenl>ealed in all ellvi,o"'nent cOII!"ini ng 1110 " lIow:; 
In.. absorplion of H.O Into the l;m;"" low .... lng the oxygen YMan<}' 
concentration. and releasing prOions 110- 151. 
RF $po.t~ring.OO J'o,IS«d la$P.r deposjl;cn (PLD) 'ed,niq,oes (~n 
be "S4!<i 10 de"o,;' 'hin films of a.7.rOl _ This work pr<!$4<ntS • <:OIn -
prehen, ;v" cornvara(ive study ofY· do!>e<l BaZ,(ll,hin fil1111 ~s high 
lemper;nure humidity"'''«1fS deros ited by RF.puueri ng.nd PLO. 
2. El<pHlm M t.>1 mMhods 
Y·dopeJ SaZrO:! of 200, 300. 400. $00. and 7501111' thin film, 
"""e deposited onto 2in. n. type (100) silicon subst"tes with 
25011'" !hid o~idt I.~rs. RI' sPLJU~r i "g ,1 rOOIl1 l~rnl" ''''lUre 
(Iff) w"" us...:! in 0 VMuum ambi",,! with b<!se prl!Ssurl!S of 
0.45_50 mT orr "' va';"". deposition pow~ .. (5O_25OW). PtD fi lm. 
wt!r~ del)(>$I ,,,d or"o Icl~nlk~1 Sllbstr Jt.s at $lIbstr. ,,, t~"'I"!ralur.s 
betweell RT "",I 800 ' C I" a vM"IIm .. ", blent wilh basepressllt'eal 
- lO- 'TolT. ~llm Ihic knesses rang~ from 200 10 SOOnm. All fi lml 
....... re chorMleri,...:! uslns X. ril)' pholoelectron spectroscopy (XPS~ 
X- ray dlffraclion (XRD~ and alomic f[)Cc~ microscopy ("'fM~ [0 
d.,termille fi lm compes;rlon , micros",,,r,,r,,. ar~1 ," ,fACe morl~tOI­
ogy. £k:ctrical condUClivily al funcho" of temperatu re and woller 
v.por humidilY s""sing ChJ r;Kleristics of Itt.. film. w"''' "",asur...:! 
u.inga custom-built go. sensor , ... , .I .. tion., lemperalur ... of up 
ro 6!>O ' C. Inrf!rdlgi,",<!<1 .,11!Ctrod<! (IDE) ,rnl(tur ... w",,, f.\>ric,n...:! 
IISirlS" Cf pO ,,"') ,"HI Au ( 1 ao ''',,) Ihin film l11~t .. IIi:ta'lor' or' oxl-
diled Silicon w .. f",s"" previ"".ly published [4,5[. 
RF .pullered fi lm. of Y-do!>ed BaZrO:! we", deposit...:! from a 
3 in. diameler, 99.9\ pure c",amic BJZrO.ltYO ,~U sputtering tar_ 
gel purchased from Process MOlerla ls loc. Ttt.. fi lms were .puller 
depos it...:! al rOOI11 t"m"",",,"e on oKldiV!<l ( 25(1 III" Slo,.) 2 i,e ,,-
type (100) sillcor, ,"bSElale. IIslng " " UHP (!t9.999'l: l IIr S"" tl~ri "g 
Jmbient in a Denlon Discovery 18 SY\'lem. Deposition D«ssures 
ofbetw""n 0.4S.nd 2.SmTo(l were m.i",.ined using ~nllr flow 
of 1.5- IOs,andard cubic cemime,er per m inule {seem) and an RF 
( 13.56MH~)pOwe'ofSO. 75. 100. ISO. 225. ",td 2SOW. In ",Idl'iorl. 
iSampl .s al d~po$ition pressu'es of 2S ~nd SO mT orr w,,~ do:t.>O$iled 
"'ing lhe s~"'" U[get in 0 sputlered flIm iocorpor~led (SFI) sy<l",n 
with RF ( 13.56 MII~) pow...- of lOOW. This 'Y\'tem .11"".,."d >table 
depos it lO" everl .1 tligll I)lOCOS' pr"",," ~,. Rim, with, hlcknf!SSeS 
of 200, 300, 4(10, 500, ""d 750,." w.:re depos itr.d. All mITIs w .... e 
,nneated in .ir.1 800 ' C for 3 h. fIlm slress WilS Ch";Kleriled by 
measurill: change in wafer bow w ilh a T encor "ylu. proiil""""er 
b<!t'ore ."d .f,,,, ""np."IIIIl! ."d cor,r,rml!d by ""a lysis of XRD ddld. 
PLO film • .......,-e deposiled in lwo [uns inlwodiIT",ent syslem .. 
Inilial PLO samples were deposil...:! on identical substrales from a 
I i n.d i ~,,""e'. 99.9% pllrecer dmic B~7JuVO.101,9 pt.eu,.ml, ,~ r_ 
g<!t pllrdt.tsed frol11 I'roc<:ss M.tl erial, I'I(. S."nples we'e do:t.>O$ilr.d 
onlo I cm l sub"[.,,,s,,' d base pressure of W-o Tor[ bel""",n RT 
.nd 700 0( .nd wt're .. n""ol...:! in oir at 800 0( for J h for .n inilial 
l"v..s,lp,lor'. Th" film, "'"'''' sr"""" dt J50 m)/plIl ... la,1!1' en"rgy 
with aWor'W= en"rgy nll~ of 2_3)/,,,,1. Th"r~ is '''' w,uer v" pOl" 
response from Ih ls se, of PLO films. 
The second sel of PLO ",mp[ ... wl!'le deposiled on 2in. n-type 
(100) .iIi<or, ""'Slllles wi th 250 ,nil 01 SI02 from the $d nl/! II'L 
diaml!'er, 99.~ ",tre c",.;,m ic a..ZrO"Yo.l~ pure c"","nic 'Afg'" 
" PVI) product, Inc {Wilmington. MA~ The ~Ims w~ grown JI 
2SOmiiDUise la....- e",,1)(V Wilh aVI!'I"J!e I!f1e[!1V flux of II/cml al 
800'C.. Rim wi,h cemer ,hickness of 200. 300, 400, and SOOnm 
wer"d"po$lted. S.,;""",I PlD mill, ....... ," dm 'e.l...:! in"r;n 10000( 
fIX J h tOdll,lly> ... II",illlpOI(t on tl", humidity ~SPOns". 
Thickr;es!l<!$ 01.11 films wer/! d",ell"I,,<!<1 IIslllg ~ Tell«>!' "y-
IllS profil",",,'~r ",N! • Wool",,, V_VAse spec, roscOPic " lI i))$O,n" ,,, r. 
XPS me.surements were m;>de using. Kratos MS ULTRAolD sys. 
lem usJng monoch[(fIl.,ic AI Ka rad i.,ion. Compo$ilion dal. wos 
re.:orded for ~s re.:el'/ed ,amples ~nd .her 4 min of At' Ion be~m 
~lChi ''8- XRD lTI e~surem~"'S Were 1I1",le usillg' Ph ili ps X'Pert ')'S-
lem USi'Il!Cu Ka rad idtiOIl in II", Bross- tlrellt""o 8<:'01nelryfor 211 
angl ... f[om 10' IO !'<l'. AfM mlcrogrophs Wl!t'e collect...:! wilh ~ 
V"""o Dim"".ion )ll)(l syslem u.ing ""ched 51 lapping mode lips 
wi,hd nontinal lip r~II" of - S nnt. 
The w~l~r Vd()Of ",,".IIIJ:I dlarOl(,~ris'ic$ for R~ZrOl :Y '"In fi lms 
weI'" nl e~s",ed usill~" <ustorn · bu ilt g.rs sellsor t~SI st,l io". $"", , 
pIe chips W>'re pldeed on a hotplale In a .,aln l= """I ch.mber 
and con lacl...:! with probe ~I .... IIMhed 10 a PCllobview con-
'rolltNJ K<!i, lIley ,llgI"lllIlIlIi ,""' .... ill volt.ge me .""""""" lnodp-. 
Nl carri~r ps." 200 )e(m w,'s I~I~ 1I11\)11gh d wa,,,, ba,h .t 80 'c. 
$d'ur"' ing the ps a, 0.468 """ w"' .... ""pOl' presSllre. llefor. 'he 
w"t .... "" pOl" ","<h.O$ the ",$1 d l.mb<.<. I, i$ " ilu,e<! wl,h 1380 S<:Cm 
N, g." Ooce Ihe IJt~raled g;l1 enlers the lell ch.mber ill, heJted 
to the sensor """,.'ing temper",,,r,, and the p.,t;ol pressure and 
lherefore rela'i v~ humidi,y of the gas drops as" funclion of lem-
po:r;ll"re, Th~ partl'" presSII'''' of w., .... ilrl! caICII I.,,,,1 by 'I'~ 
po:rcentdS" of totdl g .. flow i" On~ .'mospher". 
s"mple [esiSiancev .. lueswe[~ d"I.[m ine<! bos...:l on the voll'W= 
meosurelT1l!nts usinga 0.7 JU\ .upply CUIT"'" Ih'" would not lead 
'0 se lfhe .. ' ing of ItN! mnt. The resl)()1lS>! '0 wdl~' Vdj)()[" W., 111."-
.ure<! dt 0.058 Jt III 1,,",11. l l>r~SSllre of w"'er d' 400-GSO ' C. The fill11 





w i"". 0 II III<! mil' ror"h,,'ivity ([ o [ - I Slcm~ R Is II", measured 
resistJoc" UR[ - I MQ~ A i, lhe cross $«Iional .rea of Itt.. "mp[" 
( IAl u I cm1),L;s Ihe diSiaoce betw""" ";Kh interdigi,.,ed elec_ 
trode (ILl - I cm~and "is ,he number of imerdigi,al ele.:rrode pairs 
( n · lO~ 
l. R..sults.nd discussion 
A S<!' of eKp<!'im"'''dl par."Wl!rs w., I"""""...:! 'n ,h i, inves _ 
t ig.rtion for phySical ".POl' depo$l,lorl ( PVIl) 01 y.d~ R,'ZrOJ 
lhin ~Im .. T"bie I shows lhedepo$itlon pa,.m"'",sofspuu"'l!d Y_ 
d~ BOZ[O)lhin fim .. /\I1.puller...:! film,wl!'le.nne.l...:! in ai[ at 
800 '1:; for 3 h. Del>O$i 'i on ral~ Ofthp. fi lms "pl>edre<! '0 I l1cr~"se wi,h 
incre.1Siltg dePOSi ' ion power ",\II d" IXlSi'ion pressllre. TIl(: depes; -
tion rale """Ibi",, 'izni~c~nl incru se al deposition powers ab~ 
225Wfor oil depos ilion pressures. Mud n., "Mkingof lhefilml is 
occurring fc>r fi lms (0 ) lhicker Ihan 400nm (b) depo$iled at abow 
150W of l>OWI<r ... n1 (el d~POSi 'ion presSII ,.,$ """"" ].5 mTorr. 
C, ..ckj Ill! is I i kr:ly c~ured ~y I~I I $ i t;, 51 re ss ;KC U1 n ul at ed d uri "S d epO' 
s ilion ~nd anne .. ling. 
The deposilion condilions for Pill Ihin films are shown in 
T.ble 2. Deposil ion FoUes .[I! iocrl!asing wilh ioc[l!asing S""'Ir"le 
l emp.,,",ur~. Deposition ,.1", are [angingbetwee" J.J and 5.2A! .. 
whkh are close 100' .. ord~rofl11.gll i '"dehlgh"r tI,," 11I0S1 dP.l»-
Sitlor, "ties Obt.llled by S!lI111ering. S.1111p1~S gg. I1h. Ii. dll" ii w",,, 
deposiled ~t Itt.. Un iversity of Ulah. s"mples kk, II, mm, nn, 00. 
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Allne.-ling pr<:><:esses ~re ge'ter~)ly used 10 C""Se micrOSlrLKture 
chonges In the m,'eri~1 Ih~l moy yield more ""ble "",, repro· 
dudble ... nsor "",~sufe"",m, ~( high tempewures. In our ... mples, 
"",,) rld{ cr...:king w"s observed in more 'hJ" 60% or 'fHJlle, ed 
sampl~s J ,td io JII .",,,edlod PLO s;<rnpl.,s. indic~'i"g pol~lIli.lIy 
nigh tenS ile IIress. Stress d~tJ for SpUtlered films were determ ined 
b.ilsed on meosu,emenlS or <lunges In wOIf...-jsomple bow wilh ~ 
T~lIcor stylus pror.lomeler bef<)l"e ~lId "~er ~nll"., )j ng (fig. ) ) and 
using lhe following equ~tion 
a""" m.!. ( _' __ -'-)~!l. 6 Rp.... ~" (I -vir, (3 .1.1 ) 
a~ , ... is stress in the film ~fier {he deposilion (1"" .... 1. ) M~o~ 
R",. is {he sub$,rare radiusof curvalure btfore deposition, R_ is 
$1Ib$, .... " e r ..:Ii" s of curv.""edft<!t depositio". E is YOl.'S·S modulus 
(1F,I - l29GPd). "is !'ossion', r"'ioofsubstr.lle(["I . O.?'8~ I, i$Sut>-
SIr.,e lhick.....,. ([ I,I . )I'-m), ."d I, is film thickness ([Itl · ) J.Il1l~ 
Fi lm slr= w"' nol ""{...-mine<! for PLD ... m~s dUO! to {he sma ll 
T<>I>I<1 
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sut>s{r.,~ size. wh:eh renders the det...-minatlon of the sues:! using 
ch,"og:<!S in w.fl!1"(I" s~mple bow 100 in<KC'''~'e 10dl low C(K,'parisor, 
wilh d",. gener.,ed wi ,h !;. rger 5dlll ples_ 
B"sed on Rg. 1. while {he over~1I r~nge of slress observed rov.,,-
con,pressiv~.OO ,.I1:Iilesl",.sesfrom _ SOto _l iD MPo. {hem~jor. 
ily of IpIllI~r"d ""nples exhibits '~nsile S!ress. S"' ''<I s. ml~<!S 
~ppur 10 very low S!r..ss (± lO MPd)_ Th is drop in S"eS~ m.y be 
c~used by the cr~i 'l> of the films allowing for a p.lnlo l relax.Jtion 
oflhem.". 
TI~ d~mi c~1 <"' '' position of lite fi lms w'"s " "'dS,,,etl by x f'S 
from ~s re<";ved , • ."ples, .00 ~fl...- 4 min Ion be~m etching. The 
film composi {i"'lSwer~q""nli lied from thespeclra. The Bo iIIomic 
cOIKemr"ion i" lhe ('1"'$ was Stll,lied ",lId comJldre;l.s sl'own in 
Fiss_ 2 ~ud 3_ 
Deposition power o"d deposition pressure I>o!h innuence {he 
n.. atom ic con,,,·f1tr~{ion in {he film n.. deposition pressur~ h~s 
a s!rQ user ~ff<!<1 M till! Ba .",rnle eo"cetll'.tiOll ,1>." d~I>O$i'ion 
J,>OWllr_ Th. a. COlOem of, I"" films i"<r~dS<!S wi,1I i' Kre"Si us ,I.-pO-
,ilion Il"'srore b~rwe.en 0.4 S ~nd 2.S mTolT ~nd ~ppeJrs tosl.bili~e 
",,,,,,,d 6%., high., d~pos i tion pressure (2S~nd SO mTorr). ~Ig. 2(~) 
shows a shifled n<>rma lized Gaussian fun<: t ion with lhe maximum 
Il< .... ;tion p. ,"""<tt<> oI'Y·d<>1><4 e.zrO, ,IOn ~im> ~ J>UI>«I 1.0,., d<p<»it;,n ";>1'> '''"'', ... · ,,'l<t d~"oc< +f .j(l mm. 
s..m~1< Lo"' ...... IIYIIl"j) PuI, .. nOIlY d.",ily Stb>u ... , • .,.,., ...... f~m , to<ln ... (nm) lI<l""~1oo pr .. ,<n o.",dloo """"~fl!irondl_ 
--
l.L'em') CO (1''''TOO") r>I. (Ar,) 
" " " ~ ,," 
~ ,. 
'" Ai, , )h~'C 
" 
@ .. , , ,. ., 
" 
m 
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~ "01 ....... 1«1 ~ ~ ,. 
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rls- '- r'm " .... ,,' ",".;riM "'~"P'>I'~"" ~r .. , .... 1ot or ' pu!",rlOo! , _,,, 
(.) <1<"",1,,," ~,. .. W< betwHI, o.~.ad SIlml",r. ""I (b) dtpO>itIoo p~ ... 
belW«" M, oIIldlS mTorr. 
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" o.po.lllOOI _ ...... lmTorr) 
rI$. 2. 1l/. "",oic C<WI«"U "ioo (~n)., • lomtIlon '" <I<"",~I"" p,." on >fl., 4 ",'n 
Ion bNm tlchill;!. qUlrlt;1\oo$ ~ Xi'S """, ... ......" .) b ,putt,,'" ,MDpI.,. (. -n') 
., IunctIon c( d<posilion P""""" (b) lor ""'Ill<> (._d~) 8.0 An .. ~ ~ 
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10> 100""'_""" """uo .... 
Substrate tempeftu •• (OCt 
r ... . 'l !I,o ."'"""<On< .. ,,,~oo(o\.n)q""""~ .. b)'l<.PS me" .... ""' .. ' I., PI)) ... m 
P"'(U-PP)" """';O"O""_".,. '''''' ...... '''.," .AT~ .... 'w .. n ' 3\ ... 'G ... 
0 .. , I ... """ ,.".,. 9.>"""' ..... ,\" .. '. "'" oomIRl I ... g .. rofl'l9O'irloo..., 
'Pi><>'< 'O"'vtSOO" ttp •• <hd,Uoy"" " .... ; ~ ... Ion io " , ..... " .... ""'P<",, .... 
s. cora,em 0( 1 8% .. , otns W del'osilion powi!r ~"d 2.5 mTorr dei»-
Si!iOIl pr""SlIr~. Fig. 2j b)also ,,"h ibi!$' l.lrgeshm ill Sol cO'llent wi,h 
d"lJOSirion powerln (he r~ngeofO.4S to 2.5mTorr. 
Data Indicare thar ,n,. na rom"", is cto ... to ,he nominal targ..r 
coml'o$il"''' >r1<1 app".'" ' 0 hdve g""" rel'r<>rllldbility .nd s'dbi-
I i ~~'iO" in .,11 sulJS!". e 'emper", Llres. 
Sa compositions cl lhe rw films we~ Qwmified from the s~­
tfa ~nd ar~ ,ummariz...:! in Fig. 3. XPS deLl indicate {hal lhe film 
compt>$;'''''' is com,,","!:>ly d<>S<!r 10 ,ho! nomin,1 u'S~, co mpos; -
' ion wi,h gco:! I<!prod,..;ibili,y d,~1 s'al>ie lilm com[.>OSi'iOllS. Th~ 
r,lm~were ~v"""i ll Sa defKient in all (.0$"". 
Th" much more ,snificanr Sa d~ficiency in {he spun~r...:! s.m· 
pi es likely results frem a ",-spunerins ~ffecL ~"d may also b-.! the 
re~son for {he CliK ki ngof{ he films. n,., PW film compositions .re 
d oser {o lhe mmi na l urger composil;on with Sl.it bl e Ba con tent ar 
all . " mrra le 1~1I ' 1 ><l1l""es. nM! resu l!s S\'8B<!S1 Iha ' $[II.,~ri''8 has 
.. Sln.ller process window for f"brka'i, og controlled s!oid ,iomerry 
ofY.doped S~l!Ol thin filmscomp,lred 10 PLO. 
XRD ","ections w .. ~eollec{e<I to inv .. {igil{e the microsrruc{ur~ 
of fhe spunere<l and PW tilm!. and are presente<l in Fig. 4. Sput-
tered s~ mpl<!$ C. i.o. u .nd a •• ,,,1 PLOs"' "ples H .. II. "'m. nil. a,,,1 00 
were $etected. For d~t.il$ of depositioll p;orameters .lId a,,,,,,~lillg 
condilionsof~lIsa mpl .... please ,ef .... to Tobl .. 1 and 2. Therellec_ 
Lion. indk.,,, that a. deposi{...:! .puu~red film. ""re ~morphou, 
dlld b<!c"'ne polycry!ldl l ille "f' r!t"l l~ril !redlm<!nt.As d~posi 'e<I no 
'dll,,,I ,,,, wilh ' Ilbsrr .. e 'e m I"''''''' '''' of 800 'Cw~r~ 1>oIy<:ryslAl li"e 
in ChariK{"'-. The d..1shed ven ical lines on the plots repr.....,t the 
JCPOS va lu .. for (1 1 o~ (11 1 ~ (2 00~ (21 1). (220). and (321) 
rp.l1ecliO"$ for I1,Y01· TIM! rellr!<!iO"s dre Shif'e<I 10 higi ,er ")jJ v.l_ 
ues com pared to (heJCPOS d~tab<tse. which would he con,iSlem 
w ifh Ihe films heing und e-r compressive stress in lhe QUI-of-plane 
direction. TheS!! , ,,,,, Its >ce .. lso COn.iSl~nt wilh ' he j)r'I!Se,w:e of lh~ 
(1.0 0) 5i P':. k ... norn,a liy "",, llowe<1 P':;,k. whidr appe .... du~ to 
strdln In the 5i sub'tr.{~. Anorl_ poss;ble r~ ... on for the shift of 
the reflection.;s Ihe IIa deficiency •• indicate<l in !'Ig>. 2 dnd 3. The 
refle<:lioll h<!igh!S of B70 ( 110) "lid RZO (2 11) reflec,;olll weI<! 
i ncr~'sed wi,h i'K;relli "s r.lrn llrk k,.ess for belir S[llr!l ~red and 
PLO deposition! Fig. s..~ The re11ections also show {hal PLD .. mlll es 
have a more pronol",ce<l ref\e<:{;on {han spu{{ered samples in all 
cases. The fWllM value al'l"!'!" '0 dr!<reri"" with i'K;'~ oISi"g ' ihn 
' hi ckness f<>f belh spu u~red ",1<1 PLD film. (fig. Sb). ThiS is 'Oil , 
s iSlent with both a Ii"tlnner ~Im and ~ dec~""e In cty5lJI Qwlily 
of the film. which cculd he c.used!:>v dama~ in the c!VStal. ~.)!_ 
~xpandirl8 of gra in sizes. 
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~ • . x " "l' 4;t\'r "",\on ,,:fl<CI~ ",,1<:<<<4 II'<m., ""1>0>~<""w;1 .,,,'ul<>l 'P"'«'" "'npIt:, c. lo. u.."" .. ("".il, of 6<l>O>kOon.on" "u."~'1J ,"""it_ InT "" .. 1). 
Ao """" io:d PUl ''' ''0'<> ' •. Il mm. nn. . " , . n' ........ ""0" "" ("". ~ , of ""l>O> i,Oon .. "" """'~ '1J """"irl"", ," l""' l ) 
"'I'M was used tochA,,,,'eri,,, ,n" .urbremorpOOlogyofail .. m· 
pies before .. id ol\er .n~ot; ng. St.lect"" spllUer"" films (c. i. 0 , 000 
u) all,! PlO films (11. """. ,m. " ltd 00) ar~ preS<!"''''' 10 il luJ!r,n" 
ArM ",s"lIs. ArM mkrogr.phs for all r.h,,~ I",ve a simil ,r Sur-
ra~ morphoiogyCOllSisl ing of nano-sca l~ surf.1<:e particles. Pankle 
sirn "'KI RMS ' or'8lm" SS i '''r~.S<!d w it h increAsing fih" thkkn"ss. 
Th" pdIlid" $i~e$ i,,,re,,,,ed from '/0 to 170 nm for $pr., ller"" ""m_ 
pt... and 32_72nm for PLO .. mpl .... Root meJIl squared (RMS) 
rotJgh""ss increase<:! from l.3nm to 4.2nm for sputter"'" .. mples 
dnd 0.2-1.2"", for PlO s,,,,,ptes. fig. 6 pt"1!'SI!"tS AFM mkrogr'j~'s 
of p."t ide SiU!$ And RMS ro"g1 m"ss for """10 w " uered ,,,,.1 l'LO 
mel llOd, usIng. slereologk.J technique. 
hcord ing 10 ng. 6 . film. from bolh dt!posilion melhod, hove. 
very finl! particle sile a,.1 s"' OOth , urf.ce. TIlt'! fit", roughness a"d 
Ihe pdnide si~" Are i,,,,,,asi"8 wilh incre"" ing fi l", thickness. ArM 
re,ults reveJled (hJ( PLD umples h~ve 3 ,m~lIer p.> r(lcte ,Ile In<I 
(., 
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FUm _"'-a (nml 
~ 5.. (. ) XRD ","""'",n "'"~h' ..... him , ....... , It>< Y. 4op«1 ~>1oQ, ,poo, ... .., 
.. "" .. 1.0. "'...., " ."" JIU) ,,"'pit, tt, I~ """."" .... Tht ". ... """h' N if>cr,.... 
ins wi,h ..... "",i,"<!: 61m ,_""" In " , '"""~"' · I") rol wid, " " "",,,,,,.Im,,," 
I'WlIM)-,. "m 'hi ...... ",,"Y·do ... ; .02.0, 'put,,,,,, ...... <0)." on. ~"". PIJ) 
"",~Iet kt .•. mm. "'" nn. Tho FI'o11M ~ <I«r<" Ir¢wifh I""", .. "" ft ~n 'tacb ... ~ 
Ie .. Ih~1l 10 lim"" .m~lt", RMS rough...,.." lh~n .putter deposl'ed 
,ompte .. 
TI~ fltm "leclri<:~ 1 con.1lO:li~i'y.os f"' ''lion "fl~m{)era'U'" W d, 
ch>rMlerl2ed In lile rJnge from 200 to 650 ' ( In order to deler_ 
ml"" lile V.,ia iioo of bose Ii"" r.."istance wilh ll'fT1per.,ure during 
h"II1idily II11!.s,"e",,"' s a n,) 10 g;oin illf""II1dlion "n po'e"'i.1 P.!t!C. 
Irkal cond ,reli"n nl!:<:h"ni ~",s in the "'''''':Oal. 
The condllClivi(y of lhe .. mples increai'eS eXl>O""mi. lly wilh 
Incre., ing lempel.lure (ng. 7 ~ Th is reliMion con be described., 
116.17]: 
(3.2.1) 
wI",r~ 0, is 'h" cond, retivi,y dS f"nClion of 'emperd' ur~ in Sicm. 
" 0 is the initidl <:ondtXti~i ly .t ~7J K in $/Cll1, E, is II", .1<:(iva· 
lion """'ID'lneV .• n<I ~is 80hlmonn·sconsUm ( ~.62 ~ 10-S eV/K~ 
!lcllvolion energy was ~raled ba....:l on apprOl<imale line., filS 
in Ih" log'l~(>1 of iiI", conduCl ivi ly vs. le",,, .. r.,urp. (200-65O ' Q 
In N1 .mbien! g .. al a !low of 1380sccm. Using a first order lin · 
'Mr >ppr()J<i"'"lir)n for the ,lop". " chang.e in . c,iva ,i"" energy c;on 
be oi.>serv",1 'hAt «lui,) be divi,)",1 j " l(> 'WO d isti"" r~gions wilh 
d iffe,~nl '(>rtdllCl;:>r' ",«h."i$"''' 
Bosed on Fi g. 7.lhe .,,!ivollon """rgy is I ncr~asing w ith Increas· 
ing li lm IhicklW$S for """h spunered and PLO samples. PLD films 
r!!<ln; rp. iP.SS .1<:li"" .!;on "'''''lIY.t l .,11 le"'lI"r.,urf! r~n8p.. This m .. y 
b~ (."....:1 by a ditrer",ret in POinl ddeCl densily on Ih" flh" sur· 
face or differ ..... t fcrm.:nlon of fhe cryst.:ol sfruelure for the dlITeren! 
deposilion rnetl1O<l" 
.. , . 
·----1 ' . f '''''---•• ._ _ ... • • 
f '''''--''' '1(l i ..  , .. • , , '. • • • • I • ,
•• m 
• • M •• = ~ ~ •• ~ 
FUm .... """ .. Inml 
1"11' (,. RMS ... ut ....... .... p.l<'''''' ' i .. .... .. ., ,1'Ii<t .... , IotY· 4op<4 w..." lot 
.,...".1«1 ,putt<,«1 fil.., {<. I .... nd oJ. .nd ... ol""i,.., PUl .. "" I" ••• mm. ..... 
nn). g .. h .... /d • • ;'" "'. RMS .....,.,,_. ioc ..... wi,h """ ... i,. film thk_. 
r", both <I<"",itior< m,'hod. 
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f~ 7. """.",i(wI """'ll'(€.)V>. ~Im tI""tn<>. 10< OO,h . ,.", .. c4 '''''''''«1.",,,,,, .. 
(<.1.0 ....... u)., ,.., .. 0.,.,.""" PUl ru"" ( t •. I , mm.'''' ""). T....,O~'I"'" ,,,.,.., of 
""iv"ion . ........ . ,.. ._om .. <'iJI"" 4 ..... ""' ... .,.,n .... 'lY ... , to, .. ,.,,,,, 
1>.1«<1 "" '~W"im.o« I ..... , til, In tho 1q:_ ~Io" oi nirn cooo"" lvity ..... It""",r .. 
, .... (200-G"""q 'n H, • ..-.. , ., ., • flow of ' ,",O>«m, n.;, b ......",..,." ,.;'" 
'hocondU<ti<on """ .... ""mo.rv-<lopH BillO, (0'- . oo,Io<,mr_l>oI<<<<oo_.) 
p"",n''''' in ~"r"'"", (,g_14~ Tho ",,","ion '''''l¥ ~ _.,,,ins with "", .. «<1 
ru m Ihdno, 100- t>«h 'PO tt. .. d .,011'1.0 "mpln. !>U) 6~", I'«l '"'< Ic>, .w..non 
.,. .. CI" .. "......,.r.,''' ... 
J.J. Waf"""""rrrs>,,,,,,,,, 
Y -<iopo,<1 BJZrO:! (An exl' ibi! O"Y8~n v"'3ru:ie~ whl! n dope.1 wi,h 
, lower v~ lentf. ;on. ~.g.. yl ' on Ih~ 1 .... • siles. In .,ir d!mo»pI'~r~. this 
m.iueri~1 comain'''''ygt'n ion .. ~nd holes. Tt... 5.lmem'Ueria l when 
hea!...:! in an environmem containing 1110 allow. lhe absorption 
orH10 i,.o 'hI! I."ice lowering ' h" oxyge n v",.ncy concemr.,ior,. 
;",d r~ le~si ng prorons. H10 11\<>I« ules dis$Q(i3'e wl,~n ' he w"~r 
vapor 1"''''' lhe Y_dope<! BaZrOl maleri~1 01 high !empeUlure. 
fi la m<>lecules wi ll fill in ol<ygt'll vacanc ies. arl<l release prowns 
.nd ~1 ""lroll$. PrOtons dif(u$ p. 'hroug h II", ,""leri.1 IhrOl.gll r1!Ori-
en1a,iOrl . rld prooorl di spi oICemeru (dis/HAiled prOto" hopping) orld 
tombioe w ith el!!(lrons reltasing II). In addition. oxygtn ions can 
-1I)p" 'hrorr:gh ,I", nU1eri31 .",d ,OI"bine w i1 h holes releAsirrg 01. 
All s-<mpi es "~ irrilia ll yexposed !odry N, /Ids. n ",n. wdl e< v"pOt· 
i. imroduced illlo lhe t ... ! chamt>er.Once IIlI! el",,!rieo l conduc!lv_ 
ity has st~bilized. !t... almosphere I. ch~"Z"d back !o d!)' air. As 
eXj».Cu,d. ,I,e (or" lrrClivi1y irlC~.lses whe rr expo$...:! '0 wd1er V"I>OI" 
12.31. TI", S-<' Hpl es w~re rn~asu .-.:d dt P"" iAI pressrrr ... of Wd' '''' or 
0.058 aim J! tffilper~!uresor 400.500. ,,,,01 650«. 
Fi lm sensitivity a. sta!...:! below i. calcula!ed based on: 
s (o t _ oO) 
~{oO x dd (3.3.1) 
where S is Ihe serrSi!ivity in 'IIn- l. 0 , is ,I", Cond'O:livily rr l>on 
exposure to humidit y~! J give" temper~!ure T. "0 i, the inili~1 
conduct ivity whhoul humidity exposU!~ ACis the changing I"r-
, idl pressure or w'ler in ~"'1O$phere_ Sr!rrsilivi!i ... ,~, '0 27 all"- ' 
......,re "",asured for spun er...:! films and 8a!m-' weremea.ur...:! for 
PW fi lms both a! a water p.mia l preuure ofO.o58~!m. 
Spun ",-...:! .. mpl~ 0 h." ' he highest t,..nidilY s~nsi 'iv i 'y of 
2"13!"' - ' .11 400 ' C with I ~% ll.o dlornic concentral ion. PreviOl,sly 
pub lished results .ho......,d ... ns it ivi!les ror spuner...:! S.lrnp,",S or up 
!o 62 alm- ' al 400 « 14 1. Ilowev~r. no humidity re,ponse cOlIld 
bo! ottso.rved for Ih.se film ,,,, SOO 'C dnd ~bov~. PO/ emi"l re.lSOn. 
ror the loICk of stdble el"",ri(dl _,rrd ~nsi ng proper! i~. co '~cl lie 
in!t... com p;lr~bly low ~nne~li ng temperatures ror II ......... mpl .... 
Sputler...:! .~mpl ... could not opo>ra!e func!ionally after anllt'~l ing 
al 1000 « in ;oir ror 3 h du" 10 lIlt' s;s uiflc"", cr""ks <IS. cor1!le--
Quer><:e of high '~nsi l e Sires! (Aused by . nnealing_ l1~rore. II", 
OPe!"allng !emperalureof spollered samples islimi!ed Senl i!lvidei 
above 5~!m- ' could be round in the spunered films w ith a! leas! 
U: Ba atomic cooc~mr~!ion. Funher invtlS!ig.l!iolll ar~ n!<i uir...:! in 
'0' .. : -.., ~ " .t.:' - ~< 
" -< • --< I .. 
! .. 
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F~ 1l. !fumid'tjI .. ",itiviol/., fwKtioo oiB.iAnl ' )fo< .u .. mplo-o . oo (b) ror Boo 
An; """'" l a1:. SpuI«r<Oi Ie. (,"' '''' U) ",d PlP (k' .•. mm...-.r nn l thin nlm; 
wo'. '., ..... w.", ",,'~I .... ,,".oi~ .. m" _" .... of 4(1(1. 500.600. 
, net 6SO).c. ..... l1noom .... "...,tlelwo ...... " ...... ., 27 . " n-' for ."","'''''.uid 
• ''"'-' for PW ru m< '" 4XI-c. 
high deposition pre;;:sure range ( >SOmTorr~ wh ich could r...:!uce 
lhefi lm.lr .... duringsponering.and whi ch m~y hence r...:!uce Ihe 
l)O$si bi li,y 0( cr .><:kirl,';_ 
PlO r,lm~ showed humidilY ~r\s i'ivi'y be'w_, 400 ..... 1 650 0c. 
but Ihe sensilivlty i soneor~r of magnitude sma ller than !ha( for 
spuner...:! films. The ,ensitivilydifference m~y be ca used bydiffer_ 
ences in oxygen yat~ndes density. AnoIt...r possibl e rtason may 
be 'he differ" r. li lm , ,,,f"'e ror.gl" ,~~s_ll.os...:! 0I1 AFM d~ .. (F-ig _ 6~ 
Ihe su,f.ICe rOIlg!, nes; of II", wultered S-<' " I~ es is . 1 le .. 1 on~ order 
of magnitud" hi81"'r than th~! or the PW sampies. This cru!es ~ 
lar!("r surface ~rea for ad sorption or d<.sorpt io n of war er mol«u Ies. 
Since ,I,,, number of " v;HI.b'" .u1sorp!ior, $i, es depe'''1s on Ihe 
free ,un""" ~rea of!he film. spuner...:! satllples should Iherefore 
h~ve ~ I' igher se nSilivi ty IOWMds!o h,." i,lily Ihan Pto Sdmples. 
FUI ure work will indude high rreque ncy im..,.,dAr><:1! Sp<!clromelry 
mealu~memS durilli! abiorption and desorption. which m,ly help 
unveil !t... diff"'ffiCe, In response ( f ig. 8 ~ 
3.4. 1im~",,«tar" 
In previous publi caliorrs 14 ,51. we had discussed !Ilal lilO 
moleeules diSSOlvi ,l,'; imo II", I"l,ke WOI,hl lower ' he orygen 
v""a l1cy coocemraticn and relea.., prOtons imo lhe rnalerial in Ihe 
prese~ of waler v~ a! high lemper~!uru We h~ve t hara-:-
'eri>....:!.nd corre];"~I II,,, ",~pon, e And lIlt' r"<!COVI!'Y limes of Ihe 
s~r\son "nd t ilt' fil", Ihid,~ dt oper.l tirrg I~rn l""'a! u~ of 400. 
5(XI. 600. ~nd 6SO-C~! p.1nia l pr ... sures of w.ler o(o.058 ~!m,s 
deposited ~nd posI-.nllt'~ 1 (Fig. 9). 11Ie r .. pon~ lime and ,,,,,ov-
P.ry ' ime "re ,Iefined ~s II", ,ime required for II", cond .,,,!ivi1y of 
'he S~nsor element In rt=-><:h 9()% 0( !11t' equ ilibr ium v>lu~ rollow-
ing ~ ' 1"1' Incre" 'i ng in waler v~por coocemr~!ion ~nd the time 
required for !t... coOCuc!ivi!y of lhe ~n"'" to dfO\! 9()% or the base 
cond rr<! ivily 125J_ 
Th" ~rrSors reslxn se , i m~ .nd r!!(ov~ry ! i rr~ .p~ar to irlC red'" 
wi lh Increaling film :hickness wilh! t... exception or SOOnm Ihick 
spu1!~ Him. """w...:! 01 400«. This IMnkular d~!a point mav 







, ....... ,. ........ ,""" .. . 
, 
J 
..... " ........ ,<> ___ ,_ ..... 0( .... __ .. '""' .. 
d ..... by 9(lII;<Jf.heO>fldetMoy. 
sill:nific~"t uri~tiOl>f j" ot-Iwd ... nsitjYity ~r>d Ii"", c"notdmS 
141 . Norw. 0( the .pun~red s.."'I~l!$ ."rv ived "'''''~II''8 ~1 I(XXI«. 
"'n",,~lins of .he PI.[) •• onN ... " H)(X1<{: jfl('u .... Itwo ... n_ 
'6PO"'" time by ~pprwc i m.'ely 10 times ,,,,d the <<<ov~ty H",,, 
by a II"..... n... smsor conductivity I .... Ifl(~_d by a f.!(IOl <I 
2_3 while lho! Rnsj.i\llIy I ..... lf~ by ~ ~or of 1-2." possi. 
bI .. e"",,,,,,,' ion for the If"",""""",. slowing ol.l.e Sf:II$QJ ,_ 
toUt.! lie in dw1sn in the microsuuct~ t/>;Il I .. ~ ... i~_ 
if' 0l()IgI':fI v<>Cd,.,ifos tIlM mor .. C(IfTl~1 l")'fts to • slowil18 of 
,he f'l«Nng.e of .he w.r~ moI«ules w;!h ,he S>efItQI" ..... r~i.1 
O"'(okf'. 
Shdf· .nd I;r<:li.ne of the.....sors is ~ key r.w:tor in "".lu.llin8 
ttlO! subility of the films .nd ."'ISOf<- In .n dtlffilp' 10 r..pllc.[~ 
wc.l ....... sc'""",ios. _ " ore<! boIh optlu<"ffti ~nd PLD humidity 
_singe-p;:oc boxes.! room l .. ",~ure in rhemlc ... ...".tc • • 
lion d .. ..., .oorn UPOl' <o",pI<:Ilonol the ''';ti.l.est 'UI~ TheRf1tQfS 
_~ ,hen .etesled ullllef Id~c.1 condltlon!;.e '''8llI .. lnel!tv~ls. 
rot e;och.esc C)"I.,. et.. smsors were fine pI,),,,·d into.t.. lest du.n . 
t.., whil"~t<POSi'6.h .. '" lodl)' N) (!ots al 1380se<:nt '~'npl'6 uplO 
500« for 2 h to Sldbill(ll II", Inlll.1 declri(al oonducllvlly of lho! 
material. Tho!n wat." V'pO' w.llntrod",~ into tm. lest chilmbet' 
wilh betw""n 0 dtJd o.058~lln of panlal PI .. ,u,e ofw~'e,. Once 
It", ~1~lri<"1 oondur:livily Vdlt"" twYO! stobil i,.,.., It", .1"1OSI"1I'f~ 
IsdulllP'd Nck tadl)' N). FlS- IOIll .... r.lel .m.cha"8"'I"~II.11iv­
Icy"nd b.lso: ,"';stivlly oftl", ~OOnm sputtft..! and PlO humldi.y 
M'flSOtS _ ~ period cl S2 -ns wilh 'hecorr't!S~it1fl film M<! 
R'SGtivlcy <IS "n indk • • or rJ","""" stability_ 
n..,SftlSilivitycltho!spuuered filtn<dr"l'P"'l (,om 12100.t tn- ' 
11111 _k .. n.. , .. i.tivity howevft ,ftTI.lin..! .ubl" until 'he 1 2,h 
~. PLO(,lrn. 1ft"''' stdble ...... llivilyand 1es;11ivilyduooghool 
• n . ",ire I )"ed' ,i",. pedod. TI", s" ift in set'silivily obselV",1 In 
III<! I'LO film moy ~ ,,)used by ~ ch,lIg .. in fi lm (ompQ:Illlon or 
.. M 
. -----t · .. _ .... --
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" 
. . ._.. ""' .... --
! .. '--"---- 0 ._-" "' -- • 
'. f f , , ,• • : : , , , , , . . . • 0 0 
0 
" 
.. .. .. .. , • .. .. .. 
, 
TItnoI_1 
"""~ __ "'''''''I)'''''''''''''''''_'''''''''' (._ .l '''' PWftlm> ( .......... I_.U·_p<ri04. 
wUCtu'e . ...tll<h howo!vft- do6 00l .rrKlIIlO! "-'Ii,,,, r't!Sistivity. 
A pOl",wi.1 .,xpld~ ... ion moly be IM lhe ser,,;ns meduniSln uk .. 
pl~ in .I"'JIl,f.K4' 1¥lScllher~rn.only.d(lfnln.tlnslhe"le<:t,k.:t1 
'(If" h.octhtily .. hl,h I""'perd""" . "d dut1"l1 humid;'Y "KpO$ •• e. 
WililotJl w,t ... v"IX"" . • he "bul k- 01' lho! 111m domln., ... ,he dK_ 
t,icdl propmles. This hypolhesi.;. suppOll",l1>y od....- lit .... tu,., 
on \>"Ik Y .d<>pe<l ~7.o I h.1I .uggl!St$ . urf><:t Dr .urf",e I~yr!' Mfe(ts 
'0 be r6I)Qn.I1>le for d ,.,'8"" In elKln,dl «)IKl'lClivlly [2 [. UIX>t. 
compl~~ (~ilu.t d ll.e device. we will ~n~ly«! 11.e <h"'ni<~1 co"'-
posiUon.l!tucmre .,111 t@XIu.eol'lhefil",. oIgIln ~.1Il C()ffi~'" with 
lhe inili.1 me~suro.n .. nts prk>r 10 lhe k!na' lenn t"'- inOfd...-1O L" st 
for ch .. ulS'!$ due te humldi.y elqXlSUre IIUL c~n e.<pl.ln the d,,,,, in 
. csistance . 
n.. .ubilily rl5'~'s In Ag. 10 de",ly show ... , ~rrg effect 01' 
the humidity Jn1$)f' over lime. n.. humidity ser,silivily.nd """'" 
,esisun< .. 01' II", PLD film ,e"'~in oottlp.ubly 11.l>Ie .mer Ihe 
h~'sh (esling coo,(I1."" .",1 high .eml"" dhn ... for mO,e I han oo>e 
ye~,. Spune,...:I .. ,,,, pi ... produce ~ high sen.l rlvlty 'QW.,.d. humid · 
Ity dur1.'8 U'" ~rsl 8 wee k •. The""""", how~el ~~ .. r." ... Ih"" 
U"" PW """,pie. No 'i:gnific.nl ch;i,oge in ,I", """II ... ...! film compo-
sltioo ~(Ift SI'.!SQ' (.il", .. could 1><""'-'"-1. ~.I.' , .. _c~lib"'lion 
Q' high I .. mperoil .... cl.-.nlns routi,..,. of tho: spull...-...:Ifilm did 00l 
• ...:ov ... II", filmRnSitlvlly. 
~. Contlu51on 
Y.d<>pe<l 8.olr(ll .hin film. """" prod..:...:! "S;''fI '1,un ... "", .nd 
pulsed I.>s",· <lepOOltloo,. d,.,<><:.eri>'1!<1 • • od I .... 'd as lQ II",i, .u;._ 
a1>ili.y., Ihl" film hml1ldily S<msi'18 "'dl",I.I .. PLD films ,lIow (or 
• I ~'gtr proceU .... lndQW 1.,;Jdlng 10 more ,eJl ,bI .. reproouction of 
(,1"1$ .• «)I1111""11I"" d OSl'r 10 ,ho! SlQichloo"elfk •• 110 . ,111 bel .... 
IQng. lftm .ubili!)'. PLD filln S/:f1$ilivity i, IOW1't lholn tl1;o1 0{ $put _ 
I..-...:Ililms. but ,,",,,,,,I'l5mml"'.bly high """ •• 1"'S..-lftTlperdIUfe 
r,)~.nd is mor .. lorlg-t ...... stabl.,. 
SPUII...-"'" lilln. wer., ~I'...:I .,od ctu.xc...-ll<'<I;ot mul'ilJl .. 
pressu'es .nd JlO'"f:IS.oo .n"".I~ .ot lwo I"'''perdlutes. Medun-
ic.1 Sir...,., XRD. "'I'M "'Ill XPS dde. ........ e ll"'....-.,ed. PLD films 
"ngi"ll f'(If" 200-5OOnm _,e~iled ~nd fully ch .. u ctefl,,,,,, 
"$d~p.x;I...! "'od ,,",,~Ied ... 800.nd lOOO«.n",hcOlIC"",,,,,,'ion 
vs. , " bslrAle l~ml'''.1 "'~ cortel., iOl' yield. "dble dl1<i rep/!d,.ble 
film tomPQSidon b<ttwffn 10% ~oo 161 B ... In Ihl ' OOmPQISition 
, .. "S". films ~tw~)'s ,,><I,'bil good """,It;vlly tow~rds w.l ... V~JlOf. 
Ilelaw. minimum Il.oCQACerurziOll. films dQ not ,,,,pOnd 10 humid -
i,y_ Abow! this Ilvoshold. sensj'ivity is 00l much .ffl'<l...:I by I"" Il.o 
(Qn("nt'.lion. A pOI""'i~1 ntPI~,ulion (or thi. loeIuvio, coo.ld "" 
llullhe Il.o defldfACY lew IQ lhe film --. 1118 10 ZrO:! below 
• (en.in u... Ih ... hoId. Acliv •• ion .,,>ergy: .ho! mmp.or;son of 'pt _ _ 
1 ... ...:1 """ PlD !l1rIlJSIIowo Ih.ll tho!xllv"lion -Iri I1W'.HUred in 
,putt ... ...:1 tllm. I. w'ser (h"" that in PLD tllm .. A 1)(11",,,;.1 '""Pi""" . 
liOl' <OII1d bre Ihdl., I"""" "'''''gies hQI .. <QndUCllolI dOI"in" ' es irr 
wlr ichcAj,,(hexl ,v~tIOl'~lIerg i"' A'ulr" i l.,rDrbothlyt> ... of r,lms 
(in PLO slighl ly Jr'I alier th<>n sputtered films~ AI higher .>CIiv~llon 
e"",gi<'S/lftTlper~,,,, .. "'IYIII!tl ion <orUuctl<lr1 will doonllUte wilh 
tho! ><:I;vation """'lIY for PLD films « sputtered films. This eOllld t.. 
C.;lU$...:I by ~ high'" COf1CI!tlI '.'ion 0{ <IXYS"" vx .. ,,,I..s in $pi"' ... ..! 
tlIms. Th~ could .xpI.oin tho! inili.lly higher ~"sil;V;ty. but ,01", 
xmml (or .. marf dl~t::lc ~nd per ............ che.nic.1 ctungedurll1S 
~xpos.Jt" 10 Wdl'" Vdl>Or. which elimi""les lhe sensilivity. Another 
pOl1sil)l" r e""'" 10 "KI~ain .1", dilf .... "'" .. IIO!I ......... , SpUllt • ...:I ",od 
Pto sa,"pl ellcouldl>r! It>ediff ... ",,, fil'" s ..-(xe rouW"''''''' XRD ."d 
XPS ddla f,om Jpllll!t"...:l.nd PLD .. mpl .... WI"'~ mmp.",d P'" and 
PQlSl .n"".I. II w;rs oI'S<'IIIed (hat .. tuwiOll llnleS Inc,e.,...c by. 
f<>e'or oil D~,Kl .ewlloo, liurt!$ i'lC'edsed by .. (.reIDr 0(8. I .... film. 
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FAST HIGH TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY SENSORS BASED ON Y-DOPED 




Y-doped BaZrO3 (BaZr1-xYxO3-y/2, x = 0.2, y > 0) or YBZO 30 nm and 50 nm 
films were deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) to investigate their reliability for 
long term humidity microsensors at high temperature (T ≥ 600°C) as required for power 
generation emissions controls. Previously published results on PLD 200 – 500 nm thin 
film samples indicated that this material was suitable for high temperature humidity 
measurements with fast and highly selectivity due to defect chemistry [1]. Humidity 
sensitivity and response time improved with reducing film thickness. To test this 
hypotheis, 30 nm and 50 nm thin film samples were deposited and characterized to allow 
extrapolation [1].  
 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were collected from as deposited 
samples at the surface as well as after 1 min and 4 min of Ar+ etching. Both samples were 
Ba deficient but otherwise close to the desired stoichiometry. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
reflections from as-deposited films show that the material is polycrystalline when 
deposited at substrate temperatures of 800°C. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) results 
revealed that both samples have a particle size of 19 to 25 nm and a surface roughness 
close to the material lattice constant of 4.2 Å. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
data confirmed the particle sizes within 4 - 9% variation of the AFM data. The film 
conductivity increases as a function of temperature and upon exposure to a humid 
atmosphere, supporting our hypothesis of protons dominating conduction from 200 to 
650°C. Humidity measurements were presented for both 30 nm and 50 nm films from 
600 to 650°C at vapor pressure of 0.116 atm. Sensitivities up to 29 atm-1 and 18 atm-1 for 
50 nm films at 0.116 atm partial pressure of water were measured at 600 and 650°C, 
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respectively. The sensor response time (τ90) of both samples is reduced by a factor of 2-5 
times compared to 200 – 500 nm thick PLD films [1]. 
KEYWORDS: Thin films, humidity, high temperature, Y-doped BaZrO3 material, PLD, 
ionic conductor.  
6.2 Introduction 
Fossil fuel power plants are major emitters of greenhouse gases, which may have 
been one of the causes for global warming over the last 50 years [2]. With global power 
demands anticipated to rise more than 60% by 2030 and the number of active coal plants 
worldwide exceeding 50,000 current estimates predict that fossil fuels will account for 
85% of the energy market by 2030 [3]. Power generation using fossil fuels generally 
requires a high temperature (T ≥ 500°C) combustion process and result in the release of 
byproducts (including CO, CO2, H2O, H2S, N2, H2S, and SO2) whose discharge to the 
atmosphere is undesirable. Micro gas sensors are being developed to help monitor and 
control emissionsin advanced combustion process and engine management. In order to 
accurately measure a large variety of gaseous species and concentrations, the reliable 
measurement of water vapor is essential since the water vapor can have a huge impact on 
the accuracy of other gas measurements at high temperature [4].  
Y-doped BaZrO3 has demonstrated high selectivity to humidity in both bulk and 
thin films [1, 5-7]. However, the maximum humidity sensitivity of 7.5 atm-1 was 
measured for pulsed laser deposited (PLD) thin films at 400°C, which is one order of 
magnitude lower than that of sputtered Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films [5]. Also, the sensor 
response time is slower compared to the sputtered samples [8]. Literature has reported 
that water vapor diffusion into bulk samples (with thicknesses t in the mm range) is about 
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two orders of magnitude slower than the surface exchange mechanisms that occur in the 
surface sensitive layers for thinner films (t  150 µm) [6]. Considering these data and the 
observed increase in sensitivity and reduction in response time with reduced film 
thickness in both PLD and sputtered films a further reduction of the PLD film thickness 
should lead to improved sensor performance [1, 5].  
This work presents 30 and 50 nm thick PLD Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films for fast and 
high temperature humidity sensor applications, allowing the potential mitigation of the 
above stated drawbacks of thicker PLD films while maintaining the advantageous long 
term stability and humidity sensing characteristics of the films. 
6.3 Theoretical basis 
High temperature proton conductor exhibit appreciable protons when exposed to 
H2O or H2 + H2O containing atmospheres at elevated temperature (typically T ≥ 500°C) 
[5-7]. Y-doped BaZrO3 can exhibit oxygen ions or oxygen vacancies when doped with a 
lower valence ion e.g., Y3+ on the Zr4+ sites. The defect reaction for oxygen incorporation 
into the lattice in a dry atmosphere using the Kröger-Vink notation is  
½ O2 (g) + Vo•• ↔ Oox + 2h•,                                                                            (6.3.1)    
where Vo•• denotes an oxygen vacancy, Oox denotes an oxygen ion on its own sublattice 
and h• denotes an electron-hole. When exposing to water vapor containing atmosphere at 
high temperature, it can absorb water into the lattice structure and become a proton 
conductor. The relevant defect reaction is  
H2O (g) + Vo••  + Oox  ↔ 2 (OH)•O.                                                                  (6.3.2) 
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Oxygen ions, protons, electrons, and electron-holes contribute the total 
conductivity of YBZO when expose to humidity. A thorough characterization of partial 
conductivity of the various transporting species has been studied and can be fitted to a 
reasonable defect model [9-13]. Based on the defect chemistry, the total conductivity is  
σtotal = σionic + fpO21/4                                                                                          (6.3.3)          
where σtotal  is total conductivity, σionic is contributed from oxygen ions and protons. σtotal 
as a function of pO21/4  at a fixed temperature should provide a linear reaction [6]. 
However, the results from Y-doped BaZrO3 bulk materials indicated the underestimate of 
proton conduction [6].  
6.4 Experimental methods 
Y-doped BaZrO3 of 30 and 50 nm films were deposited onto oxidized 2 inch n-type 
(100) silicon substrates using PLD at substrate temperatures of 800°C in a vacuum 
ambient with base pressure at 6 x 10-7 Torr. Films were characterized using X-Ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Atomic Force Microscopy 
(AFM), and Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to determine film composition, 
microstructure, surface morphology, and particle size. Electrical conductivity as a 
function of temperature and water vapor humidity sensing characteristics of the films 
were measured up to 650°C. Silicon based gas sensor test structures with Cr (20 nm) and 
Au (180 nm) thin film metallization deposited on top of the sensing material were 
fabricated for humidity tests as previously published [5]. The size of each sensor is 7x7 
mm2. It uses 10 pairs of interdigitated electrodes (IDE) spaced 100 µm apart and includes 
a resistive thin film heater, a resistive temperature device (RTD), and the sensitive layer.   
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6.4.1 Characterization of film composition and structure 
The electroceramic thin films were deposited by PLD from a 1 inch diameter, 
99.9% pure ceramic BaZr0.8Y0.2O2.9 pure ceramic target (Process Materials Inc). The 
films were grown at 50 Hz, 250 mJ/pulse laser energy with average energy flux of 1 
J/cm2, yielding a film thickness uniformity of ± 25%. Films with a center thickness of 30 
nm and 50 nm were deposited. Thicknesses were verified using a Woolam V-Vase 
spectroscopic ellipsometer. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were 
made using a Kratos Axis ULTRADLD system using monochromatic Al K radiation. 
Composition data was recorded for as received samples and after 1 min and 4 min of Ar+ 
ion beam etching. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were made using a Philips 
X’Pert system using Cu K radiation in the Bragg-Brentano geometry for 2 angles from 
10 - 90 °. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs were collected with a Veeco 
Dimension 3000 system using etched Si tapping mode tips with a nominal tip radius of ~ 
5 nm. Transmission electron microscopy images (TEM) were collected with a Tecnai F 
30 to confirm the particle sizes.   
6.4.2 Water vapor sensitivity measurements 
The water vapor sensing characteristics for PLD BaZrO3:Y thin films were 
measured using a custom-built gas sensor test station. Sample chips were placed on a 
heater in a stainless steel chamber and contacted with probe needles attached to a 
PC/labview controlled Keithley digital multimeter in voltage measurement mode. N2 
carrier gas at 200 sccm was passed through a water bath at 80C, saturating the gas at 
0.468 atm water vapor pressure. Before the saturated water vapor reaches the test 
chamber, it is diluted with about 610 sccm N2 gas, which gives 0.116 atm partial pressure 
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of water. Once the test gas enters the test chamber it is heated to the sensor operating 
temperature. The partial pressure of water vapor is calculated by the percentage of total 
gas flow at 1 atm.  
Sample resistance values were determined based on the voltage measurements 
using a 0.7 µA supply current that would not lead to self heating of the film. The 
temperature dependence of resistance was measured at 200 to 650°C. The responses to 
water vapor were measured at 0.116 atm partial pressure of water at 600 and 650°C. The 
film conductivity was determined using 
RAn
L                                       (6.4.1)                           
where σ is the film conductivity ([] = 1 S/cm), R is the measured resistance ([R]=1 M), 
A is the cross sectional area of the sample ([A]=1 cm2), L is the distance between each 
interdigitated electrode ([L]=1 cm), and n is the number of interdigital electrode structure 
(IDE) pairs (n=10).  
6.5 Results and discussion 
6.5.1 Film characterization 
The chemical composition of the films was measured by XPS from as received 
samples, and after ion beam etching. The film compositions were quantified from the 
spectra and are summarized in Table 6-1. XPS data indicate that PLD samples are closer 
to nominal composition than sputtered samples. However Ba is still deficient in both 
cases. We are providing data after 1 min and 4 min of Ar+ etching. After 1 min etching, 
there is still a  
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Table 6-1: Film composition quantified by XPS measurements for samples as function of 
thickness for (a) nominal composition, and deposited at 800˚C with film thickness of (b) 
30 nm, and (c) 50 nm. 
  
 AT concentration (%) 
Sample 
name 
 Ba 3d O 1s Sn 3d Zr 3p Y 3p C 1s Ar 2p Si 2p
a   20 60 0 16 4 0 0 0 
b As 
received 








1.6 44 0 6.6 2.8 0 3.7 41.3 
c As 
received 








1.8 42.2 0 12.2 5.3 0 3.7 34.8 
 
significant amount of carbon incorporated into the films. The substrate layer can be 
observed after 4 min of Ar+ etching.  
XRD reflections were collected to investigate the microstructure of the deposited 
films, and are presented in Fig. 6-1. The reflections are for as–deposited PLD samples 
with substrate temperature of 800°C with film thickness from 30 to 500 nm. The BaZrO3 
reflections were present indicating the films were polycrystalline in character. The dashed 
vertical lines on the plots represent the JCPDS values for BaZrO3 with one weak 































































Fig. 6-1: X-ray diffraction reflections collected from as-deposited PLD samples at a base 
pressure of 6 x 10-7 Torr with substrate temperatures at 800°C with film thickness: a. 
30 nm, b. 50 nm, c. 200 nm, d. 300 nm, e. 400 nm, and f. 500 nm [c-f from Ref 1].  
 
The reflection intensity appears to increase with increasing film thickness. These 
reflections are shifted to higher 2 values compared to the JCPDS database, which would 
be consistent with the films being under tensile stress. These results are also consistent 
with the presence of the (200) Si peak, a normally unallowed peak, which appears due to 
strain in the Si substrate. A  Philips X’Pert data collector was used to measure the full 
width half max (FWHM) values of these reflections which were decreasing with 
increased film thickness. The results are in agreement with trends observed in previous 
data for thicker films (Fig. 6-2).  
AFM was used to characterize the surface morphology of as deposited PLD films. 
AFM micrographs for both samples have a similar surface morphology consisting of 
nano-scale surface particles. For each film thickness, 6 individual measurements were 






































Fig. 6-2: Reflection heights versus film thickness for Y-doped BaZrO3 PLD films with 
substrate temperature of 800°C, and full width at half maximum (FWHM) versus film 
thicknesses for PLD films with substrate temperature of 800°C. 
 
The results in Fig. 6-3 show that RMS roughness increased from 0.4 nm to 1.2 nm 
and particle size increased from 19 nm to 72 nm with film thickness from 30 nm to 500 
nm [1]. The AFM data presented in Fig.6-3 indicate that all PLD samples have a surface 
roughness close to the BaZrO3 lattice constant of about 4.2 Å. The observed particle size 
is 19 nm and 25 nm for 30 nm and 50 nm thick samples, respectively.  
The particle size increases with increasing film thickness, which is consistent with 
previous results from 200 – 500 nm thick films [1]. TEM data were collected to confirm 
the particle size of Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films. Fig. 6-4 presents TEM images of a) 30 
nm and b) 50 nm PLD films deposited at a substrate temperature of 800°C in vacuum.  
TEM data indicate a particle size of between 17 nm and 25 nm for 30 nm films, 
and between 20 nm and 26 nm for 50 nm films. This constitutes a difference of 4% to 9% 
compared to the AFM measurements and confirms that the stereological technique gives 











































BZO lattice constant 
 
Fig. 6-3: RMS roughness and particle size versus film thickness for Y-doped BaZrO3 for 
as deposited PLD films with substrate temperature of 800°C. 
 
 
         (a)                                                          (b) 
Fig. 6-4: TEM images for PLD films at substrate temperature of 800°C in vacuum with 







6.5.2 Temperature dependence 
 The sensor conductivity as function of temperature was characterized from 200 to 
650 C to determine the variation of base line resistance with temperature during 
humidity measurements and to gain information on potential electrical conduction 
mechanisms in the material.  
The conductivity of the samples increases exponentially with increasing 






 0                                                                                           (6.4.1) 
where σt is the conductivity as function of temperature in S/cm, σ0 is the conductivity at 
473 K (i.e. the lowest temperature at which we were able to get measurable conductivity 
values) in S/cm, Ea is the activation energy in eV, and k is Boltzmann’s constant 
(8.617385 x 10-5 eV/K). The activation energy was calculated based on approximate 
linear fits in the log-plot of film conductivity versus temperature (200 - 650°C) in N2 
ambient gas at a flow of 1380 sccm. Using a linear approximation for the slope, two 
distinct temperature regions can be identified with different slope. This change in 
activation energy can be interpreted as a change in electrical conduction mechanism. 
Based on the activation energy presented in Fig. 6-5, all PLD samples exhibit an 
activation energy that is increasing with increased film thickness for both temperature 
and conduction mechanism ranges. Above ca. 350 - 650 C, activation energies of 
between 0.2 and 0.47 eV were observed, consistent with literature that suggest a 
predominantly O2- ion based conduction mechanism (defect/vacancy hopping) with 





















200 to 350 Celcius
350 to 650 Celcius
 
Fig. 6-5: Activation energy (Ea) versus film thickness from 30 nm to 500 nm PLD films 
[8]. Two distinct regions of activation energies are apparent in original data. Activation 
energy was generated based on approximate linear fits in the log-plot of film conductivity 
versus temperature (200°C - 650°C) in N2 ambient gas at a flow of 1380 sccm. This is 
consistent with the conduction mechanism of Y-doped BaZrO3 (electron-hole and O2- 
conductions) presented in literature [16-22]. Below 350 C, activation energies of 0.11 – 
0.27 eV were determined, consistent with electron/hole based conduction (0.18 to 0.39 
eV) [24]. 
 
6.5.3 Water vapor response 
All samples are initially exposed to dry N2 gas. Then, water vapor is introduced 
into the test chamber. Once the electrical conductivity has stabilized, the atmosphere is 
changed back to dry air. As expected, the conductivity increases when exposed to water 
vapor [1, 5-7]. The samples were measured at partial pressures of water of 0.116 atm at 
temperatures of 600°C and 650°C (Fig. 6-6). Film sensitivity as stated below is calculated 







































































































T = 600 °C
 
(b)  
Fig. 6-6: Water vapor response of Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films at a partial pressure of 
















































T = 650 °C
 
(c) 
















where S is the sensitivity in atm-1, σg is the conductivity upon exposure to humidity at a 
given temperature T, σ0 is the initial conductivity without humidity exposure at the same 
temperature. ΔC is the change in partial pressure of water in atmosphere. Sensitivities up 
to 4.2 atm-1 were measured for 30 nm films at 650°C. Sensitivities up to 29 atm-1 and 18 
atm-1 were measured for 50 nm films at 600°C and 650°C. Measurements at both 
temperatures were carried out at a water partial pressure of 0.116 atm. No repeatable 
humidity measurements could be recorded: 1) below 650°C for 30 nm samples, and 2) 
below 0.116 atm of partial pressure of water for both 30 nm and 50 nm samples.  
The humidity sensitivities at 650C are 4.2, 18, 1, 0.6, 0.3, and 0.2 atm-1 for 
corresponding film thicknesses of 30, 50, 200, 300, 400, and 500 nm (Fig. 6-7). The 
humidity sensitivity for 30 and 50 nm films is significantly higher than for thicker 


























Fig. 6-7: Water vapor sensitivity as a function of film thickness for 30 - 500 nm of Y-
doped BaZrO3 PLD thin films in 0.116 atm partial pressure of water at  650˚C. 
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This behavior indicates that more defects which allow absorption of H2O into the 
lattice and increase conductivity may exist in the surface layers than in the material bulk. 
The observed behavior could be modeled by two parallel resistors: one for a changing 
humidity sensitive top layer and one for a humidity independent base layer. Assuming 
such a model, the sensitivity of the entire film would increase with decreasing film 
thickness up until the film thickness is as thin as the sensitive top layer as indicated above. 
Literature also states that surface exchange and diffusion tend to be faster than bulk 
diffusion. Hence the subsequent higher mobility would further the increase in 
conductivity and response. Both, increased absorption due to higher defect density at the 
surface and faster ionic surface exchange will likely contribute to the overall sensor 
response.  
As observed in multiple samples, the humidity sensitivity for 50 nm is 
consistently higher than that for 30 nm films, which could potentially indicate a change in 
trend or mechanism. Reasons for this change could lie in the technical challenges in 
contacting such a thin layer of sensitive film or in the beginning dominance of scattering 
effects for charge carriers at the interface between sensitive layer and substrate and at the 
top surface. Further investigations will need to focus on the cross sections and chemical 
compositions for the 30 nm films after the humidity measurements.  
6.5.4 Sensor response time 
In previous publications [1, 5, 8], we had discussed that H2O molecules dissolving 
into the lattice would lower the oxygen vacancy concentration and release protons into 
the material in the presence of water vapor at high temperatures. We have characterized 
and correlated the response and the recovery times of the sensors and the film thickness 
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at operating temperature of 600 and 650°C at partial pressures of water of 0.116 atm as 
deposited (Fig. 6-8). The response time and recovery time are defined as the time 
required for the conductivity of the sensor element to reach 90% of the equilibrium value 
following a step increasing in water vapor concentration and the time required for the 
conductivity of the sensor to drop 90% of the base conductivity [16]. 
The sensors response recovery times appear to increase with increasing film 
thickness at both operating temperature of 600 and 650C. For 30 nm and 50 nm films, 
the time constant (τ90) is a factor of 2 – 5 times faster than other PLD samples. A possible 
explanation for the faster sensor response could lie in the surface ion exchange becoming 
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Fig. 6-8: Response and recovery times of the sensor element to reach or drop by 90% of 
the conductivity as a function of film thickness at 0.116 atm partial pressure of water at 






Life-time of the sensors is a major factor in evaluating the stability of the films 
and sensors and thus their relevance for future applications. We have recently presented 
long term stability for selected PLD films in excess of 52 weeks [1]. In an attempt to 
replicate typical user scenarios, we stored 30 and 50 nm PLD humidity sensors in gel-pac 
boxes at room temperature in the Utah Nanofabrication Laboratory clean room upon 
completion of the initial test runs. The sensors were then retested under identical 
conditions at regular time intervals. For each test cycle, the sensors were first placed into 
the test chamber while exposing them to dry N2 gas at 1380 sccm while ramping up to 
650C for 2 hours to stabilize the initial electrical conductivity of the material. Then 
water vapor was introduced into the test chamber with between 0 and 0.116 atm of partial 
pressure of water. Once the electrical conductivity values have stabilized, the atmosphere 
is changed back to dry N2. Fig. 6-9 illustrates the change in sensitivity and base resistivity 
of the 30 and 50 nm PLD humidity sensors over a period of 24 weeks with the 
corresponding film base resistivity as an indicator of sensor stability. The sensitivity of 
the 30 nm films dropped from 4.2 atm-1 to 0 atm-1 in 16 weeks. The resistivity however 
remained stable until the 24th week. Fifty nm films retain stable sensitivity and resistivity 
throughout the 24-week time period. The shift in sensitivity observed in the 30 nm films 
may be caused by a change in film composition or structure, which however does not 
affect the baseline resistivity. This may further support that the sensing mechanism takes 
place in the surface layers of the film only, dominating the electrical conductivity at high 
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Fig. 6-9: Humidity sensor stability test for 30 nm and 50 nm thick PLD films over a 24 
week period.  
Without water vapor, the “bulk” of the film dominates the electrical properties. 
This hypothesis is supported by other literature on bulk Y-doped BZO that suggests 
surface or surface layer effects to be responsible for changes in electrical conductivity [6]. 
Upon complete failure of the device, we will analyze the chemical composition, structure 
and texture of the films again and compare with the initial measurements prior to the long 
term test in order to test for changes due to humidity exposure that can explain the drop 
in resistance.  
The stability results in Fig. 6-9 clearly show an aging effect of the humidity 
sensors over time. The humidity sensitivity and base resistance of the 30 and 50 nm PLD 
films remain comparably stable under the harsh testing conditions and high temperatures 
for more than 6 months. Regular recalibration or high temperature cleaning routines of 




The correlation between film thickness and sensor sensitivity and response time 
for Y-doped BaZrO3 PLD samples with film thicknesses between 30 and 500 nm was 
studied. With the purpose of improving sensor sensitivity and response for PLD films 
beyond comparably faster sputtered films, data from previous experiments were analyzed 
for trends. Data showed that with decreasing film thickness, improved sensitivity and 
response time could be observed. Current understanding of the electrical conduction and 
sensing mechanisms appear to indicate that surface exchange and diffusion in this 
material system are faster than the bulk mechanisms and that there is a higher density of 
defects that can facilitate the sensing mechanism. To test the hypothesis new PLD 
samples were fabricated with 50 and 30 nm thickness (the lower limit for films that 
allowed reliable electrical measurements). 
Films were deposited and tested as to their feasibility as thin film humidity 
sensing materials at high temperatures, similar to work previously published by us. XPS 
data showed that Ba is deficient in samples for both thicknesses. As deposited films with 
substrate temperature of 800°C were polycrystalline. The reflection counts were too low 
to be clearly visible for 30 nm thick films. Reflection intensity appeared to be increasing 
and FWHM was decreasing with increasing film thickness. This behavior was in 
agreement with our previous observations for 200 – 500 nm thick PLD films. AFM 
measurements show that as deposited films have low surface roughness similar in value 
to the BZO lattice constant. The particle size (19- 25 nm) as observed using AFM was 
confirmed by TEM measurements. The electrical conductivity was characterized using an 
IDE test structure over a temperature range of 200 - 650°C. The conductivity might have 
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contributions from electrons, electron-holes, and oxygen ions. The activation energies 
measured for these charge carriers appeared to be in accordance with data presented in 
literatures. The humidity sensitivity of the films was characterized as a function of partial 
pressure of water at 600 and 650°C. Both films exceed the trend and exhibit several 
factors (2-5) higher sensitivity and faster response than the thicker films at both operating 
temperatures. The sensitivity of 50 nm films is consistently higher than that of 30 nm 
films, which could potentially indicate a change in mechanism or technical challenges in 
contacting the thin film. This could be an indication that both surface exchange and bulk 
diffusion occur at the same time, with the surface ion exchange being the dominating ion 
transfer mechanism in the thinner layers. The 30 and 50 nm PLD films exhibited stable 
electrical/sensing properties for more than 6 months. In conclusion: reducing the 
thickness of PLD BaZrO3 sensitive films to the low 10s of nm range increases sensitivity 
and reduces response time while maintaining the advantageous stability during high 
temperature humidity measurements. The behavior is in accordance with existing models 
explaining the impact of surface and bulk mechanisms on ionic conduction in this 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND FUTURE WORK 
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The main objective of this dissertation was to develop, fabricate and investigate 
Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films for the use in microfabricated high temperature humidity 
sensors. We have found that this material is suitable for fast and stable high temperature 
humidity sensors that are selective to water vapor in power plants and automotive exhaust 
gas streams applications. In this chapter, we summarize our work that covered material 
studies, device and process technology development, and sensor response 
characterization. We also draw several principal conclusions that help further the 
understanding of the material and its use in this sensing application, as described in 
Section 7.2 below. Finally, we give some recommendations for future work.   
7.1 Summary 
We have developed deposition processes using sputtering and pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD) for Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films for high temperature humidity 
measurements. In total, 212 thin film layers (200 sputtered and 12 PLD layers) were 
deposited and characterized. Out of these, 100 sputtered and 12 PLD layers were used in 
sensor devices.  
Major effort went into developing the process parameters for deposition and the 
characterization of these thin films. Y-doped BaZrO3 thin films with thicknesses of 
between 200 and 750 nm were sputtered onto oxidized 2 inch n-type Si wafers at room 
temperature from a ceramic target in an Ar sputtering ambient. Various deposition 
pressures (0.45 – 50 mTorr) and deposition powers (50 – 300 W) were used in order to 
understand the correlation between process parameters and film properties. Films were 
annealed at 800°C and 1000°C for 3 hours in air. The resulting films were characterized 
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Atomic 
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force microscopy (AFM) to determine their film compositions, microstructure, and 
surface morphology. PLD samples (30 – 500 nm) were deposited onto identical 
substrates at various substrate temperatures (RT - 800°C) in a VAC PLD system. All 
PLD samples were characterized as deposited. Selected PLD samples were also annealed 
at 1000°C for 3 hours in air and characterized again. Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) was used to confirm the particle sizes of 30 and 50 nm PLD films with AFM 
technique.  
We identified Ba deficiencies in all deposited layers for both deposition methods. 
Sputter deposition appeared to have smaller process windows for closer stoichiometric 
compositions of 20 wt% Y- doped BaZrO3 thin films with better sensitivity responses 
than PLD films. Film cracking appeared after annealing in most deposited thin films. 
This may be caused by either the tetragonal to monoclinic transformation of ZrO2 due to 
the Ba deficiency, or the films being under tensile stress that was confirmed by XRD 
reflections and film stress studies before and after annealing. XRD reflection results 
revealed that reflection heights were increasing and full width half max (FWHM) was 
decreasing with increasing film thickness. PLD films appeared to have a more 
pronounced BaZrO3 (BZO) structure than sputtered films. All deposited layers exhibit 
smooth surface roughness that is close to the BZO lattice constant (about 4.2 Å) and 
small particle sizes that seemed to increase with increasing film thickness. The particle 
sizes of the films were determined by AFM and TEM between 19 and 72 nm. A 4 – 9% 
variation between the TEM and AFM results were observed.  
The first 25 sensor devices using sputtered films had the sensing material 
deposited on top of the interdigitated test structure (IDE) and showed no response to 
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humidity. The rest of the sensors were fabricated with the IDE on top of the sensitive 
material, yielding varying degrees of sensitive response. Another 25 sensors with 
sputtered films used Ti/Pt as metal contacts for humidity measurements, resulting in 
unstable and/or unrepeatable humidity response. The 50 remaining sensor devices using 
sputtered films as well as the 12 of PLD sensor devices used Cr/Au as IDE on top and 
produced fast, sensitive, selective, and long term stable humidity response. Therefore, 
Cr/Au appears to be recommendable choice for the use as metal contact materials for 
repeatable and stable humidity sensor responses, thereby limiting the operating 
temperature to below 1000°C. The film baseline resistivity was characterized as a 
function of film thicknesses and temperature to estimate the activation energies for the 
various electrical conduction mechanisms and to determine the types of charge carriers. 
Two distinct regions of activation energies were apparent in the electrical conductivity 
measurements, consistent with our expectations that electrons and electron-holes were the 
primary charge carriers at lower temperature (T ≤ 500°C), and oxygen ions were the 
primary charge carriers at high temperature (500 - 650°C) prior to exposure to water 
vapor at high temperature. The activation energies seemed to increase with increasing 
film thickness in both temperature regions. The resulting activation energies for the 
sputtered samples were only slightly larger than PLD samples at lower temperatures (200 
- 500°C) and much larger at higher temperature (500 - 650°C).  
Y-doped BaZrO3 thin film humidity sensors were tested towards humidity and 
typical mixed combustion gases to demonstrate its high sensitivity and selectivity to 
water vapor at high temperature. The sensitivity towards water vapor is at least one order 
of magnitude higher than towards other gas species. The humidity sensitivity appeared to 
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be increasing with decreasing film thickness down to 50 nm thick PLD films. The sensor 
devices were recorded as being 4 – 20 times faster in sensor response (τ60) than other 
humidity sensor devices as discussed in Section 1.3 (Fig. 7.1). The time constant of the 
sensors decreased with decreasing film thickness. Long term stability and life time testing 
showed that the sensor devices were able to operating functionally in excess of 52 weeks 
of time, indicating usefulness for real world applications.   
7.2 Conclusion 
Y-doped BaZrO3 material suitable for sensing devices can be deposited by thin 
film technologies, such as sputtering and pulsed laser deposition (PLD). By using thin 
film technologies, we were able to demonstrate the potential to fabricate comparably 
cheap, mass produced devices with very small dimensions. Ba deficiency is observed in 
all deposited layers, however, is still poorly understood in these thin films. Initial results 
appear to indicate that the Ba is more easily backsputtered/etched from the surface it has 
been deposited on during ion bombardment, leading to nonstoichiometric concentration. 
Sputtered films have a higher sensitivity towards humidity at lower temperature (T = 
400°C) with fast sensor response (τ60) between 6 – 27 seconds and an average life time of 
12 weeks. PLD films yielded more stoichiometric films with sensor response (τ60) 
between 17 – 56 seconds and 1 year life time even at higher temperature (500°C ≤ T ≤ 
650°C). Thin film devices produced by both methods were highly selective to water 
vapor at high temperature. Therefore, Yttrium-doped barium ziconate (Y-doped BaZrO3 
or YBZO) is a promising material for fast, sensitive, selective, and stable high 





























































Fig. 7-1: Temperature vs. sensor response time of τ60 for some metal oxide, perovskite 
oxide, commercial avaiable humidity sensors based on Table 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3 in Chapter 
1, and Y-doped BaZrO3 thin film sensor devices that were presented in this work 
(Chapter 3, 4, 5, and 6) 
7.3 Future work 
Three principle issues should be addressed when continuing this work. First, we 
need to identify the reasons that caused the measured Ba deficiency in all deposited 
layers in order to control the film composition and understand better the correlation 
between deposition parameters and film compositions. Resputtering is a common 
mechanism that could cause Ba deficiency during the thin film deposition process. An 
initial resputtering effect has been studied and characterized as shown in Fig. 7-2. The 
XPS data are presented in Table 7-1. We have also observed changes of Ba atomic 
concentrations during XPS measurements when using different ion beam currents to etch 
the film surface for the same sample. This observation indicated that Ba could be 




Fig. 7-2: Re-sputtering effect studies in Denton Discovery 18 system at room substrate 
temperature, yield film thickness of 130, 150, 180, 210, 220, and 285 nm from sample 1 
to 6, respectively.    
 
















Ba 3d 6.37 7.37 10.50 11.15 9.23 7.76 
O 1s 62.00 63.83 64.53 72.78 57.47 61.22 
Zr 3p 21.99 20.02 17.96 4.14 24.95 21.41 
Y 3p 7.55 7.18 4.52 7.26 6.51 6.46 
Ar 2p 2.09 1.60 2.48 4.67 1.85 3.15 
 
Thorough studies of resputtering are needed to determine whether this is the main 
reason for the Ba deficiency. Second, using Cr/Au recommended as the IDE test structure 
metal limits the operating temperature to below 1000°C. Previous YBZO bulk sample 
results have demonstrated a good repeatability and stable humidity response with Ti/Pt 
metal contact. In order to be able to test our sensors in a real combustion environment, we 
need to understand the differences 1) between our thin film sensors and the bulk film 
sensors, 2) interfaces transfer properties between YBZO material and Cr/Au or Ti/Pt. 
Third, impedance spectroscopy measurements should be carried out to help distinguish 
the conduction mechanisms and ion transfer mechanisms. Protons, oxygen ions, electrons, 




It is however very difficult to separate each contribution for the total conductivity. 
And also surface ion exchange appeared to occur with bulk diffusion at the same time. 
Impedance spectroscopy measurements of the material would allow partial analysis of the 
role of the grain size and boundaries to the electrical conduction mechanism. It may also 
help identify the extent of the surface (or boundary layer) thickness of the material that 
dominates the sensing and current conducting mechanism further. If these data correlate 
with data obtained from the sensitivity and response time characterization as function of 
film thickness, this would further the understanding and support a model assuming a 
surface dominated mechanism. It would also possibly help quantify or at least estimate 
the thickness of this layer, thereby helping to maximize sensor response and performance 
and minimize processing time.  
 
 
 
